Transport

Transport is critical to our everyday lives. Our transport networks connect us to the opportunity to work, learn and socialise. They move the products we buy and use, from what we eat to what we wear. Our transport networks are vital to our collective economy and productivity, as well as to the quality and cost of living we experience as individuals.

For ease of analysis, this chapter treats passenger and freight transport sectors separately. In practice, the two are closely linked. Passengers and freight operators share road, rail, airport and port infrastructure.

**Passenger transport** connects people and places. This section discusses a broad range of modes, from active transport, such as walking and cycling, to private cars, public transport, aviation, cruise ships, ferries and emerging modes like rideshare.

**Freight transport** includes the complex array of supply chains that carry imported and locally produced goods for domestic consumption. This section also analyses our export supply chains, with a particular consideration of agricultural and mineral exports and the key facilities, such as ports, intermodal terminals and airports, that service our international trade.

Our principal focus in this chapter is on the challenges and opportunities arising from a changing sector. The transport sector is undergoing a period of rapid transition, coinciding with the increasing congestion experienced by our cities as they undergo rapid growth.

Innovation in the transport sector has historically driven economic development and shaped the way we live. The impact of current and coming transport evolutions will be equally significant. Electrification, automation and rapid improvements in communications technology have the potential to transform the way people travel and our supply chains. However, these changes also present uncertainty for the transport sector and governments.
Passenger transport

5.1 Introduction

The state of the passenger transport sector

Australia’s passenger transport networks serve an enormous variety of needs in a range of different environments, from congested and fast-growing cities to regional centres and remote communities. Given the demands placed on our networks, it is not surprising that the sector faces challenges. Conditions of access to and the quality of our networks are not the same across different locations and for different people. This variation in service levels is the result of a necessary balance between providing appropriate transport access, and the financial and environmental trade-off of doing so in areas of varying density and demand.

The challenge of achieving a balance is compounded by a lack of transparency about why and how money is spent, particularly on the maintenance of our existing networks. This sits alongside the growth of emissions within the transport sector, which is the second largest emitter of greenhouse gas emissions in Australia.\(^1\)

Transport is also a major source of air pollution, one of the next major environmental challenges for our cities.\(^2\)

Transport can be particularly difficult to access for lower income households, people with disability, older people, rural and remote communities, and people living on the outskirts of fast-growing cities. Our fast-growing cities suffer from congestion while our remote communities often have under-utilised and poorly-maintained assets.

However, there are also positive developments that will help in achieving this balance. The transport sector is in a state of rapid innovation, with advances in communications technology, user interfaces, transport operations technology, electric vehicles and, eventually, driverless cars offering customers unprecedented mobility and access to information, as well as potentially improving the environmental and safety performance of the sector.
Our passenger networks serve diverse needs

People’s travel patterns vary depending on the time of day, purpose of trip, availability of transport options and distances to be travelled. While this section looks at high-level statistics regarding people’s transport choices, such as whether they drive, walk or take public transport, it is important to remember that each mode of transport is one component of larger transport networks. In practice, people switch between modes, either during a single trip or from day to day, depending on what is most time and cost-effective for them.

Australia-wide, there were 433 billion passenger kilometres travelled in 2015-16, up 5.39% since 2010-11. Cars are overwhelmingly the dominant passenger transport mode, accounting for 279 billion (64.4%) of all passenger kilometres. Buses account for 4.99% and passenger rail services for 3.73% of passenger kilometres. There have been minor, year-on-year variations between modes, but no significant trend in mode shift over the period.

However, aggregated statistics only tell part of the story. People’s travel habits are complicated, and patterns of demand vary depending on context. Public transport use is highest in our four largest cities, accounting for about 20% of journeys to work in the cities combined. Nationally, on average 9.87% of journeys to work were by public transport in 2016, up from 8.99% in 2011. Public transport is especially important for accessing key employment centres. For example, over 71% of trips to and from Sydney CBD in peak periods are by public transport.

Journeys to work are also showing growth in the number of people driving or cycling. There has been a decline in the number of people travelling as a passenger in a car, in a taxi, in a truck and walking. The growth in single-occupant car journeys to work and decline in journeys as a passenger highlights reduced levels of vehicle occupancy, a catalyst for growing congestion.

Where high urban densities place people close to other services, and support attractive all-day public transport frequencies, there is less reliance on car use for non-work journey purposes also. Thus, in Sydney’s inner city, 69% of all trips are undertaken using public or active transport. In Penrith, an outer-urban area of Sydney, by contrast, only 14% of trips of all purposes are undertaken by a mode other than car.

While rates of use vary, walking and cycling are essential ways to travel. Whether people drive or catch public transport, most trips have a walking component. Over shorter distances, particularly in higher density-centres, walking is often the most common mode of transport. For example, in the centre of Melbourne’s CBD (within the Hoddle Grid and Docklands), about 86% of all trips are made on foot, while 49% of all trips in Sydney’s inner city are walk-only trips.
While cycling is less widespread than walking, it comes with significant health and environmental benefits. However, there are also significant variations between areas, with cycling being most popular in the inner suburbs of our major cities. Australian cities have also been subject to the global phenomenon of the emergence of new active modes like e-scooters and bikeshare. The long-run popularity of these services remains to be seen, with several operators having had a short-lived presence in Australia’s fast-growing and some smaller cities.

For long-distance intercity and regional trips, catching a flight is often the most practical solution. Australia has some of the busiest air routes in the world, with Sydney-Melbourne being the second busiest and Brisbane-Sydney the eighth. Air travel is also important for rural and remote communities, ensuring they have access to major centres and key services.

The performance of our transport services is uneven

This Audit assesses the performance of our transport networks, including the services operated on these networks, through the multiple lenses of access, quality and cost. Australia’s population is highly urbanised, with the majority of Australians residing in our fast-growing cities. These cities feature significant public transport networks providing relatively high quality services to people residing in the middle and inner suburbs. However, access to transport networks and services is uneven across the country, with people who live in remote Australia or on the urban fringe, older people, those with disability, and those experiencing financial stresses being particularly disadvantaged.

Most of the challenges facing the level of access, quality and cost that our transport networks offer are consistent with the findings of the 2015 Audit. Access conditions remain uneven, regional infrastructure is poorly maintained, and costs, while remaining stable, have impacted some groups more than others. The cost of road congestion and public transport crowding in our fast-growing cities is forecast to grow.

In contrast, in smaller cities and regional centres, as well as regional towns, rural communities and remote areas, Australians face a very different challenge to that of congestion. Australia’s expansive geography and dispersed population mean transport networks are extensive but often poorly utilised, with maintenance resources spread thinly.

The cost of transport to end-users has generally remained stable or decreased slightly in real terms, albeit with variations by user group, and notwithstanding the substantial increased expenditure by some governments on operating, maintaining and expanding transport networks.

While some of the recurrent costs of driving have increased, motor vehicles have become cheaper. In the case of public transport, governments can be reluctant to increase public transport fares due to the wider benefits of these modes as well as the community unpopularity of ticket price rises.

However, there remain certain groups of Australians who are transport-disadvantaged in financial terms. Flights to rural and remote Australia can be prohibitively expensive, and people without access to public transport usually spend more of their personal and household budgets on operating vehicles.

All Australian households continue to have to allocate a large share of their household infrastructure budget to transport costs.
The cost of congestion is growing in our large cities

This Audit projects the total costs of road congestion and public transport crowding in Australia’s large cities will be $39.6 billion in 2031.

The majority of this cost is attributable to road congestion, $38.8 billion per annum, while public transport crowding makes up $837 million.

This Audit is the first time Infrastructure Australia has identified a cost of public transport crowding in our large cities.

This growth in congestion is in spite of significant investments in new transport infrastructure across our largest cities, particularly Sydney and Melbourne. Between the 2015 and 2019 Audits, the addition of 97 new projects to the Sydney transport network include substantial projects such as WestConnex, Sydney Metro Northwest, Sydney CBD and Parramatta Light Rail. Melbourne includes over 275 projects such as Melbourne Metro. Despite their scale, recent investments in transport infrastructure in our fast-growing cities is largely playing ‘catch-up’ rather providing additional capacity that will support substantial future growth.

While the costs of congestion are growing over time, Infrastructure Australia’s forecasts of the rate of growth has reduced. The forecast cost of road congestion in 2031 is around $14.5 billion lower than our forecast in the 2015 Audit.

The reduction is the result of a combination of changes to inputs, particularly lower population projections by the Australian Bureau of Statistics, some changes to assumptions regarding travel behaviour, improvements to the model, as well as capacity increases to transport infrastructure networks since 2015.

The most significant differences between Audits are in Greater Perth, where projections have been reduced by 19% reflecting the slower rates of growth following the mining boom. In addition, the other three less populated urban regions (the Brisbane, Adelaide and Canberra conurbations) have reduced congestion cost forecasts that reflect lower population projections and increased transport infrastructure investment.

However, Australia’s two largest cities, Sydney and Melbourne, are predicted to have higher congestion costs in 2031 than previously forecast, at 6% and 15% respectively. This reflects significant growth in these two cities since the last Audit. Sydney and Melbourne are both on track to have over six million residents by 2031.

To a lesser degree, the downward estimates of costs are also a sign of the impact of major infrastructure investments that have been committed in our largest cities.

Our modelling of future congestion, as well as opportunities to improve strategic transport modelling, are considered in more detail in a technical paper to this Audit, Urban Transport Crowding and Congestion.16

Our transport networks must work harder to promote social inclusion

Transport is an enabler of daily life. It provides people with access to jobs, services and leisure. People’s level of access to transport networks, and the opportunities these networks provide, often vary. Governments need to address this if they want to promote social inclusion.

This is particularly the case for Australians who are experiencing disadvantage, such as lower income households, people with disability, older people, rural and remote communities, and people living on the outskirts of fast-growing cities – or who experience multiple types of disadvantage.

For example, people living in our outer suburbs often have both lower average incomes than inner-city residents and lack access to public transport. Based on the 2016 Australian Census, the average household income in outer Sydney is approximately 75% of the average inner Sydney household income.16

For such people it is harder, and more expensive in proportion to family income, to reach employment opportunities.17 In Australia’s five largest cities, 44% of outer-urban sector residents travel over 20 km to work, even though for 58% of these residents their employment is located in the same sector. In contrast, 76% of inner-urban sector residents live within 10 km of their workplace. Between the same two sectors, the proportion of people who live within walking distance of medium- or high-frequency AM peak public transport ranges from 96% of inner-urban residents down to 44% of outer-urban residents.18

The challenge of transport disadvantage is likely to expand in coming years due to the ageing of our population. Transport can be particularly difficult to access for people who are mobility impaired. Despite ongoing upgrades to our public transport networks, governments are almost certain to miss legislated deadlines to ensure public transport is accessible for people with disabilities.

Beyond our cities, access to transport networks is most limited for people who live in remote Australia. The survival of remote communities is dependent on road and air access. However, local governments often struggle to meet the cost of maintaining roads and airports, meaning remote Australians often lack access to key services, employment and consumer goods.19
The transport sector risks becoming financially and environmentally unsustainable

From a funding, maintenance and environmental perspective, our transport networks risk becoming unsustainable.

Australia is currently experiencing a transport infrastructure investment boom. Investment by the public sector is close to record levels, with governments focusing on building new roads and public transport projects.

However, Australia faces significant challenges not just in funding further new assets but in maintaining our existing and expanding asset base. At the heart of many of our transport funding problems is a weak link between usage and expenditure on the network.

These conditions are associated with a lack of transparency about why and how money is spent, particularly for maintaining our existing networks.

For roads, the problem of cost recovery has been exacerbated by a growing disparity between increasing traffic and the decreasing return of funds to governments from fuel excise due to improved vehicle efficiency. Fuel excise is the principal source of revenue associated with our road use. However, it is not tied to road or transport expenditure. In the 20 years to 2018, Australian vehicle kilometres travelled have risen, while excise revenue has decreased by 20%. The prospect of the introduction of electric or alternative fuel vehicles could further accelerate that decline.

The gap between expenditure and income is as true of public transport as it is of roads, if not more so, with fare revenues not recovering the costs of operating or maintaining these modes. Many well-utilised transport networks cannot generate sufficient revenue in order to cover the costs of providing the service. The average public transport cost recovery from fares is low by international standards, averaging less than 30%. The cost recovery from public transport is low in comparison to cities like Toronto, Auckland and Wellington. For each dollar spent by a public transport user on a ticket, between three to ten times that amount needs to be spent by the taxpayer to subsidise the true cost of providing the service.

In 2016, investment in domestic transport networks represented approximately 1.3% of the nation’s GDP. As our population grows, and demand for transport increases and becomes more complicated, establishing effective, transparent and sustainable funding mechanisms for capital investment in and maintenance of our transport networks will be a key challenge. Despite strong support for user pays mechanisms for infrastructure, increases to direct user contributions can meet strong community resistance.

Transport also faces significant environmental challenges. The transport sector is the second largest emitter in Australia and its emissions are growing. Transport accounts for about 19% of Australia’s emissions, with cars being the single largest contributor. Transport has shown the most rapid growth in greenhouse gas emissions since 1990, growing by 62.9%, and is projected to grow by a further 12% by 2030. Nevertheless, the transport sector is on the verge of significant technology change. Shared and electric vehicles have the capacity to substantially reduce transport emissions.

The passenger transport sector is in a state of rapid transition

A broad range of economic, social and demographic factors are contributing to rapid changes in Australian travel patterns and demand that are further compounding the challenges to the financial and environmental sustainability of our transport networks.

Technological innovation in particular is transforming the way transport is delivered, and is allowing governments to evolve from direct service providers to mobility facilitators. New service models such as on-demand, rideshare and carshare are already disrupting the transport market. The deregulation of point-to-point transport, such as Uber, in all Australian jurisdictions has likely been a precursor of further changes to come.
Public transport providers are starting to test the costs and potential benefits of on-demand transport products in helping to expand the reach of networks. This shift has been enabled by improvements in digital communications, which provide access to real-time information and online booking. Ultimately, our transport networks could move towards a Mobility as a Service (MaaS) model, where people will be able to integrate their journey seamlessly across all forms of transport.

Australia’s transport network will also soon be transformed by the most far-reaching changes in vehicle propulsion technology since the internal combustion engine entered mass production. Electric vehicles have the capacity to reduce transport costs, improve our air quality, reduce emissions, lower traffic noise and promote better public health outcomes. However, maximising these benefits will depend on policy intervention by governments. Under a business-as-usual scenario electric vehicles might still only make up 6% of Australian passenger fleet sales in 2025. With policy support, this could be as high as 40%.27

Connected vehicles are available on market and the number is growing rapidly.28 While specific uses can vary considerably, many connected applications will require the provision of complementary roadside and emergency services infrastructure to accommodate their use.

Automated vehicles are currently being trialled in Australia and have the capacity to revolutionise all aspects of our travel, from the need to own a private car at all, to the safety and reliability of mass transit. It is currently uncertain how automated vehicles will integrate into the existing transport network, but it is clear that governments have an important role to play in shaping their use.

In this chapter

5.2 Changing urban travel patterns explores the role of economic and social developments in changing urban transport demand and travel patterns. We also investigate the changing role of government from delivering to facilitating transport services, and opportunities to better cater for customers’ needs through technology and data analytics.

5.3 Technology and the future of passenger cars explores how the private vehicle market has evolved and will continue to change at a rapid rate. We discuss how sharing and connectivity between cars already exists, how the mass roll-out of electric vehicles will likely occur within the next 20 years and how automated and autonomous vehicles will grow in sophistication over that timeframe and beyond.

5.4 International, interstate and inter-regional connectivity investigates long-distance travel. Specifically, we look at the important economic contribution of international airports and the challenges they face. We also review transport challenges faced in regional and remote Australia.

5.5 Funding and maintaining our transport assets discusses the lack of consistency and transparency across Australia in the funding and maintenance of our transport assets. We also look at the potential for emerging third-party revenue streams.

5.6 Passenger transport sustainability and resilience discusses the large and growing emissions footprint of the passenger transport sector. We explore emerging technologies’ capacity to reduce emissions. We also discuss transport network resilience and its role in safeguarding the liveability and economic strength of our communities.

5.7 Safety in the transport sector looks at recent trends in road safety and note we are unlikely to meet targeted reductions in fatalities. We also discuss vulnerable road users, such as cyclists and pedestrians, and investigate growing transport cybersecurity concerns.

5.8 Transport accessibility and equity explores the unevenness of access to transport and the opportunities it reaches, with a specific focus on those experiencing disadvantage. This includes lower income households, people with disability, older people, rural and remote communities, and people living on the outskirts of fast-growing cities.
Performance of the sector

Access
More than 1 in 2 people cannot walk to public transport in the outer suburbs 29

Quality
More than 3 people are killed each day on our roads 30

Cost
Transport accounts for 65% of the direct costs households pay for infrastructure 31

Access
55% of Australians would like to see more investment in active transport infrastructure 33

Cost
Electric vehicles are forecast to reach price parity in 5-10 years 32

Access
44% of people find it easy to access rideshare or on-demand transport services 34

Cost
Average household spends around $200 per week on owning and operating vehicles 35

Quality
In 2031, public transport crowding will grow five times to cost Australia $837 million per year 37

Cost
26% of people think our rail services are expensive 36
Scale of the sector

**Asset**

Australia’s rail network is the length of a return trip to London from Sydney. 

**Asset**

Australia’s road network could wrap around the world 22 times.

**Customer**

161 million people pass through our airports each year.

**Customer**

Australians drive the equivalent of 1,000 times from Earth to the Sun every year.

**Industry**

716 regulations stopping autonomous cars.

**Industry**

Highly automated vehicles first trialled in Australia in 2018.

**Industry**

8 Sydney Opera Houses could be built with the annual subsidy to public transport.

**Customer**

1 in 10 trips to work are by public transport and 7 in 10 are by car.

---

5. Transport: Passenger – Introduction
5.2 Changing urban travel patterns

At a glance
This section explores how governments must cater to diverse travel patterns and higher demand in an increasingly urbanised Australia, and to avoid the high, and growing costs of congestion. Approaches include greenfield planning, non-radial transport grids and active travel modes such as walking and cycling.

We also look at the role of industry in supporting governments to better facilitate services instead of providing them directly. Approaches include new technologies, transport modes and use of data.

Our travel patterns are changing and becoming more diverse
People’s travel behaviour is becoming increasingly complicated. Traditionally, public transport planning has been geared towards catering for peak period trips into and out of major employment centres. Today’s reality sees people travelling in large volumes outside the peaks, for multiple reasons, on a mixture of transport modes.

Simple population growth, as well as changing travel habits, is increasing the demand for urban public transport. While private vehicles are still the single most-used mode, public transport travel has grown by 24% over the past 10 years compared to only 8% for private vehicle travel (Figure 1).47

Travel demands have always been much more complicated than the ‘daily commute’, and it is probable that non-work sources of demand have been insufficiently catered for over many years. Major trends are changing how people travel in our cities, making the passenger transport task larger, and more challenging, than it has been in the past.

These trends include:

- **Urbanisation:** Australia’s population is becoming more urbanised. Over the period from 2017 to 2047, Australia’s population is projected to increase by over 11 million people. About 80% of this growth is expected to occur in our five largest cities (Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane, Perth and Adelaide),48 meaning the scale of the transport task in our cities will increase during weekdays and weekends.

- **Ageing population:** The proportion of people aged over 65 is currently 15% and is projected to grow, by 2066, to 21% of a significantly larger overall population.49 People’s travel patterns change at different stages of their life. For example, retirees who no longer travel to work instead travel to more dispersed locations for leisure and access to services such as healthcare. Older people rely more on public transport when road safety requirements place limits on their driving, and are more likely to travel in off-peak periods than younger commuters.

- **Flexible working arrangements:** The growing role of contract work and casual, part-time employment means journeys to work are increasingly being undertaken at different times of the day and on different days of the week. Technology is also enabling people to work anywhere, at any time, with almost one-third of all employees regularly working from home.50

- **Increasing off-peak travel:** One consequence of the breakdown in the traditional ‘9 to 5’ is the spreading of travel away from peak periods. People in flexible working situations may undertake their commute in the middle of the day or the late evening, or travel during the week for non-work purposes like shopping or seeing friends. The latter types of journey are not associated with major employment centres well serviced by trunk public transport services, and typically end at a location where it is easier and cheaper to park. Hence, while some cities have seen an increase in the frequency of rail services during off-peak hours, these hold limited attraction for someone driving to a suburban shopping centre. Equally, more frequent off-peak bus services may still not be competitive with driving if they are not able to use peak-oriented bus priority facilities.

- **Growing workforce participation:** Roles for women and men in paid and unpaid work are becoming more diverse. In particular, the travel patterns of dual-income families are becoming more complicated, with journeys to work often having to be timed to coincide with other commitments such as childcare and school drop-offs and pick-ups, further education, second jobs and shift work.

- **Better access to real-time transport information:** Technology is central to our changing travel patterns. Smartphone apps in particular are changing the way customers interact with public transport, providing real time information to help people to reduce their wait time, avoid service delays, and make better travel choices.
Urban transport is becoming more crowded and congested

With growing populations that are becoming more urbanised and more diverse in their travel patterns, the pressure on our transport networks is significant.

Infrastructure Australia has calculated the cost of the growing demand for urban transport in terms of crowding and congestion. The total cost of road congestion and public transport crowding was estimated to be $19.0 billion in 2016 and is expected to more than double to $39.6 billion by 2031, with road congestion making up $38.8 billion (Table 1).

Road congestion accounts for most of these costs. This is because private vehicles are still the dominant mode choice and road congestion is increasingly an all-day, everyday problem.

While crowding on public transport is mostly a peak period problem, this is rapidly growing as patronage increases and peak periods become longer. Crowding is especially evident on urban rail services as commuters look to avail themselves of the relatively good speed and reliability of the train for longer-distance travel, compared with road travel by car or by a bus operating in mixed traffic. The Sydney Trains network is a good example of how rapid growth in demand is causing overcrowding at stations and on trains, with impacts on service reliability and travel times.51

Infrastructure Australia also undertook costs of congestion modelling in the 2015 Audit. Overall, the projected cost of congestion for roads (public transport was not included in the 2015 calculations) is now about $14.5 billion lower. This is largely because of a significant reduction in projected population growth in Perth. In the 2015 Audit, ABS population projections for Perth had been developed at the height of the mining boom. With that city’s economy now growing at a much slower rate, population projections have been adjusted accordingly.

The forecast cost of congestion also decreases for Brisbane, the Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast, the ACT and Queanbeyan, and Greater Adelaide. For the first two conurbations, population forecasts have decreased by 2% and 8% respectively, when compared to the 2015 Audit. For Adelaide, although population forecasts have remained stable, modelling outcomes now point towards a different spread of congestion impacts.52

In contrast, for our two largest cities, Sydney and Melbourne, the projected costs of congestion are now greater. This reflects the substantial growth in these two cities since the last Audit, their growing role in the national economy, and the forecast growing gap between travel demand and the supply of new roads and public transport infrastructure.

More detail on Infrastructure Australia’s transport modelling can be found in the Australian Infrastructure Audit Supplementary Report, Urban Transport Crowding and Congestion, as well as Supplementary Reports examining the congestion impact on each of the six examined regions.
Table 1: Costs of road congestion and public transport crowding are forecasted to double from 2016 to 2031

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model area</th>
<th>Cost</th>
<th>2016 ($ millions)</th>
<th>2031 ($ millions)</th>
<th>2031 ($ millions) from 2015 Audit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney, the Hunter and Illawarra</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>8,038</td>
<td>15,693</td>
<td>14,790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne and Geelong</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>5,485</td>
<td>10,379</td>
<td>9,006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane, the Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>2,084</td>
<td>5,969</td>
<td>9,206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Perth</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>1,525</td>
<td>3,620</td>
<td>15,865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greater Adelaide</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>2,619</td>
<td>3,747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACT and Queanbeyan</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>504</td>
<td>703</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>Public transport crowding</td>
<td>175</td>
<td>837</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Road congestion</td>
<td>18,865</td>
<td>38,784</td>
<td>53,317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congestion and crowding</td>
<td>19,040</td>
<td>39,621</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Infrastructure Australia (2019)44

38. Challenge

Urban travel patterns are becoming increasingly complex, driven by economic, social, demographic and technological changes. There is a risk of growing divergence between the way our networks are planned and designed, and the needs of customers. Failure to cater for changing patterns of travel could contribute to growing congestion in our fast-growing cities.
Land-use planning decisions impact on travel patterns in our cities

Travel patterns vary across each city, meaning transport planners cannot adopt a ‘one size fits all’ approach. Land use is a particularly important factor in how people travel. For example, the transport needs of people travelling to a CBD in the AM peak will be very different to parents taking their kids to Saturday morning sport in the outer suburbs.

Activity centres and higher-density areas require a mix of infrastructure and policy solutions, such as high-capacity public transport, robust parking policies and prioritisation for pedestrians and cyclists. In contrast, lower-density outer suburbs tend to be more reliant on private vehicles, but still require carefully planned public and on-demand transport services that balance attractive service levels with costs to government.

The rapid growth where existing suburbs have redeveloped at higher densities at the same time as greenfield land has been released for housing on the urban fringe, the rapid growth of our cities has added to the complex demands and pressures on our transport networks. There has been significant urban consolidation in established parts of our largest cities, particularly Sydney and Melbourne, which has increased population densities substantially in inner city areas. Our cities also continue to expand outwards, with State governments reporting that greenfield development rates account for about 20% of growth in Sydney, 30% in Melbourne and as much as 70% in Perth.55

The growth and complexity of our cities make them vibrant places to live and work, but also present challenges to planners. In some parts of our cities, infrastructure has not kept pace with population growth and development. Coordination across portfolios has been particularly problematic, meaning some growing communities have been left without sufficient access to key services.56

Governments and transport operators face major challenges in ensuring legacy networks and services remain fit for purpose and that new infrastructure is provided for greenfield and brownfield development. Aligning the delivery of transport infrastructure with housing, employment growth and other key infrastructure that influences the demand for transport, such as schools, universities and hospitals, is a particularly complicated task that requires whole-of-government coordination. In some jurisdictions this challenge is starting to be addressed through the establishment of governance models that look beyond traditional siloes, including the Greater Sydney Commission, although further work is needed in this area.

39. Challenge

Rapidly changing land use and development can place pressure on urban transport networks. Densification in our largest cities places pressure on legacy networks, while greenfield development requires new infrastructure and services. Failure to coordinate land use and transport planning can contribute to congestion and crowding in some areas, or a lack of adequate services in others.

Changing travel demand creates challenges for public transport network design

Our legacy public transport networks are largely radial. Major public transport routes are typically designed to carry people into a city’s central business district from the suburbs. This is because our public transport networks have expanded progressively with our cities, extending from a central, dense and pre-motor vehicle core to connect to lower-density suburbs from which commuters have traditionally headed to the city.

The practical consequence of this is that public transport routes converge as they get closer to a CBD, meaning inner suburbs are serviced by a denser network of routes and stops than outer suburbs. Even if services in these inner areas operate less frequently in off-peak than peak hours, this has a lower impact on residents of high-density areas where non-work destinations such as shops, cafés and leisure facilities are within walking or cycling distance.

In contrast, public transport in our outer suburbs is typically characterised by longer travel times to major employment centres, lower levels of walking accessibility to public transport stops (and to other, non-work-related destinations), lower service frequencies and a shorter span of operating hours. In this situation, even if public transport is the most viable choice for commuting, its use may not be realistic for other journey purposes, especially during the late evening or at the weekend.

Work-related travel makes up only about a small proportion of trips, and even fewer on weekends—in Melbourne for instance, they comprise 26% of weekday trips and 6% of trips on weekends (Figure 2). In addition, although our CBDs are important and dense employment centres, they account for a minority of all the jobs on offer across the larger conurbation in which they are located. For example, only about 33% of Melbourne’s jobs are located in its inner city and CBD.

Against this background the comparative inflexibility of public transport is a key reason why it struggles to compete with private vehicles. In our five largest cities, for example, about 19% of people catch public transport to work. Cars can take people between any origin and destination in a city. In contrast, our radial public transport networks serve a small number of destinations very well, such as CBDs and major employment centres, while large parts of each city, particularly in middle and outer suburbs, have relatively low service levels.

The challenge for governments is to cater for a broader range of trips, including non-radial journeys and trips that are outside peak hours. This is particularly important in the context of changing patterns of demand, such as greater workplace flexibility, an ageing population and growing participation rates, which are all contributing to more varied and complicated travel patterns.

Some jurisdictions have identified the development of new, non-radial links. However, some of these projects may carry significant costs due to their delivery within existing urban areas. As a shorter-term solution, governments have started to encourage people to interchange between services as part of a single public transport journey. Each interchange represents an opportunity for a passenger to change their direction of travel and opens a greater diversity of potential destinations.

Figure 2: 26% of weekday trips and 6% of weekend trips in Melbourne are work related

Note: Values show proportion of trips for an average day in Melbourne. This is drawn from the 2014-16 Victorian Integrated Survey of Travel and Activity, which collects data across the two years.

Source: Victoria Government Department of Transport (2016)
This is the principle by which connected public transport networks operate in cities and regional centres internationally. In Australian cities its application is being made possible by the availability of electronic ticketing data, which give planners rich information on travel patterns across a city’s public transport network, at different times of the day, and can inform adjustments to peak and off-peak service patterns.

Well-designed, integrated networks that encourage interchanging are generally characterised by:

- Service hierarchies and suitable transport modes for each route.
- A ‘grid’ or ‘connected’ structure that ensures orbital routes interchange with radial routes, meaning passengers have the opportunity to change between services.
- High service frequencies and/or coordinated services that minimise the waiting time for transferring passengers.
- Well-designed interchanges that allow passengers to easily and quickly change between services.
- Interchanges, stations and stops that are easily accessible by active transport (walking and cycling) and include storage for bicycles and e-bikes.
- Integrated ticketing and fare regimes, which reduce the need for customers to buy separate tickets, and minimise any ‘interchange penalty’ (the requirement to pay for separate trips as part of a single journey) in the cost of the ticket.

40. Challenge

Our radial public transport networks are inflexible and have varied levels of service and relatively low mode shares. Unless our public transport networks are designed to cater for a broader range of trips, they will not meet the changing needs of a growing number of customers.
The models then give us a good picture of likely future challenges, but offer just one possible view of the future.

Some commonly understood limitations of metropolitan strategic models are that they find it difficult to account for:

- Different travel patterns on weekends and over holiday periods.
- The possibility that people will choose to live differently in the future and that population or jobs growth will occur in unforeseen places. The modelling in this Audit is based on the latest available State and Territory projections, to be as consistent as possible with other planning models.
- The possibility that people's travel behaviours will change in the future and they will choose different lifestyles to today's population. For example, people may choose to travel at different times of the day to avoid congestion, travel more on weekends or choose to use different modes. The modelling in this Audit considers a generic 'typical' day, and then looks at the typical peak periods within that day.
- The implications of technological changes, like automated vehicles. The wider impacts of these changes are being explored by the Australian Government and by the broader global community, and we anticipate having a much clearer understanding of this over the next five years. Due to significant uncertainty about the pace and impact of technological change, the Audit modelling assumes no change in technology.
- The benefits of small and/or non-road projects. Under a previous 'predict and provide' paradigm, models were geared towards highlighting the advantages of large projects, and especially large road construction projects whose value is principally derived from the mass aggregation of many small future travel time savings. As a consequence, more modest investments returning proportionately high benefits targeted at existing transport problems have been relatively excluded from consideration.
- Outcomes for outer-urban and peri-urban areas, because the travel zones in these areas are larger, meaning estimated travel times are less accurate.

Identifying the best solutions to the challenges raised in this Audit will require further more detailed analysis and the exploration of a wide range of possible solutions, using new modelling techniques. This process is explained in detail in the Infrastructure Australia Assessment Framework.62
Active transport is at the heart of an integrated transport network

An integrated transport network has active transport at its core. Walking and cycling play a critical role in our transport networks, particularly for shorter trips and for the first or last kilometre in the journey between people’s origins and destinations. For public transport journeys this can mean the connection between the trunk mass transit corridor and home or work.

This means that in order to cater for people’s entire journey, from their front door to their final destination, planners have to consider and promote active transport as a critical component of the transport network.

Walking is naturally the most common way for people to move. Most journeys at least start or end with a walking component, whether people are walking to their local railway station or from a car park to their office. For shorter trips, particularly in high-density centres, walking is often the most popular form of transport. For example, in Melbourne’s CBD about 86% of all trips are on foot.

Cycling plays a different and smaller role than walking, but is also important. Cycling can be a relatively quick form of transport, particularly for shorter trips. In dense parts of our cities, cycling often takes less time than driving for a journey below 5 km. This means cycling is normally more competitive in our inner-urban areas than the outer suburbs. For example, in Greater Melbourne an average of 1.8% of trips are by bike, but in more central local government areas, such as Yarra and Port Phillip, cycling is closer to 7% of trips.

Active transport also has obvious environmental and health benefits. It produces no direct emissions and helps to improve people’s fitness and wellbeing. The benefits of active transport have been recognised by the World Health Organisation, which notes it is key to reducing the 3 million deaths globally each year that are caused by physical inactivity. New technology, such as electrification for bikes and scooters, is providing opportunities for broader groups of people to access the benefits of active transport.

However, despite its benefits, active transport remains a challenge for Australian policymakers. Australia sees relatively low rates of active transport use compared to European countries. About 5% of Australia’s journey-to-work trips are undertaken solely by active transport. Over 30% of trips in Sweden, Germany and Denmark, and over 50% in the Netherlands, are by walking or cycling.

Active transport has markedly declined among certain parts of the community over the 50-year post-war period during which the level of vehicle ownership increased from one car for every six to seven Australians, to one for less than every two Australians. The number of Australian children regularly walking or cycling to school has halved in the last 40 years, with less than one-third now regularly using active transport to get to school.

There are numerous potential causes for Australia’s active transport shortfall. In particular, pedestrians and cyclists are especially vulnerable to road crashes. Additionally, beyond the inner areas of our larger cities, there are generally long distances to be covered between people’s homes and their potential destinations, such as local shops or public transport stops.
However, long distances are not the only reason, as many short trips are undertaken by car in Australia. For example, there are over two million car trips every day in Sydney that are less than 2km in length.71

Other commonly cited barriers to walking and cycling refer to insufficient infrastructure. About 70% of people in New South Wales say they would cycle more if they had access to separated bicycle lanes.72 Similarly, surveys carried out in Western Australia show that more people would walk if better footpaths were provided.73 Problematically, however, it is the densely settled areas where walking and cycling would be most feasible in land use terms that are the most challenging places in which to find the space to widen a footpath or excise a traffic lane for a cycleway.

From a transport planning perspective, a key challenge is ensuring that our active transport networks are integrated with public transport. Many of our public transport facilities are not easily accessible, meaning the mobility-impaired and older people are less likely to walk to their local station or bus stop. In addition, people may feel unsafe, particularly at night, when they walk or cycle to public transport.74 Finally, cyclists need storage facilities at public transport stations and stops.

While there are likely multiple reasons for Australia’s comparatively low levels of walking and cycling, it is clear there is an opportunity to improve and better integrate active transport with the rest of our networks.

42. Challenge

Australia has relatively low rates of active transport, driven by a range of issues including low densities and long distances, insufficient infrastructure and safety concerns. Without action, our transport networks and travel patterns will remain poorly integrated and sustainability improvements will be limited.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: 

---
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5.3 Technology and the future of passenger cars

At a glance
Technology is disrupting the private vehicle market, as users embrace the most efficient and affordable methods of transport. Key changes include:

• The growing sharing economy is making car ownership less attractive.
• New technology connects cars to the internet and their physical surroundings.
• Electric and autonomous cars will soon be available.

This section looks at the potential benefits of these changes, and the regulatory barriers they face.

Technology is disrupting the private vehicle market
Technological change has always gone hand-in-hand with the automotive sector and car travel. Most users have experienced change through incremental in-car improvements in safety, fuel efficiency, audio visual, wayfinding technology and satellite navigation systems. However, over the next 15 years, the pace of change will dramatically increase. Technology and digital connectivity will fundamentally change how customers interact with transport infrastructure and how operators deliver transport services.

The cars of the future will be:

• **Shared:** Cars are already becoming part of the shared economy.

• **Connected:** Cars are increasingly connected to the physical environment they occupy, including adjacent vehicles and infrastructure.

• **Electric:** The shift away from the internal combustion engine is under way, and within 10-15 years it is possible that as many as one in three passenger vehicles sold in Australia could be electric.

• **Autonomous:** Within the next couple of generations many users may be able to get where they need to go without a driver.

Each technology presents a large amount of uncertainty, risk and reward. Depending on their implementation, each could have positive or negative effects on consumer quality, cost and access outcomes. What is clear is that there will be profound impacts on the way we travel and how much we pay to do so.

Governments and industry need to be on the front foot to ensure that they keep pace with the speed of technological development and the influence of its advocates. Without planning, the benefits on offer to consumers and taxpayers could be lost.
Our vehicles are becoming part of the shared economy

Mobility as a Service accounts for door-to-door journeys

Mobility as a Service (MaaS) represents a shift away from personally-owned transport towards mobility solutions that are consumed as a service, through either ‘pay-as-you-go’ or periodic subscription business models. MaaS aims to allow the user to purchase from a variety of mobility options to best suit their needs, using a digital application, such as a smartphone app. A well-designed and implemented MaaS scheme can save consumers costs and provide an alternative to personal car ownership.

Under the ideal MaaS model, travellers access real time information on how to get to their destination, by whichever mode or combination of modes is most efficient and affordable, and then use the same interface to book and access preferred services. MaaS aims to bring together private and public operators to allow seamless travel and to better match supply to demand.

As such, MaaS could be a useful tool for public transport providers that are increasingly looking towards on-demand and multimodal transport solutions to help expand the reach of their public transport networks, and fulfil the first and last mile transport needs of passengers. The impacts of MaaS could be accelerated and multiplied when coupled with other emerging technologies, particularly automated vehicles.

Elements of MaaS already exist in Australia, but no jurisdiction offers a single common framework within which a range of private sector actors can work together to coordinate all multimodal travel choices. Awareness of the potential benefits of MaaS is increasing. The Queensland Government has established a MaaS project office and government bodies have called for consideration of MaaS in future transport planning.

The shared economy is here and growing. Its growth has been enabled by advances in digital connectivity, the ubiquity of smartphones and changing customer expectations. The shared economy is expanding the range, availability and penetration of car-based passenger services through new platforms for ridesharing (e.g. Uber, Lyft, Ola), carsharing (for example, GoGet, Green Share Car, Flexicar) and peer-to-peer carsharing (e.g. Car Next Door, DriveMyCar). More recently sharing has also extended to other parts of the car industry, such as car parking and accessories, like trailers and caravans.

The shared economy has resulted in major changes for transport users, particularly in our cities. Where available, it can reduce transport costs, increase ride quality through the offer of personalised services, improve convenience, and reduce the need to own a private vehicle.

Cars, which were once an asset purchased for private and often single-occupant use, have the opportunity to be shared or hired, earning the owner a return. Peer-to-peer carsharing combines aspects of the rideshare economy and traditional carsharing to provide more choice around vehicle types, rental periods and charges.

Peer-to-peer carsharing has allowed car owners to put their vehicle to greater use. This is relevant, as cars typically sit idle for 95% of the day and cost the average Australian family $22,000 per year, or 17% of average household income. According to Car Next Door, car owners can make between $3,500 and $10,000 per annum by renting out their unused vehicle. This gives car owners a chance to monetise their assets while increasing car availability to other users. In Australia, there are 16 carshare providers, which collectively generated $69.7 million in annual revenue in 2015-16.

The ridesharing economy is even more prevalent. Ridesharing service Uber was used by one in five Australians within the three months to December 2018, double the number in the same period two years prior (Figure 3). This increase coincided with a reduction in taxi journeys of 1.9%.
Figure 3: Uber use is rising rapidly, while taxi use is declining

Note: Respondents were asked whether they had travelled by Uber or taxi in an average three months to December 2016 and December 2018.

Source: Roy Morgan (2018)

However these services have been to date largely absent from regional centres, Uber is expanding to smaller regions including Bathurst, Tamworth, Rockhampton, Gladstone, Bundaberg, Warrnambool and Horsham.

The growth of affordable and convenient sharing options continues to make the prospect of owning a car at all less attractive for more Australians. Whether it is due to the increasing availability of these transport choices or for other reasons, recent trends suggest younger Australians see car ownership as a choice rather than a necessity. Licence rates for young Victorian adults decreased by 18% from 2001 to 2016, with 18-year-olds having the lowest licensing rate on record (36%). Small declines are also being seen in New South Wales.

Nevertheless, car ownership remains high in Australia. The opportunity for reduced car ownership may be limited to inner city areas, where access to public transport is better and the take up of ride and carsharing is most prevalent.

Table 2 highlights the uncertainty facing governments, in terms of their preparedness to deal with a wide range of potential impacts from new technology on the transport sector.

Where a rideshare is used for, say, the return leg from a traditional public transport trip, in place of driving oneself both ways, the total number of single-occupant private car trips could be reduced, with benefits for congestion. Multi-occupancy rideshare services, that allow multiple customers to share the vehicle with other customers in return for a cheaper fare, could also reduce congestion. Carsharing in place of personal car ownership could reduce the demand for parking in dense urban areas.

However, carsharing and ridesharing can also add to road congestion. Studies of large cities including New York and San Francisco have found evidence of the growth in ridesharing contributing to congestion by tempting customers away from more space-efficient public transport services, and through drivers cruising the road network between fares, or competing with buses and other vehicles for scarce kerb space when picking up and dropping off customers. In these circumstances, the viability, cost recovery and, ultimately, frequency of traditional public transport services can be compromised, leaving government as the service provider of last resort for users without the financial resources to access a personalised Mobility as a Service product.
Table 2: Transport sharing options have uncertain impacts on private vehicle use

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>How could this product lead to an increase in vehicle kilometres travelled?</th>
<th>How could this product lead to a decrease in vehicle kilometres travelled?</th>
<th>Potential vehicle kilometres travelled change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Carsharing</strong></td>
<td>Personal car use becomes more affordable for non-car owners. ‘8% of users would drive more’.87</td>
<td>Existing car owners give up ownership. ‘35% of users would drive less’, based on survey (n = 6,167) of car2go members in five US cities.88</td>
<td>Reduction in vehicle kilometres travelled. ‘Potential for 11% reduction per average user’.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ridesharing</strong></td>
<td>Ridesharing promotes car travel as an alternative to traditional public transport use.</td>
<td>Ridesharing in larger vehicles could displace multiple vehicle trips.</td>
<td>Ridesharing to common CBD destinations would likely displace public transport use, based on survey results (n = 2,501) from investigation of Melbourne CBD car pooling scheme.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multimodal apps (for example, Whim and SMILE)</strong></td>
<td>Provides easy and attractively priced access to rideshare and carshare.</td>
<td>Provides easier access to public transport, bikesharing and walking.</td>
<td>Likely to have marginally negative impacts on travel demand and vehicle kilometres travelled. In Vienna, the SMILE pilot saw a 21% reduction in private car usage, but only a small proportion of the total fleet was affected.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ride sourcing (promoting access to ridesharing through multimodal apps)</strong></td>
<td>Reduced cost, differentiated service and brand repositioning attract public transport users to travel by rideshare.</td>
<td>Existing car owners with poor access to trunk public transport become able to use public transport due to availability of attractive first and last kilometre solutions.</td>
<td>Analysis indicates total trips can increase by 0.05%.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Deloitte (2017)92

43. Challenge

The accessibility and affordability of ride and carsharing could decrease demand for public transport. In these circumstances, demand shifts from space efficient public transport back to cars, potentially increasing congestion.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Cars are increasingly connected to the world around them

The number of devices connected to the internet is 20 to 30 billion worldwide, and cars are becoming a big part of this story. Some cars already send up to 25 gigabytes of data to the cloud every hour. The amount of data exchanged will increase massively as cars become more autonomous.

Cooperative vehicles already running on Australian roads use digital technology and the internet to communicate wirelessly with other vehicles, roadside infrastructure, mobile phones and transport management systems, including traffic signals. Drawing on these data sources, vehicles provide audible and visual prompts to assist drivers and warn them about upcoming traffic accidents, congestion and quicker routes. These technological advancements are improving the quality, safety, efficiency and cost of users’ journeys. A recent United States study on the impact of smart technology on the national car fleet calculated national annual savings of US$6.2 billion from fuel efficiency gains alone.

The full benefits of cooperative vehicles that are capable of even greater autonomy, up to and including driverless operations, will only be realised when enabling physical infrastructure and operating systems are in place, supported by appropriate regulations. Policy-makers need to be proactive to keep pace with technological development. If they are not, users will not access the full benefits of increased connectivity.

Governments have made progress towards enabling more connectivity between vehicles and the surrounding environment. Queensland has been at the forefront of innovative trials to enable the use of cooperative vehicles. States and territories across Australia have also been rolling out intelligent transport systems along motorways under the Managed Motorway Initiative. Most jurisdictions are installing elements of electronic message boards, tidal flow systems, vehicle detection sensors, smarter traffic lights, variable speed limit signs and CCTV cameras on motorways and selected arterial roads, and integrating these into operating systems that monitor traffic conditions, manage congestion and respond to incidents in real time. However integration of these systems remains piecemeal.

The growth and improvement of cooperative intelligent transport systems will see the benefits already achieved on such routes expand across wider road networks.

Queensland is preparing for cooperative and automated vehicles

The Queensland Department of Transport and Main Roads’ Cooperative and Automated Vehicle Initiative aims to validate the effectiveness of cooperative and automated vehicles as part of Australia’s largest on-road trial of vehicles and infrastructure. The project will begin with a nine-month on-road trial in Ipswich in 2019.

500 private and fleet vehicles retrofitted with cooperative intelligent transport systems technology will be involved in the pilot. These devices will enable vehicles to ‘talk’ to one another and to roadside infrastructure. The devices will also provide safety warnings about a range of conditions, such as pedestrians crossing at signalised intersections, hazards on the road and congestion ahead.

Outside Queensland, automated vehicles trials using small shuttles are underway on a mix of private land and the public road estate. These trials have the opportunity to inform regulation and to increase community awareness of change.

44. Opportunity

Connected vehicles can reduce accidents, improve traffic flow and reduce costs for drivers. Leveraging this new technology could improve access, quality and cost outcomes for users.
Within 10-15 years up to a third of cars sold could be electric

Electric vehicles will challenge internal combustion vehicles’ dominance over the Australian automotive industry. Currently consumers wanting to buy an electric vehicle face several barriers, namely range anxiety, a lack of vehicle choice and a large upfront price. Consequently, electric vehicles only comprise 0.2% of our current fleet, which is somewhat lower than in other comparable countries, such as the United States, New Zealand and Germany. However, this low level of uptake is not indicative of where the electric vehicle market is heading. As the barriers to electric vehicle adoption fall, uptake rates will rise.

The creation of a mass market for electric vehicles will be driven in large part by the rapid reduction in electric vehicle costs relative to internal combustion engine vehicles. The price of a lithium-ion battery, which makes up over half of the cost of an electric vehicle, is falling. Many analysts, such as Bloomberg New Energy Finance, predict price parity could occur as early as 2025. Alongside this, battery capacity and life are increasing, allowing longer trips on a single charge, more charging stations are being installed, and consumers are being offered a more diverse range of vehicles to meet their needs.

Electric vehicle owners also stand to save significant recurrent costs. Operating costs, including fuel and maintenance, are significantly lower than for internal combustion engine vehicles. Presently, electric vehicle owners spend $380 per annum on maintenance, while internal combustion engine vehicle owners pay $750 per annum.

As with MaaS products which increase the availability and affordability of carsharing as an alternative to traditional public transport use, governments will need to be alert to the risk of cheaper motoring leading to congestion impacts. More positively, cheaper driving will be particularly beneficial for the rural and remote communities which suffer the most from high per-kilometre travel costs.

Several leading research organisations, government agencies and industry groups have produced electric vehicle uptake projections (Figure 4). The range of projections highlights significant uncertainty, but also the consensus view that adoption of electric vehicles into the Australian market will accelerate between 2020 and 2030.

Figure 4: Australian electric vehicle sales projections are increasingly optimistic

Source: Clean Energy Finance Corporation (2018)
Given this uncertain timeframe and the lack of current electric vehicles on our roads, it is not surprising that there are fewer than 100 publicly available Direct Current (DC) fast chargers in Australia, which results in limited coverage on the National Highway Network (Figure 5). DC fast charging stations can provide 70 km of driving range for every ten minutes of charging.

The current lack of charging infrastructure increases consumers’ range anxiety. This anxiety is more pronounced in regional, remote and rural areas where charging infrastructure is required to connect communities and allow inter-regional travel. These communities do not offer the economies of scale to justify private investment in charging infrastructure at this time. Infrastructure Australia’s 2019 Infrastructure Priority List has recognised this and identified a national electric vehicle fast-charging network as a high priority for the next five years.

Some investment in a national charging network has already begun. The Queensland Government has committed to installing a 1,800 km fast charging network from the state’s southern border to Cairns. The Australian Government, through ARENA, is separately providing $6 million to develop 21 public fast charging stations. This network, which will space stations no more than 200 km apart, will link up driving routes from Brisbane to Adelaide (via Sydney and Melbourne) and in separate sections of Western Australia. Private companies, including Tesla and the NRMA, have also installed chargers, and several local councils have been proactive in installing slower kerbside chargers in residential areas.

---

**Figure 5:** As at November 2018, non-proprietary fast charger coverage of the National Highway Network is limited to major population centres

---

**45. Challenge**

Many regional, remote and rural communities do not have the economies of scale to justify private investment in charging infrastructure. Without charging infrastructure, users in these areas will have fewer opportunities for electric vehicle uptake.
There is universal agreement on the need to plan for autonomy

The need to plan for fully automated vehicles is already starting to reshape the way we think about the role of transport, whether in our cities or in connecting Australia’s most remote communities.

The five standardised levels of vehicle autonomy are outlined in Figure 6. Based on the Level 2 automation already offered by many newer vehicles on Australian roads, the irreversible move towards, ultimately, full vehicle automation is already changing how road users interact with their vehicle and experience their journey.

Increased vehicle autonomy can benefit all types of places, from fast-growing cities to rural and remote communities alike.

Many analysts are anticipating that Level 4 automation will be commercially available before 2025. Beyond that point, as shown in Figure 7, forecasts for the achievement of Level 5 automation span a wide range of possible timeframes.

Uncertainty around the timing of the final step to full vehicle automation is to be expected. The total benefits of this technology, especially the road safety gains, will only be maximised as the level of uptake is beyond the point at which the risk of a fully automated car sharing the road – and colliding – with a less sophisticated vehicle falls away. Regardless of when this point will be reached in Australia, current transport network planning decisions must be informed by the assumption that roads built today with 40 year predicted lives will in time be used by fully automated vehicles.

Figure 6: There are six levels of autonomous driving

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L0</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L3</th>
<th>L4</th>
<th>L5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No automation</td>
<td>Driver assistance</td>
<td>Partial automation</td>
<td>Conditional automation</td>
<td>High automation</td>
<td>Full automation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Driver**
- L0: In charge of all the driving
- L1: Must do all the driving, but with some basic help in some situations
- L2: Must stay fully alert even when vehicle assumes some basic driving tasks
- L3: Must be always ready to take over within a specified period of time when the self-driving systems are unable to continue
- L4: Can be a passenger who, who with notice, can take over driving when the self-driving systems are unable to continue
- L5: No human driver required – steering wheel optional – everyone can be a passenger

**Vehicle**
- L0: Responds only to inputs from the driver, but can provide warnings about the environment
- L1: Can provide basic help, such as automatic emergency braking or lane keep support
- L2: Can automatically steer, accelerate, and brake in limited situations
- L3: Can take full control over steering, acceleration, and braking under certain conditions
- L4: Can assume all driving tasks under nearly all conditions without any driver attention
- L5: In charge of all the driving and can operate in all environments without need for human intervention

Source: Intel (2018)
Figure 7: Analysts are uncertain about when level 5 automated vehicles will become a sizeable portion of our fleet

Source: Jacobs (2019)

With an eye to this future, current driverless vehicle trials in Adelaide, and Sydney, and associated legislative changes, represent necessary steps towards high automation. Industry is developing the underlying technology for autonomous vehicles by investing substantial amounts into research and development. Some notable examples:

- Waymo, a subsidiary of Google Alphabet, is running large-scale trials and its vehicles have travelled 10 million kilometres on public roads since 2009. Waymo has launched the world’s first fully automated ride-hailing service in Phoenix, Arizona.
- General Motors is planning to launch an autonomous ride-hailing service in 2019.
- Volkswagen is planning a 2020 vehicle release and has committed $50 billion by 2023 to investment in new technology, digitisation, autonomous driving and electrification.
- Ford, Tesla and Daimler are planning to release self-driving cars within the next three years, and have trials under way.

Level 3 automation is already available for some commercially available passenger vehicles, such as the luxury Audi A8. While this vehicle offers a glimpse of the technology that will eventually be common to all of Australia’s fleet, the A8’s autonomous functionality cannot be used on Australian roads until permitting legislation is in place. This is an example of Australian regulation not keeping pace with the speed of technological development.

Regulations are vital to optimising community and consumer outcomes

Autonomous vehicles have the potential to improve safety, reduce costs, create more liveable communities and offer more convenient transport services. However, the practical impacts of the roll-out of this technology are as uncertain as its timing.

The ability for vehicles to travel safely close to one another could result in significant improvements to traffic congestion, travel times and parking space requirements. The cost of ridesharing would drop significantly without the need for a driver. Under scenarios where vehicles are shared between multiple users, the gains could be even larger. The biggest improvements are arguably to be expected in safety, with around 94% of car accidents said to be caused by human error. Alongside this, time spent in traffic in a Level 5 autonomous vehicle could be more productive and enjoyable than hands-on driving through congestion.
However, autonomous vehicles could also have negative impacts on our transport networks and communities. The increased quality, access and reduced cost offered by autonomy could result in more users favouring car use over public transport, potentially increasing road congestion.\textsuperscript{121} Our kerbsides could also become an even more contested space, as people will need room to get into or out of vehicles. There is also a concern that autonomous vehicles would circulate empty when not in use, increasing the total number of vehicle kilometres travelled. Autonomous vehicles might encourage people to live further away from dense urban centres, increasing urban sprawl and road use. Finally, unless or until completely separate networks are available for the use of active transport and motor vehicles, the need for autonomous vehicles to share space with pedestrians and cyclists could be problematic.

Our roads and cities will also need time and investment to adapt to autonomous vehicles. Since autonomous vehicles would not require a parking space at the end of each trip, they could free up space in our cities. High levels of automation could reduce the need for on and off-street parking and potentially traffic signals, assuming the retention of road-crossing solutions for active transport users. Analysts estimate that as much as 97\% of the space used for parking could be repurposed,\textsuperscript{122} albeit this would require autonomous vehicles to continue moving around the road network even when not in use, and at night. This is unlikely to be efficient. Ideally vehicles would be able to access parking for maintenance and during periods of low demand.

Autonomous vehicles clearly face policy, community and regulatory barriers before they can safely operate on Australian roads. In 2016, the National Transport Commission identified more than 716 provisions in transport-related laws and regulations that could act as barriers to autonomous vehicles. Some governments are being proactive and setting the foundations for a positive autonomous vehicle future. In June 2016, South Australia was the first jurisdiction to pass laws to allow road trials of connected and automated vehicles.\textsuperscript{123} In May 2017, states and territories agreed to national guidelines for trialling automated vehicles.\textsuperscript{124}

In 2019, the Autonomous Vehicles Readiness Index ranked Australia as 15th out of 24 countries. This shows that Australia is making progress towards the deployment and use of autonomous vehicles on our roads, while falling short of best practice.\textsuperscript{125} Continued work is required to turn high-level agreements achieved thus far into reforms constituting a nationally consistent regulatory framework that supports the safe commercial uptake and use of new technology and systems.

46. Challenge

There is a lack of appropriate regulation, trials and physical infrastructure to enable the use of many cooperative and autonomous vehicle features. Without action, the benefits offered by cooperative and autonomous vehicles will be missed.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact: Australia City Region State
5.4 International, interstate and inter-regional connectivity

At a glance
Given Australia’s size and isolation, long-distance travel is a crucial function for our transport network. Infrastructure must cater to varied trip patterns, usage densities and climates. This section covers:

- International travel – the air travel sector faces airport congestion, curfews and security delays, while our growing cruise industry lacks berths in the major cities that need them most.
- Interstate and regional travel – regional roads are poorly funded and maintained, while flights suffer from high costs and low demand. Rail struggles to compete, but could expand.

Long-distance travel is important to Australia
Long-distance travel is an inevitable part of living in Australia. We are one of the largest countries on earth, with enormous distances between our major cities, regional centres, tourist hubs and remote communities. Perth, for example, is considered one of the most remote cities in the world. It is closer to East Timor and Jakarta than to Sydney. Australia is also isolated from the rest of the world. We are home to three of the top 10 longest direct commercial flights in the world, Perth–London (ranked 3rd), Sydney–Houston (ranked 6th) and Sydney–Dallas (ranked 7th). Despite our isolation, Australians travel extensively and we receive millions of international visitors each year. In 2018, there were over 40 million people movements across our border, with 99% of these arrivals and departures being by air.

Our international, interstate and inter-regional transport infrastructure needs to cater for a very broad range of trip patterns, density of use and climates. From our busy international airports to our critical but sparsely-used remote roads, our long-distance transport networks face various funding, regulatory and accessibility challenges.

Airports are our gateways to the world
Our international airports are critical to our connectivity with the rest of the world. Nearly all our international travellers (tourists and returning Australians) come through our airports, with over 20 million international arrivals each year.

International airports are also central to our economy. In 2016-17, they facilitated about $32.3 billion in tourism activity and either directly created or supported over 200,000 jobs.

Traffic is growing, with all of our major international airports forecasting significant growth in passenger and aircraft movements in the next 20 years (Figure 8).

Figure 8: Our capital city airports are forecasting strong growth

Source: Australian Airports Association (2018)
Domestically, Australians moving around the country are also highly reliant on flying. With nearly 10 million annual passenger seats on offer, the route between Sydney and Melbourne was the second busiest globally in 2018, Sydney–Brisbane is eighth. In an unpredictable environment where external influences ranging from climatic events to fuel price fluctuations can disrupt aviation operations, this level of dependence presents continuity risks.

With aviation activity increasing in step with the expansion of the cities connected by our busiest flights, congestion is a major challenge on both the air and land sides of our airports. In response to the growth in demand, four of Australia’s major cities are undergoing significant air capacity upgrades. The Australian Government is building a second and curfew-free airport in Western Sydney, and the major 24-hour airports in Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth are constructing or planning additional runways. Brisbane’s new runway is due to open within a year, while the upgrades to Perth and Melbourne are still in planning.

In addition to our major airports, international flights also use smaller city and regional airports such as Adelaide, Cairns, Darwin, Broome, Port Hedland, Gold Coast and Sunshine Coast. These airports are important for local tourism and economic development, often acting as multimodal transport hubs and centres for commercial activity.

Australia’s major airports are mature assets with established private sector operators. Airports are economic entities whose income stream is made up of aircraft landing fees, and varying levels of non-aeronautical revenue such as retail leases and parking fees.

Although our major international airports are privately operated, governments continue to play an important role across numerous aspects of airports’ daily operation, regulation and long-term planning, including:

- Monitoring and reporting through the ACCC
- Regulatory oversight by the Productivity Commission
- Setting aviation safety standards, security, immigration and customs processes
- Air traffic control and fire and rescue (through Airservices Australia)
- Providing supporting ground transport links such as local roads and public transport.

Our major airports have faced many challenges in recent years, particularly with growing ground transport congestion around Sydney and Melbourne airports. This has resulted in significant infrastructure investment around these two airports, with the New South Wales Government currently undertaking preliminary design works on the Sydney Gateway package of road upgrades around Kingsford Smith Airport, and the Victorian Government having recently announced a rail link to Melbourne’s Tullamarine Airport. Significant investments to improve transport connections to smaller airports in Brisbane and Canberra have been undertaken over the past 5 to 10 years. The Forrestfield Airport Link will provide a heavy rail connection to Perth Airport when complete.

Our airports’ operations are also circumscribed by regulation. Sydney and Adelaide airports are subject to curfews in order to reduce noise impacts on the residents of surrounding densely-populated and long-established suburbs. The regulation of Sydney’s Kingsford Smith Airport focuses on the type of aircraft allowed to fly between 11pm and 6am, and the number of hourly movements during operating hours, as opposed to the resulting level of noise or other impact. The Productivity Commission is currently investigating the economic regulation of airports. In its draft report from February 2019, the commission notes that restrictions on operating hours protect communities from noise but can, by forcing land-side movements to happen when cities’ transport networks are already at their busiest, come at the cost of airport efficiency.

Finally, delays can be caused by security, customs and immigration processes. Australia’s security and customs procedures play an important role, but improvements can always be made. Australia ranks 24th in the world for the ‘burden of customs procedures’ at our gateways, behind many of our OECD competitors.

47. Challenge

There is congestion on roads around our major airports, particularly in Sydney and Melbourne. Unless addressed, travelling to airports will become increasingly unreliable, leading to longer travel times.

Where this will impact:

- 0-5
- 5-10
- 10-15
- 15+

When this will impact:
48. Challenge

Some of our major airports are subject to operational restrictions reducing airport efficiency however adding to local amenity. Without regular reviews to ensure regulation is fit for purpose, the efficiency of our airports could be unnecessarily compromised.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:

Roads are the lifeblood of our regions

Roads are the ‘heavy lifter’ of regional transport, accounting for the vast majority of passenger kilometres travelled in regional areas.\(^{138}\) This is because the dispersed nature of jobs and people make cars the most practical mode of transport for most trips.

Roads are typically the most important – and often only – link between regional and remote communities and other centres, cities and regions. They are therefore critical in ensuring access to key services such as health and education, and for tourists and travellers to sustain the visitor economy away from cities. Roads are also critical for transporting agricultural and mineral products.

However, there are substantial challenges in ensuring regional roads are sufficiently funded and maintained, appropriately serve remote communities, and are safe.

First, road funding and maintenance is not directly linked to use or road-related revenue. This means that funding and maintenance is susceptible to the budget limitations of different levels of government. While the array of available programs may be significant in the type and quantity of funding on offer, in the absence of national framework to guide investment and maintenance there is inconsistency between jurisdictions in the application of these resources. Long-distance routes crossing state and territory borders are particularly at risk in this respect.

Second, regional roads in particular lack funding consistency. While key freight routes and high road safety risk locations in regional areas generally attract federal and state funding, most roads are the responsibility of local governments. These governments are often fiscally constrained, have very extensive networks to maintain and deal with significant road degradation due to heavy vehicles and extreme weather.

Third, the use of regional and remote roads is less safe than in urban areas. A combination of higher speeds, driver fatigue from long hours spent on the road, the spreading of enforcement resources over a wide area, and infrastructure of a variable quality mean crashes tend to be more serious outside our cities. In terms of exposure, there is therefore a greater rate of fatalities and serious injuries occurring on regional roads.\(^{139}\)

Finally, the major and accelerating transformation in vehicle technology will present several challenges and opportunities for our regions over at least the next 15 years. Specifically:

- Slow deployment of charging infrastructure may delay electric vehicle access and uptake in regional areas. Charging stations are largely concentrated in our cities and a lack of stations has been identified by around two-thirds of motorists as a key barrier to the adoption of electric vehicles.\(^{140}\)
- Automation and connectivity may help reduce crashes, making longer trips undertaken in a range of adverse conditions more viable.

49. Challenge

Governance and funding of our regional road networks is inconsistent and lack transparency. This means funding and maintenance is subject to budget volatility of different levels of government. Without change to road network governance, our regional roads will continue to be poorly funded, maintained and safety may decline.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
Regional aviation services often struggle to be viable

Aviation services provide important inter-regional connections. However, ensuring the viability and availability of regional air services will continue to be a challenge for the foreseeable future.

Significantly outnumbering our 16 major airports, there are over 160 regional and remote airports in Australia. These are generally owned, operated and maintained by local governments. These governments often face significant fiscal constraints and the majority of regional airports (60%) operate at a loss. This is because airports require substantial and ongoing expenditure on maintenance and safety and security compliance.

Remote airstrips can also face difficulties due to extreme weather and the limited ability of local government and communities to ensure they are safe. These airstrips and are a critical link for remote communities to key services, particularly in northern Australia. The Federal Government operates a remote airstrip upgrade program. Airstrip owners and operators can apply for funding to ensure their airstrips can remain functional.

There are also challenges to ensuring sufficient and affordable services to regional and remote towns. Regular air services on domestic routes have been deregulated since 1990. However, where demand is insufficient to justify commercially-operated services, government intervention has been necessary to ensure a minimum level of service.

Numerous Federal Government schemes are in place, including the Remote Air Service Subsidy Scheme (RASS) and the Enroute Charges Payment Scheme. The programs aim to subsidise and reimburse costs and charges. Some state governments also regulate regional air routes which have insufficient demand for commercial operations, to ensure competition between airlines. Regulated routes generally grant a monopoly to a single carrier and stipulate a maximum fare.

Despite federal and state government subsidies and regulation, regional airfares have become a focus for governments in recent years. A Western Australian Parliamentary inquiry submitted its report into regional airfares in late 2017, and a Commonwealth parliamentary inquiry is due to report in June 2019.

The Western Australian inquiry found there are community perceptions that regional and remote airfares are too high. This is particularly the case for airfares on unregulated routes, where the government has left prices to be determined by operators.

The Australian Airports Association and numerous regional and remote communities have called for the Australian Government subsidy schemes to be expanded. There have also been calls for greater state government intervention of unregulated air routes to improve transparency in the methodology used to set fares, thereby helping to highlight whether further regulation may be required.

50. Challenge

Regional aviation often struggles to be financially viable and customers view it as costly. Without action, regional and remote communities will lack access to air services and affordable airfares.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
Regional rail could play a bigger role

Regional railways serve a broad range of functions. They can act as regular commuter services, helping to link satellite communities to major cities. They can also facilitate regional connectivity, linking our regional centres and smaller towns. Australia also has an interstate rail network, which carries passenger services between major capital cities.

Regional railways can broadly be split into three markets that each serve different geographical areas:

- **Short-distance intercity** services are the most heavily patronised and generally link major cities to satellite cities and major regional centres. Examples include Newcastle-Sydney-Wollongong, Melbourne-Ballarat, Sunshine Coast-Brisbane-Gold Coast and Perth-Bunbury.
- **Long-distance intercity** services connect interstate capitals with each other and with regional centres. Examples include NSW Trainlink’s Sydney-Brisbane, Sydney-Canberra and Sydney-Melbourne services.
- **Leisure and heritage** services operate largely for tourists and railway enthusiasts. Examples include the Kuranda Scenic Railway and the Indian Pacific. These services can play an important role in regional and remote tourism as they bring customers to relatively remote towns.

Our regional rail services carry a relatively low share of passengers. Australia’s vast distances mean that long-distance rail does not compete with the travel times offered by airlines. In regional and remote Australia, where population centres are small and widely dispersed, most communities are not served by rail, or by such a low service frequency that this mode struggles to compete with the flexibility of car use.

However, there is the potential for some regional railways to play a bigger role in our transport networks. Our short-distance intercity services are important for commuters as well as for city-to-city connectivity, and have the greatest potential to grow their market share. These services often have uncompetitive travel times compared to driving but can still be well-patronised, particularly for commuting trips to major employment centres and CBDs.

The Victorian experience has shown that targeted track upgrades can reduce travel times, increase frequencies and result in significant patronage growth for short-distance intercity services. Following the Victorian Government’s Regional Fast Rail Program and Regional Rail link construction, patronage has doubled on Victoria’s regional trains, which are now experiencing crowding.\(^{144}\)

Improvements to longer-distance intercity services, particularly along Australia’s east coast, have long been debated and there have been numerous feasibility studies. The most recent government-led study, published in 2013, examined a possible high-speed railway linking Brisbane-Sydney-Canberra-Melbourne and stopping at numerous smaller cities and regional centres along that route. The study found the project would come at a cost of $114 billion ($2012), would have a net present value of $101 billion and would ideally be completed by 2058.

Infrastructure Australia has recommended that a corridor for high-speed rail connecting these cities be reserved as soon as possible.\(^{145}\) The New South Wales Government is investigating four potential routes in a fast intercity rail network, with the assistance of Australian Government funding.\(^{146}\)

---

51. Challenge

Our regional railways generally have uncompetitive travel times with cars and planes. This means they carry a relatively small share of passengers. Unless travel times are improved, regional rail will continue to play a small role, meaning regional customers have less choice when they choose to travel.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
Cruise ships are a small but growing industry

A small but growing area of Australia’s visitor economy, and source of international arrivals, is the cruise shipping sector. There were 1.34 million cruise passengers in 2017, the number having quadrupled since 2010.147 The cruise industry contributed about $5.28 billion to the economy in 2016-17.148

Cruise ships can be important to our major cities but also at regional ports, where the number of passengers who disembark can be very significant relative to local populations and tourism numbers. At some smaller ports, such as Darwin, cruise ships also represent a particularly welcome economic opportunity because they can boost tourist numbers in traditionally quieter times of the year.

Governments play a similar role for cruise ships as they do for airports, by ensuring suitable land transport links, pilotage, security, and customs and immigration processes.

An additional role is to ensure sufficient berthing space for cruise ships. This has increasingly become a problem, particularly in Sydney. This is the marquee port for Australia and the South Pacific Region because of its harbour and iconic structures like the Opera House and Sydney Harbour Bridge.149 Sydney Harbour is the only port in Australia to have two cruise ship passenger terminals – at Circular Quay and White Bay.

However, the growing popularity of cruise ships, and the trend towards larger ships, mean there is insufficient berthing capacity in Sydney. The White Bay terminal cannot accommodate larger ships because they cannot fit under the Harbour Bridge. This lack of capacity could harm cruise shipping in Australia, with some cruise operators citing Sydney’s lack of capacity as the reason for Australia not being on their itinerary in 2018-19.150

The NSW Government is investigating opportunities to increase berthing capacity and this initiative was added to the Infrastructure Priority List in 2019.

Cruise ships in Darwin can contribute to regional tourism

Darwin Port already acts as a final destination (or turnaround port) for smaller cruise ships during its peak tourist season (the May to October dry season). This means that smaller vessels use the port as a beginning and/or end point for itineraries that typically explore the northern Australian coastline, with passengers often staying in Darwin before and after their cruise.

However, for larger international cruise ships, the season in Australia generally runs from October to April (the tropical north’s wet season), when operators relocate their fleets to the South Pacific region for the southern hemisphere summer.

During this season, larger international vessels often include Darwin as a first or last port of call as the ships enter or leave Australian waters. Larger cruise ships generally use Darwin as a transit port, meaning passengers are often disembarked for a few hours or a day to explore the city. This can provide an important economic injection during the low tourist season for Darwin.

However, Darwin’s port has limited capacity. Future growth in cruise numbers will depend on the port’s ability to handle passenger and related technical services, such as refuelling and provisioning, on a larger scale.151

52. Challenge

The popularity of cruise ships in Australia is growing, producing important tourism opportunities for fast-growing cities and regional centres. However, there are a lack of berths for international cruise ships, particularly in Sydney. Without additional berthing capacity, Australia will lose cruise ships and tourist visitation will decline.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact:
5.5 Funding and maintaining our transport assets

At a glance
While the public sector invests heavily in transport, private spending has started to decline. This section discusses funding and maintenance challenges the sector faces in the next 10–15 years:

- There is a growing disconnect between how far people drive and how much they pay.
- Public transport projects can be costly, and funding is often not transparent.
- Regional and remote areas must maintain large networks with limited funding.

It also looks at new technologies and the potential revenue that comes with them.

Asset maintenance and renewal are critical to our transport networks
There are major challenges to sustainably maintaining services and assets. The capability of Australian governments to plan, manage and undertake works to maintain and renew the assets in our transport network has not improved in recent years. In the 2015 *Australian Infrastructure Audit*, we highlighted that maintenance data are inconsistent across infrastructure managers. Unfortunately, there is still no consolidated national dataset for transport infrastructure maintenance, and guidelines remain ad hoc and do not cover each sector equally or in sufficient detail.

The Australian Local Government Association and Austroads have published reports which help to quantify maintenance expenditure and to determine appropriate methods to assess the cost and benefits of maintenance over time. Although these are helpful contributions, there are still no agreed service levels which asset maintenance should aim to achieve.

In fact, there is no single metric to determine the appropriate level of maintenance, renewal or rehabilitation for a transport asset. Ideally, expenditure should be sufficient to maintain a pre-determined service level and should be part of a detailed asset management plan. However, in practice, determining service levels can be difficult (particularly for aged infrastructure), and it can be challenging to distinguish between maintenance expenditure and expenditure which might enhance the economic benefit of an asset.

Regardless of service level requirements, the funding challenge will become more pressing over time. Sectors that are heavily reliant on government funding rather than user charging, including roads (particularly in regional areas) and public transport, are most likely to suffer from inadequate maintenance regimes because expenditure on assets is not directly linked to their use.

53. Challenge
Asset maintenance lacks transparency, consistency and accountability. This is particularly the case for sectors that rely on government funding rather than user charges, such as roads and public transport. Unless addressed, maintenance of our transport networks will become increasingly unsustainable.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact:
There is competition for capital investment, asset renewal and maintenance funds

There has been substantial investment in transport infrastructure in recent years. Despite this expenditure there are major challenges to sustainably fund and maintain services over the next 10-15 years.

A lack of information and resourcing to plan and undertake asset management, limited or nascent mechanisms to link funding to needs, few incentives to improve efficiency, and declining revenues will all have consequences for the quality and affordability of transport services. These challenges are more pointed as we enter a period of rapid disruption in how transport services are provided, and as people’s needs and expectations of the transport system change.

With some fluctuations, the average annual level of investment in all Australian transport infrastructure types has increased substantially over the last 20 years. The value of new construction work on our transport networks in 2017-18 was about $30 billion, excluding the maintenance of existing infrastructure, as shown in Figure 9. In addition to the modes shown here, airports are estimated to have invested $11.5 billion in improvements over the decade to 2018.154

Private sector expenditure increased during the investment phase of the resources boom from 2007 to 2013, but is now declining as many projects move into their production phase. Public sector investments have focused on roads and large public transport projects, at a time of growing concern about congestion in our cities and lack of connectivity in regional areas. Most jurisdictions have major transport projects underway or committed, and investment is close to or above record levels depending on location.

State governments overwhelmingly shoulder the burden of transport funding. Public transport is a state government responsibility and can account for up to 60% of state capital budgets.155 In terms of roads, the states provided close to two-thirds of total government funding in 2016-17 (Figure 10).156

Every dollar spent on transport has an opportunity cost. In the case of government expenditure, the opportunity cost is the money that cannot then be spent on other services, such as health and education. The growth in transport capital expenditure in recent years means that transparency in decision-making around the allocation of funds is critical to levels of public confidence in our networks’ long-term sustainability.

**Figure 9:** The value of transport sector construction has grown strongly in the last 20 years

![Figure 9: The value of transport sector construction has grown strongly in the last 20 years](image)

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)157

**Figure 10:** State governments spend the most on roads

![Figure 10: State governments spend the most on roads](image)

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)158
Road use, funding and expenditure are not adequately linked

There is no formalised link between how funds are raised from road users and how that money is spent. The principal forms of road-related charges are federal fuel excise, state registration and licensing fees and tolls.

Fuel excise was originally designed as a proxy consumption-based charge, where revenue from a cost impost on litres of fuel purchased would increase with demand for roads and driving. However, the correlation between vehicle kilometres travelled and the demand for fuel no longer functions in the way it once did, with fuel excise decreasing in real terms and kilometres travelled increasing over the last two decades (Figure 11). This trend is likely to worsen as cars become increasingly fuel-efficient and electric vehicles make up a growing proportion of our fleet.

This means that, in the short to medium term, fuel excise will be replaced as the principal form of road-related revenue by state-based charges which are not linked to the distance people drive, such as registration and licence fees. The existing and growing disconnect between the kilometres people drive and how much they pay raises numerous challenges:

- **It is inequitable**: because people who rarely drive subsidise people who frequently drive. It also increasingly means that people who own newer and more fuel-efficient or electric vehicles pay less tax.

- **It is inefficient**: because road users are not charged for their use. This means that once registration and licence fees are paid, people are actually incentivised to drive. In addition, drivers pay the same amount regardless of the time of day and location of their trip. This means there are no financial incentives for people to change their travel habits to be more efficient, by driving after peak hour or switching to public transport.

- **It is unsustainable**: because fuel excise, the largest single contributor of road-related revenue, will continue to decline, meaning expenditure will outstrip income.

- **It is not transparent**: because there is no link between usage and expenditure, the reasons and justification for capital and maintenance expenditure decisions are rarely published and can be inconsistent.

Figure 11: Revenue from fuel excise declined while vehicle kilometres travelled grew

![Figure 11: Revenue from fuel excise declined while vehicle kilometres travelled grew](image)

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)\(^5\)

54. Challenge

There is no clear link between expenditure on roads and usage, which means road expenditure is inequitable, inefficient, unsustainable and lacks transparency. Without reform, revenue from fuel excise will decline, drivers will not be charged fairly and people will be incentivised to drive, contributing to congestion.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact: [Australia]
Major public transport investment decisions lock in ongoing subsidies and lack transparency

The cost of public transport projects can be large, taking up a significant proportion of state government budgets. It is therefore critical that the funding of public transport projects is as transparent as possible. Some large public transport projects have published business cases, which is helpful for transparency. However, announcements on projects are sometimes made prior to proper assessment. This is most often the case with ‘big ticket’ expensive infrastructure projects, which do not have the same economic benefits as more modest enhancements. In addition, post-completion reviews are rarely undertaken or published, meaning we often do not know whether investments were justified, and we cannot learn all the available lessons from past projects.

In addition to the upfront cost of projects, it is important to remember that, under prevailing fare regimes, public transport requires indefinite operating subsidies. Our major public transport networks have operating costs in excess of $9 billion per annum. Cost recovery from fares in Australia is relatively low by international standards, averaging between 20% and 30%. Research commissioned by Infrastructure Australia estimates there is an annual public transport operating subsidy by governments of about $7.4 billion.

The scale of the operating subsidy provided to public transport can make it vulnerable to shifts in government policy as well as changes in budgetary conditions. Given the importance of maintaining and expanding public transport, especially in our rapidly growing cities, improving cost recovery is becoming increasingly important as it will ensure the sustainability and stability of public transport services over the long term.

Smaller, efficiency-enhancing projects often have higher returns

Large infrastructure projects are frequently in the media and the subject of significant public debate. However, smaller projects, such as ‘better use’ interventions to improve the productivity of existing assets, cost less and generally create better economic returns.

Of the projects submitted to Infrastructure Australia for assessment between 2016 and 2018, those with the highest benefit-to-cost ratios were also the cheapest (Figure 12). This is because larger projects generally include significant upfront costs, with benefits being realised many years later. A discount rate is applied to benefits that accrue in later years, so they can be compared on the same footing as projects that deliver benefits earlier. While major projects can be critical to Australia’s long-term liveability, smaller initiatives also demand attention.

For more information, see Infrastructure Australia’s Assessment Framework.

Figure 12: Lower cost projects often have higher benefit-cost ratios
55. Challenge

Public transport investments and operating subsidies are substantial, but decisions lack transparency. Unless addressed, public transport will continue to be subject to political cycles and budget conditions.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:

Local governments face challenges in maintaining regional and remote assets

The lack of transparency regarding road funding in Australia, combined with the inconsistency of asset management and financial planning standards and practices across local governments, is particularly problematic in regional and remote areas. Local governments in regional and remote Australia face the dual challenge of maintaining geographically extensive networks while having a relatively low revenue base from which to fund roadworks. The NRMA has identified that local governments in NSW face a roads maintenance funding backlog that grew from $1.96 billion in 2016 to $2.2 billion in 2018.167

Federal and state-significant roads in regional areas are usually key freight routes, and as such more likely to attract funding for both capital and maintenance purposes. However, local government roads do not usually attract the same degree of freight traffic, and therefore may not be subject to the same attention and funding arrangements.

In addition, local government can find it difficult to justify maintenance expenditure on roads, particularly in sparsely-populated areas, due to low traffic levels. This can be problematic for remote communities, who are reliant on their roads to access key services such as health care and education. While regional groupings of councils in states including Victoria and Queensland have had some success in sharing data and, in some cases, coordinating works on local roads, this approach may be harder for the most isolated areas.

Regional local governments are currently reliant on federal and state government grants, which as with any grants program can be subject to unpredictability. Grants from government are also generally for new projects, and do not include ongoing funding for maintenance. In other words, while a grant may be welcomed in the short term, it can actually increase the cost burden on local governments in the longer term.

Regional local governments face similar challenges in trying to maintain and operate airports. Over 60% of regional airports currently operate at a loss and about 40% expect to continue operating at a loss in the foreseeable future.168

Regional airports are capital-intensive and require ongoing maintenance and upgrades in line with strict safety and security regulations. However, unlike larger airports, they do not have the same revenue-diversification options such as retail parks, hotels, parking fees and rent from businesses.

It is projected that regional airport operating costs will increase by 38% over the next decade, with an infrastructure funding shortfall of $170 million.169

56. Challenge

Regional and remote local governments struggle to fund and maintain roads and airports. Local governments often have relatively small revenue bases but are responsible for the maintenance of expensive transport networks. Without addressing funding shortfalls and maintenances practices, regional and remote infrastructure will become increasingly unsustainable.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
New revenue streams are emerging

The challenge of sustainably funding our transport networks in the future may be exacerbated by emerging technologies and business models. Threats to revenue are presented by electric vehicles, whose users do not pay fuel excise, and by shared and automated vehicles, as multiple ownership and on-demand transport use could lead to a decline in registration revenues.

However, emerging technologies also provide an opportunity. Improved communications and tracking technologies, combined with readily available data, mean there are growing opportunities to expand existing revenue streams and take advantage of emerging sources of income.

Road network user charging has long been identified as the most economically efficient means of charging for our roads. Technology has helped to overcome many of the technical barriers for implementing road user charging, with widely available GPS data and growing connectivity between vehicles and roadside infrastructure. A national road user charging regime is increasingly regarded as an option for addressing declining fuel excise revenue and a potential future decrease in registration revenue. However, in the absence of jurisdictional champions even slow progress in moving towards such a regime has faltered if not stalled.

In addition to charging for access to the physical transport network, access to services provided by the digital transport network may be charged in the future. As customers increasingly interact directly with third-party service providers and intermediaries in a blended public private service model, new pricing models will emerge to manage access and costs. Customers are likely to gravitate towards seamless transactions and travel over the next 5-10 years, and transport payments will increasingly be funnelled via a single ‘digital wallet’ for mobility transactions. Subscriptions to a range of mobility services via the wallet may replace direct payments to providers for services (such as, tolls and tickets).

This changing relationship between customers and how they pay for mobility services will have implications for transport sector revenue, due to impacts on pricing, demand management and service choice. In this more fragmented transport operating environment, governments will need to consider opportunities to monetise information flows as one of a number of revenue options to compensate for lost sources.

Finally, there remain opportunities to expand existing revenue sources by improving mechanisms such as value capture and better managing third-party revenues.

Value created by transport investments can be disproportionately captured in property prices, as a windfall gain to property owners. Value capture taps into this by socialising some of the uplift in prices. In doing so, it can reduce the funds needed from other taxes and user-pays sources.

Operators are also increasingly capturing revenue from third parties through advertising and rental income. Most public transport operators, road managers and government transport departments are already actively seeking to enhance third-party revenue.

---

57. Opportunity

There are numerous emerging revenue sources for the transport sector, with many related to technological development and changing patterns of demand for transport. There is an opportunity for emerging revenue streams to improve the financial sustainability of our transport networks.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact:  
5.6 Passenger transport sustainability and resilience

At a glance
In the next five to fifteen years, our systems will likely experience radical physical and technological changes. Good planning will help us meet user needs, maintain the environment and support our economy.

This section reviews our growing emissions footprint and its impacts on our health. It looks at how we can use better planning and new technology to become more sustainable and resilient.

The importance of sustainability and reliability
Over the next five to fifteen years, transport networks’ physical and technological systems are likely to experience radical changes. How we design, build and use our current and future transport networks will have a large bearing on the long-term sustainability and resilience of our cities, regions, and rural and remote communities.

Sustainability and resilience are not fringe concepts, but good economic practice. They offer the opportunity to create vibrant communities that meet user needs, maintain the environment and support our economy. Delays in preparing the transport system for the impacts from external conditions such as a changing climate expose the economy to higher costs and more disruption. Australia can meet its present needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own.

Adapting to climate change and pursuing sustainable environmental outcomes form a core responsibility for infrastructure planners, owners and operators. While governments often have ambitions to incorporate sustainability and resilience into transport projects, the final investment can fail to reflect this ambition due to the lack of a consistent approach that supports the translation of goals into actions.

Conversely, resilience and sustainability have become significant concerns for many communities. Users are changing their transport behaviour and many are willing to pay more for sustainable transport options that are compatible with their values, such as electric vehicles. Users’ interest in sustainability is also changing the way companies do business. Businesses are making commitments to less carbon-intensive fleets, setting internal emissions reduction targets and investing in renewable energy to power their operations.

Passenger transport has a large and growing emissions footprint
The transport sector is the second largest source of Australian greenhouse gas emissions, at 19% of total emissions. Transport emissions have grown faster than any other sector, increasing by around 60% since 1990. Problematically, transport emissions are growing at a time when our nation is focused on reducing emissions from any and all sources (Figure 13).

Australia has one of the most emissions-intensive transport sectors in the world. There is considerable scope for our passenger transport sector to play its part in helping Australia meet its emissions reduction obligations.

The emissions intensity of Australian transport networks is largely attributable to our reliance on private vehicles. Most Australians use their car as their primary mode of transport. In regional, rural and remote areas, users often have no other option. For this reason, 90% of non-capital city commuters use a private vehicle to get to work. Our vehicles are some of the most emissions-intensive in the developed world (Figure 14). Due to Australia’s car dependence and the emissions standards of our vehicles, passenger vehicles represent 46% of all transport emissions (Figure 15).
Figure 13: Transport emissions have been growing

![Graph showing transport emissions growth](image)

Source: Department of the Environment and Energy (2018)

Figure 14: Australia’s new passenger vehicles are more emissions intensive compared to Europe

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average CO₂ emissions intensity (g/km)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithuania</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyprus</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>123</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malta</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the last ten years, the share of emissions from cars has been relatively stable despite increases in total vehicle kilometres travelled. This is due to improvements in fuel efficiency and the emissions ratings of new vehicles. However, projected emissions to 2030 indicate that these improvements are not enough to offset the growth in emissions from other transport modes. Specifically, emissions from articulated and rigid trucks, as well as light commercial vehicles, are expected to account for a growing share of the transport sector’s total.

Existing technology offers the opportunity to reduce the emissions intensity of passenger transport. Mode shift away from private vehicles to public and active transport use, for example, could significantly reduce emissions. On average, public transport modes are less emissions-intensive than private cars, with well-patronised train services being the most efficient motorised passenger mode by this measure (Figure 16).

However, car use can also have a reduced impact in this respect, through the introduction of stronger vehicle emissions standards, the greater uptake of electric vehicles, and measures to incentivise higher levels of vehicle occupancy through ridesharing schemes.

Cars are not the only large source of Australian passenger emissions. Emissions from the aviation sector have grown strongly as domestic and international air travel has become cheaper and more accessible. In the past decade, the number of annual passengers on domestic flights has increased from 50 million to 63 million.¹⁸² As a result, the civil aviation sector contributed more than 2% of Australia’s emissions over that period.¹⁸³ While aircraft are becoming more fuel efficient, it has not been enough to offset the growth in air traffic. CO₂ emissions from domestic aviation are expected to be 40% higher in 2030.¹⁸⁴
58. Challenge

Transport sector emissions are increasing. Passenger cars account for the vast majority of emissions, but heavy vehicles and aviation are projected to drive growth in emissions in the next ten years. Without action, the emissions intensity of passenger transport may cause negative environmental impacts and Australia will fail to meet its emissions reduction targets.

Transport activities can have detrimental effects on our personal health

As well as greenhouse gas emissions that contribute to the global impact of climate change, the Australian passenger transport sector produces other airborne pollutants that have an adverse impact on localised air quality and human health outcomes. Additionally, the greater use of sedentary transport modes, especially driving, and associated reduced rates of active transport use have been shown to be damaging to personal health and wellbeing.

The negative impacts of transport on air quality are largely due to our reliance on petroleum. Petroleum powers internal combustion engine vehicles, aircraft and some public transport. It creates airborne pollutants, including particulates, that can be harmful to our health and damaging to our ecosystems.

While Australia’s air quality is good by international standards and advancements in vehicle efficiency standards have helped to reduce pollutants and emissions, an estimated 3,000 deaths in 2007 were caused by urban air pollution. The transport sector is a major contributor to urban air pollution. For example, in Sydney 61% of nitrogen oxide emissions are attributed to motor vehicles. Figure 17 shows air pollutant emissions by source for Sydney in 2008. This pollution tends to be concentrated around major road corridors, posing a health challenge for cities seeking to encourage denser development in central areas where traffic levels can be most intense.

Figure 17: The transport sector (classified as off-road and on-road mobile) is a major contributor to poor air quality
Maritime and non-road passenger transport, such as diesel locomotives and cruise ships, also contribute to air pollution. These emissions are largely unregulated in Australia, although concerns about cruise ships, which use heavy fuel while they are docked, have already resulted in restrictions on these vessels in Sydney Harbour. As a further precaution, sulphur fuel restrictions will apply to all vessels from 2020.191

In terms of human health, there is also a large and growing body of evidence regarding the costs of physical inactivity in Australia, and the personal and social benefits of using active transport over sedentary modes.192 This especially applies to train or bus travel which generally includes a walking or cycling trip to access the public transport stop. A significant percentage of car trips in Australian cities are shorter trips that are within cycling or even walking distance.193 Changes in travel patterns and expectations which have over time led to active transport being used for such trips impact personal health outcomes in areas including cardiovascular disease,194 mental illness,195 and childhood obesity.196

Achieving further reductions in the health costs of passenger transport to our community will require more concentrated effort from Australian governments.

Transport sustainability goals are often not achieved

Governments often have ambitions to achieve transport sustainability goals, such as reducing private vehicle use. However, outcomes may not deliver on these aspirations. Expediency and siloed decision making can compromise the sustainability objectives outlined at a project’s inception.

Policy-makers need to get better at translating goals into actions and developing their strategic approach. Reports such as Sydney’s Walking Future help to cement strategic goals.197 These reports can act as a point of reference for infrastructure decision-makers to prioritise public and active transport.

The private sector also has a role to play in ensuring our infrastructure is built sustainably. Increasingly, industry is adopting stricter standards which helps to achieve a more sustainable built environment.

Long-term sustainability planning is particularly important in our cities, which still have a large car mode share, low-density urban settlement patterns and growing populations. The Climate Council has indicated that cuts to emissions in cities could deliver up to 70% of the nation’s required reductions under the Paris Agreement.198
Reductions in car mode share can be accelerated by having more compact cities with high-quality, affordable transport systems. In Tokyo and Seoul, over 75% of journeys are on public or active transport. These cities have used land-use planning to deliver high-density suburbs and encourage mode shift away from private vehicles, while meeting the day-to-day needs of users for accessibility and connectivity. Denser cities boost public transport patronage, allowing operators to run more efficient, frequent and higher-quality services for users. The sustainability of our road network is also linked to its efficiency. Less fuel is used and less pollution produced per vehicle on free-flowing routes. The avoidance of congestion is therefore desirable to reduce the health and environmental costs of transport. This could involve consideration of approaches that reduce vehicle use including demand management, use of higher productivity vehicles and emerging technology such as connectivity and automation.

**Better standards can improve sustainability**

The development of widely adopted standards has improved sustainability outcomes in the passenger transport sector. Standards can deliver sustainability and resilience benefits at low costs to users by guiding design and lifecycle decisions. Some of the organisations assessing assets and providing ratings include the Infrastructure Sustainability Council of Australia, the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark and the Green Building Council of Australia.

These ratings provide a benchmark for project design and lifecycle decisions that reduce carbon use and waste, save water and promote high-quality environments. The adoption of these guidelines is contributing to better sustainability outcomes on passenger transport projects, such as the Flinders Street Station Upgrade and Sydney Metro Northwest tunnels. Many project developers are voluntarily adopting these standards, to build community goodwill and avoid expensive future retrofits.

How buildings are designed and constructed also has a bearing on the transport network’s sustainability. This is why the Green Star rating system takes into account a building’s access to public transport, active transport facilities, low-emissions vehicle infrastructure and supply of car parking.

**59. Challenge**

Australian governments often do not incorporate sustainability or resilience into their final infrastructure projects. Without regular action, active and public transport modes will be underutilised and our infrastructure will be less resilient and sustainable.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
Emerging technology could reduce transport’s impacts

Cars will continue to be an important part of Australia’s passenger transport system. It is therefore critical to cost-effectively roll out new technology that can reduce the emissions and air pollution intensity of private vehicles.

New, more sustainable technology is driving changes in the transport sector. Passenger rail and tram networks in our major cities are already electrified. However, a transition in our bus and light vehicle passenger fleets from internal combustion engines to hybrid electric, plug-in electric, hydrogen fuel cell and automated vehicles could deliver even greater emissions reductions.

Hydrogen and electric vehicles’ emissions are based on where they source their electricity. Recharging an electric vehicle from the renewables-dominated grid in Tasmania would cause far fewer emissions than an electric vehicle powered by the coal-dominated Victorian system. It is likely that most users will source their electricity from the grid rather than from a local source such as domestic solar panels due to the high volume of electricity required to charge an electric vehicle. At present, an average new internal combustion engine vehicle emits 185g CO\text{2} per kilometre, while an average electric vehicle – when recharged from the grid – around 98g of CO\text{2} per kilometre.\textsuperscript{201}

It is unclear whether automated vehicles will have an effect on emissions. Automated vehicles using efficient routes and carrying multiple customers could reduce emissions and save energy compared to current travel patterns. These vehicles will be designed to drive in close proximity to each other, reducing drag. However, in a scenario where the availability of driverless cars increases vehicle kilometres driven, this technology could increase Australia’s emissions footprint.

A sustainable transport sector also requires that attention be paid to the whole-of-life impacts of new technology. For example, each electric vehicle purchased will contain a lithium-ion battery. As the mass market for electric vehicles develops, the number of lithium-ion batteries will dramatically increase in Australia, and we will need methods of sustainably disposing of, reusing or recycling these assets.

60. Opportunity

If partnered with low carbon intensity fuels hybrid electric, plug-in electric, hydrogen fuel cell and automated vehicles are less emissions intensive than internal combustion engine vehicles. These technologies can be leveraged to transition to a low-carbon transport sector. Reducing transport sector emissions would help Australia meet its international obligations while also improving local air quality.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: [Map of Australia]
Increasing the resilience of transport networks is challenging for governments

Alongside sustainability, planning for a more resilient transport sector will be vital to Australia’s economic strength and liveability. Our transport infrastructure faces major threats from extreme weather events, inadequate maintenance, accidents, terrorism and cyberattacks.

As the populations of our fast-growing cities increase, so too do the consequences of disruption. Even minor incidents can cause large disruptions and be costly for users and taxpayers. For example, in 2018, the disruption caused by a single morning peak-hour incident on the Sydney Harbour Bridge was estimated to have had an economic cost of $5 to $10 million.²⁰²

Major disruptions will occur in a future where severe weather events are more frequent and more damaging. Changes in climate and extreme weather events cause damage to transport assets and prevent communities from being able to carry on their day-to-day lives or businesses. It is estimated that the January 2009 heatwave in Melbourne resulted in financial losses of approximately $800 million, primarily due to electricity outages and transport network disruption.²⁰³

Risks to our network are not evenly distributed. Each geographical area will face its own challenges and will require different investments. In cities, higher instances of extreme heat events can damage roads and shut down rail networks, while carbon dioxide can slowly accelerate the deterioration of concrete.²⁰⁴ Regional areas, which are heavily reliant on major highways, can face major disruption due to floods and bushfires.

Rural and remote communities need transport access for necessities such as food and fuel, but have to deal with the accelerated deterioration of road pavement through heat wear or flood damage, which can require additional urgent repairs. In October 2016 the Newell Highway was closed for six weeks between West Wyalong and Forbes in central western New South Wales due to flooding. This resulted in increased road freight transport costs, losses in tourism expenditure and agriculture production, and increased road maintenance expenditure along the highway itself and key detour routes.

Our passenger transport network will have to adapt to new circumstances while limiting disruption to its function. Weather-related risks to transport assets and services, and their interdependency with other types of at-risk infrastructure such as the electricity grid, need to be understood and managed. Preparing transport infrastructure and services to be more resilient will minimise the consequences of asset and service failures, reducing costs and improving access for users. The longer these resilience upgrades are delayed, the more they are ultimately likely to cost.²⁰⁵

However, an excessively risk-averse approach could overestimate the probability or severity of risks, resulting in over-investment in assets. This could result in the costs of mitigation exceeding an efficient and balanced approach. Transport users and taxpayers would wear the costs of unnecessary investments. A balanced approach will require a focus on measures that minimise the effects of extreme weather, while considering the costs of providing additional infrastructure.

61. Challenge

Climate change is likely to cause increasingly frequent and severe weather events that damage transport assets. Without resilient infrastructure, network functionality could be limited and the costs of upgrades could be more substantial.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact: AU
5.7 Safety in the transport sector

At a glance
Recent trends show we are unlikely to meet our targets for reducing road crashes and fatalities. These are costing us $30 billion a year, causing social trauma and affecting user behaviour.

This section discusses how infrastructure solutions can improve our safety outcomes, particularly for the users most at risk. It also looks at the cybersecurity risks that come with new technology.

Road fatalities are declining, but still not meeting reduction targets
In 2018, 1,226 Australians were killed and around 36,000 hospitalised following a road crash.206 This road trauma is estimated to cost the Australian economy $30 billion annually.207 More than just financial costs are felt. Crashes cause trauma for families and local communities, and can change how users interact with their transport networks, often at the cost of more efficient, affordable and sustainable transport options.

In 2011, the National Road Safety Strategy was developed in response to Australia’s unacceptably high fatality rate. The strategy is based around a multidimensional Safe Systems Approach that aims for safer vehicles, safer behaviour, safer speeds and safer roads. The strategy recognises that road users will make mistakes – but the road system should be forgiving, so that a mistake does not result in death or serious injury.

The National Road Safety Strategy aimed for a 30% reduction in road crash fatalities between 2010 and 2020. As of 2017, there has only been a 14.1% reduction.208 While passenger car deaths have decreased at the fastest rate since 2010, they still account for 60% of all road deaths in Australia.209 Motorcyclist and pedal cyclist fatalities have seen no improvement.210 In 2015-2016, there was even an increase in road fatalities. This suggests that the nation’s road safety performance may even be stalling, as shown in Figure 18, and foreshadows a challenging review process when jurisdictions renegotiate the National Road Safety Strategy.

A lack of reliable, consistent data across all levels of government makes it difficult to identify all of the reasons for the increase in fatalities in the 2015-2016 period. Without data on injury incidence and crash causes, there are gaps in our knowledge about the road system’s safety performance. Appropriate infrastructure and policy responses require robust and reliable data. An accurate and consistent evidence base is also important as the road network adapts to changes in its use.

One known reason for the increase in fatalities in 2015-2016 is the effect of driver fatigue and distraction. From 2013 to 2017, more people died in New South Wales fatigue-related crashes than drink-driving crashes.211 The use of mobile phones accounts for at least 2% of all fatal crashes involving distraction,212 although this factor is under-reported due to strong disincentives against self-admission and the absence of witnesses to single vehicle crashes.213

Figure 18: Fatalities are decreasing, but not fast enough to meet our 2020 target

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)214
Infrastructure plays a critical role in road safety outcomes

The Safe Systems Approach aims to ensure that, when a driver makes a mistake, it will be unlikely to result in a crash. Road infrastructure can support this outcome. To do this requires cost-effective allocation of Australian Government, state and territory, and local government funding. Road safety funding is significant. For instance, the Australian Government provided $744.5 million to the Black Spot Program from 2013-14 to 2021-22.\(^{215}\) To spend funds efficiently, there needs to be identification, assessment and prioritisation of high-risk sections of the transport network. Tools such as AusRap’s national network rating are useful.\(^{216}\) However, more data would reduce inefficient capital-intensive safety investments.

States and territories have implemented a variety of low-cost infrastructure safety solutions. South Australia, New South Wales, Victoria and Tasmania have installed wire rope barrier systems. Western Australia has installed audio-tactile markings.\(^{217}\) Simply reducing the speed limit on a high-speed road can also result in a reduction of over 30% in serious and fatal injuries.\(^{218}\) Speed limits are more effective when supported by infrastructure such as point-to-point speed cameras and mobile speed cameras. Point-to-point speed cameras could reduce deaths by 49%.\(^{219}\) Progress in the use of point-to-point speed cameras has stalled, in terms of their limited enforcement hours, slow roll-out and use at few locations.\(^{220}\)

Our road infrastructure investments need to strike an appropriate balance between safety, productivity and liveability. For example, while reducing speed limits to 30 km/h in dense urban areas can increase safety for pedestrians,\(^{221}\) this approach is not likely to be suitable for freight routes of importance to national productivity. A selection of appropriate road safety policies should be balanced across the needs of all road users, the economy and the liveability of our communities.

There is also an opportunity to prepare our road infrastructure for the safety technology of the future. In itself, technological innovation which is making vehicles safer, such as automation, will not deliver safer roads. That outcome will be dependent on investment in the machine-readable road infrastructure and communications components which advanced technology vehicles are likely to depend on, such as line markings, road signage and smart poles.

---

62. Challenge

Road safety performance is not on track to meet the objectives of the National Road Safety Strategy. Without action road users will continue to be vulnerable and at risk of serious injury or fatality.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: 🇦🇺 📊 📈 🏛️

63. Challenge

Project selection and funding is based on incomplete safety data. Without action, this will inhibit effective cost allocation and understanding of trade-offs with other transport outcomes, such as productivity.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: 🇦🇺 📊 📈 🏛️
Regional, rural and remote road users are at greater risk

Regional, remote and rural road users face a higher risk when they travel on their local roads. Figure 19 shows that a disproportionately higher rate of fatalities occurs in regional or remote areas. Up to 65% of total road deaths occur in sparsely populated regional and remote areas. Most fatal crashes occur on a stretch of road with a speed limit over 100 kilometres per hour.

Regional communities have low population density and extensive, low-quality road networks with high speed limits. Lower safety standards are not the result of the poor performance of local governments, but the inevitable consequence of service provision to a relatively small number of people spread over a large area. As a result, there are challenges to maintaining, upgrading and renewing ageing assets, and achieving the rising standards associated with other parts of the road network. While local governments manage roads, all three levels of government, the community and the private sector hold levers to reduce regional road crashes.

The 2019 Infrastructure Priority List has identified regional safety improvements as a high-priority initiative. The initiative recognises the need to continue to identify, assess and prioritise high-risk sections of regional roads across Australia.

Figure 19: Fatalities occur at a disproportionately higher rate in regional or remote areas

![Figure 19: Fatalities occur at a disproportionately higher rate in regional or remote areas](image)

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)

64. Opportunity

Regional, rural and remote road networks are less safe. There is an opportunity to focus investments and policies on these areas. Identifying, assessing and prioritising sites for upgrades and road treatments on high risk corridors could optimise investment and reduce fatalities.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: 

![Icons for different industries]
An older vehicle fleet makes it difficult to embrace new safety technology

Australians are driving their cars for longer. The average age of the Australian fleet has risen from 12.5 years in 2014 to 13.1 years in 2016.\textsuperscript{226} As a result, many Australians are driving cars that do not meet best-practice safety standards. This has implications for safety outcomes. Vehicles aged over 15 years are four times more likely to be involved in a crash than vehicles aged five years or less.\textsuperscript{227}

Increasing vehicle safety standards reduces road crashes. Users are five times more likely to be killed or injured in an Australasian New Car Assessment Program (ANCAP) one-star car than in an ANCAP five-star car.\textsuperscript{228} Road safety standards ensure that Australians are given access to safe vehicles. The proportion of ANCAP five-star vehicles in the Australian fleet increased from 76% in 2013 to 91% in 2017.\textsuperscript{229} Since every vehicle imported and sold can have a life of 30 years or more, safety standards have long-term implications.

While vehicle safety features are important for keeping users safe, human error still causes 94% of road crashes.\textsuperscript{230} Vehicle connectivity and automation technologies can reduce the risk of human error in the short term and eliminate it over the long term. Automated vehicle technology is already included in many Australian vehicles, including auto emergency braking, lane-keeping assist, adaptive cruise control and intelligent speed assist. These safety innovations are helping to reduce rear-end crashes, prevent collisions during lane changing and maintain safe speeds.

Safety-oriented vehicle standards can have productivity and environmental impacts. Safety features often add weight to a vehicle, leading to the production of more emissions. Different users will have a different willingness to pay for such safety features, especially when they compete with other user values. It will be challenging to balance safety features against affordability, productivity and environmental concerns.

65. Challenge

Australians are holding on to their vehicles for longer. Older vehicles often do not meet modern safety standards and are more likely to injure or kill if involved in a crash.

Pedestrians and cyclists are particularly vulnerable

Walking is Australia’s most common transport mode. Most Australians start and/or end each longer journey on foot or a bicycle. Pedestrians and cyclists are vulnerable to crashes. In 2016, 182 pedestrians and 29 cyclists were killed in regional and urban areas of Australia,\textsuperscript{231} and their proportions of all road deaths have not decreased over the past ten years (Figure 20).\textsuperscript{232} Non-fatality crashes are even more common. In 2015, 9,352 pedestrians and cyclists were hospitalised.\textsuperscript{233} Transport networks should enable safe, affordable and efficient active travel, with pedestrians and cyclists using the network at their own pace.

Figure 20: The proportions of all road deaths by pedestrians or cyclists have not fallen in the past 10 years

![Figure 20](source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018)\textsuperscript{234})
Pedestrian and cyclist safety is a countrywide issue. Thousands of people walk in the Sydney and Melbourne CBDs and other dense urban environments every day. These areas often do not prioritise non-motorised traffic. In regional, rural and remote areas, inadequate pedestrian and cyclist infrastructure results in even higher fatality and injury rates compared to metropolitan areas (Figure 21).

Female active and public transport users are particularly conscious of their vulnerability to assault, injury and confrontation with other transport system users.\textsuperscript{236} This feeling is most pronounced at night, when there is limited passive surveillance. One in four women do not walk alone in their local area after dark because they feel unsafe.\textsuperscript{236} Perceptions of safety on public transport are worse, with up to 23\% of women not feeling safe if using public transport alone after dark.\textsuperscript{237} Perceived threats to personal security on the active and public transport network at night lead many to favour private transport. This shift in modes reduces the beneficial effect of more people being active in public spaces, further driving down active transport participation.\textsuperscript{238}

Infrastructure and policy decisions can make active transport users safer. For instance, many older and vulnerable people find that crossing a road at traffic lights can be a stressful and dangerous experience. Traffic light timings that operate at 1.2 metres per second are often inadequate for older pedestrians who on average walk at 0.9 metres a second.\textsuperscript{239} In recognition of almost one quarter of pedestrian crashes in New South Wales occurring at signalised intersections, that state’s councils have been considering more frequent and longer pedestrian crossing opportunities and crosswalk widening at major intersections.\textsuperscript{240} This could have large benefits in other areas, considering that people aged over 70 make up 33\% of pedestrian deaths in Victoria.\textsuperscript{241}

Another proven method of limiting pedestrian and cyclist injuries and fatalities is to lower the speed limit (Figure 22). As such safety improvements can affect productivity and accessibility for other modes of transport, road design and management decisions need to strike an appropriate balance between safety, productivity and liveability.

**Figure 21:** Pedestrian fatality rates are higher in regional and remote Australia
Figure 22: The number of fatal crashes in 40km/h zones is much lower than in higher speed zones

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018) [243]

66. Challenge

Pedestrian and cyclist fatalities are over represented in fatalities and injuries. Without action, active transport users will continue to be injured and killed, and the attractiveness of active transport will remain low.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: 🇦🇺
Cybersecurity is critical to transport’s resilience

Australia’s transport providers are transforming their businesses through the ever-increasing use of technology to provide better services to customers. Australians can access real-time information to find the most efficient mode of transport, calculate the cost and duration of travel, and book and pay for a service. Transport providers use this data to further understand customer needs and improve their offerings.

As the technological landscape changes, transport providers will have access to even more detailed consumer information. Technologies such as autonomous vehicles will need to transmit and receive huge volumes of data in order to function. Digital systems storing and moving data will be integral to the delivery of transport services.

Consumer and systems information is valuable to malicious external actors. For this reason, cyberattacks are becoming more advanced, frequent and targeted. The value of the data held within the Australian transport network is unknown. However, Transport for London has estimated that use of such data contributes up to £130 million annually to that city’s economy. This value is based on travel that is more efficient, the creation of high-value jobs and the reduction of transport operating costs.

A cyberattack can inflict financial or reputational damage on individuals and businesses. Additionally, cyberattacks are capable of causing operational failures such as train derailments or crashes, which can threaten the safety of entire transport networks. While safety concerns are paramount, all security incidents degrade customer trust. Privacy is increasingly hard to protect for citizens in a digital world.

The Australian Government released a national cybersecurity strategy in 2016, highlighting the need for national investment in this domain. The strategy aims to empower Australians with cybersecurity skills, while ensuring that Australia’s networks and systems are resilient to attack. Tackling cyberthreats is key not only to protecting consumers’ data and safety, but also to ensuring that Australia can benefit from step changes in technology. Estimates of the current level of investment in cybersecurity across our transport networks are not publicly available.

67. Challenge

Technological change is driving the collection of valuable data by transport operators and network owners. This information is valuable and can be vulnerable to cyberattacks.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact:  
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5.8 Transport accessibility and equity

At a glance
Many Australians lack equal access to transport, and the opportunities it opens up, due to financial, geographic, physical or cognitive restrictions. This section explores how these impact communities and the role played by infrastructure in addressing or compounding those challenges.

Our transport networks can do more to address social disadvantage
Not all Australians find daily travel simple, straightforward or affordable. People’s experiences of using our transport networks vary across travel time, comfort and security outcomes, and in the level of disadvantage felt in relation to the affordability of tolls and fares, availability of services and physical accessibility.246

This section explores three common types of disadvantage:

- **Financial disadvantage** refers to people who experience financial stress. Transport is a key service, but its costs can sometimes be regressive, with those who are already financially stressed paying a greater proportion of their income to access the network and reach opportunities.

- **Physical and cognitive disadvantage** refers to people who have a mobility, sensory or cognitive impairment. Specifically, we focus on people with disability and older people.

- **Geographic disadvantage** refers to anybody who lacks access to transport because of where they live or work. This is a very broad section of the community, but it focuses on regional and remote Australians and people who live on the outskirts of our cities.

The section is split into the three common types of disadvantage for ease of analysis. However, it is important to acknowledge that some people experience greater levels of multiple disadvantage than others, and often issues of disadvantage are intertwined and can be compounded.

Outer-urban and regional communities are particularly at risk of transport disadvantage
Public transport plays a vital role in promoting social equity. Disadvantaged groups with limited access to public transport are especially at risk of social exclusion.

People living in outer-urban areas and regional centres often have poor access to public transport and rely heavily on private vehicles for access to jobs, education, services and entertainment.

Outer-urban and regional centres encompass a broad range of communities, from the outlying suburbs of our major cities, which are integrated within the broader urban economy, to regional centres that may be supported by a surrounding agricultural or mining hinterland.

The transport needs and patterns within each area vary with context. However, governments and public transport operators often encounter common problems when delivering services to these areas. Lower residential and employment densities, combined with long distances and dispersed trip patterns, mean that public transport has traditionally struggled to provide sufficient service levels to compete with the private vehicle.247

There are three common challenges that outer-urban and regional communities face when seeking to use public transport:

1. **Access to public transport is lower.** Lower settlement densities mean people are less likely to live within walking distance of a public transport stop or station.
2. **Service frequencies are lower.** Operators can provide higher frequencies when there is sufficient demand. Demand is normally lower in outer-urban areas and regional centres, meaning frequencies are lower. This means people wait longer for services, and cannot interchange between services easily.248
3. **Travel distances are longer.** People living in outer-urban and regional areas tend to live further away from places of work, education, services and entertainment. For example, about 44% of people in outer-urban areas travel more than 20 km to work, compared to 7% of people in inner-urban areas.249

These challenges usually lead to lower patronage levels. Public transport use in the outer suburbs of our major cities and regional Australia is significantly below the average across our largest cities (Figure 23).
Figure 23: Fewer people use public transport in our outer suburbs, regional and remote Australia

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>% Journeys to Work Using Public Transport</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fast-growing cities</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer suburbs of fast-growing cities</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Australia</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote Australia</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The outer suburbs is included in the average for the fast-growing cities. Boundary definitions for outer suburbs can be found in Outer Urban Public Transport. The majority of public transport use in remote Australia relates to people employed in the mining sector in Western Australia.

Source: Infrastructure Australia analysis of Australian Bureau of Statistics (2016)

The challenge for governments is to find ways to escape this cycle. There is an opportunity for public transport operators to utilise emerging technology to fill the gaps where traditional public transport has struggled. Infrastructure Australia’s recent paper, Outer Urban Public Transport: improving accessibility in lower density areas discusses how emerging modes such as rideshare, carshare and on-demand buses could help to better serve people living in outer-urban and low-density areas.

Figure 24: Outer-urban public transport is caught in a cycle of poor performance and service levels

Low ridership → Lack of investment → Poor service levels → Low cost recovery

Source: Infrastructure Australia (2018)

It is common for public transport services in lower-density environments to get caught in a self-defeating cycle. Existing services are poorly patronised, so governments do not invest in new infrastructure and improved service levels. This leads to poor performance, which further discourages partnership and cost recovery (Figure 24). Compounding this cycle in outer-urban areas where new communities are in an early stage of development, residents’ natural response to poor public transport service levels is to buy more cars and drive instead. This embeds car dependence so that, even when communities grow to a size and density that might support reasonably frequent public transport services, it can be too late and costly to introduce these and induce people to switch from driving.

68. Challenge

Public transport service levels and access is lower in the outer suburbs and regional centres. This results in lower public transport mode share, and a reliance on cars in these areas. Without action, people who live in these areas will continue to be reliant on their cars.
Transport makes up a large portion of household costs

Every household must pay to access key infrastructure and its cost can contribute to financial stress. In recent years energy costs have increased substantially and have become a key cause for concern. However, although energy has arguably experienced more attention in recent years, the cost of transport remains the largest single component of people’s infrastructure bill.

In 2015-16, the average Australian household paid about $205 per week for transport, or 14.3% of total household expenditure, compared to $41, or 2.8% of total household expenditure, for energy (Figure 25). While the costs of transport peaked as a percentage of household expenditure in 2009-10, they have still grown in real terms between 2003-04 and 2015-16. The cost of using public transport has grown on average by 11% between 2003-04 and 2015-16. However, the effect of this has been more than offset by reductions in the purchase costs of new vehicles, which decreased by 19.8% from 2003-04 to 2015-16.

Transport costs are often higher in isolated suburbs within cities, as well as remote areas, which may overlap areas with lower average incomes. In the outer suburbs of our major cities, people generally rely more on their car than their counterparts in the inner city. This is likely because public transport is less accessible and lower quality in the outer suburbs than the inner suburbs, with services further away, less frequent, longer in reaching key destinations, slower and less reliable.

As a result, overall the real costs of transport are higher in the outer suburbs (Figure 26). The cost of operating a vehicle is the key point of difference, with expenditure on fuel, lubricants and additives significantly higher in outer-urban areas faced with longer journeys to access work and services. The difference between inner and outer suburbs is even greater when calculated as a proportion of household expenditure.

Transport in regional and remote Australia is very different to our major cities. Costs outside major cities (classified as ‘rest of state’) can be lower overall. However, in dollar terms this is largely because of low public transport use and an absence of parking fees and road tolls. The cost of operating a vehicle, such as fuel and vehicle parts and servicing, is higher on average than in the inner and middle suburbs of major cities.

However, when presented as a percentage of total household expenditure, the transport costs experienced outside capital cities constitute a heavier financial burden than in any other geographic area. Australians living outside our capital cities spend a greater share of their income on transport than anyone else.

Another important aspect of travel in regional and remote Australia is air travel. Distances in regional and remote Australia are immense, which often means flying is the only viable choice. Aviation is especially important for remote communities, as it can be the key link to important services such as healthcare, to economic opportunities and to family. It can be critical to perceptions about the connectivity and liveability of a region.

The cost of regional airfares relative to fares paid for higher-volume intercity routes has been a focus for governments in recent years. A Western Australian parliamentary inquiry submitted its report into regional airfares in late 2017, and a Commonwealth parliamentary inquiry is due to report in June 2019.

Figure 25: Transport contributes the greatest to household infrastructure costs

Note: Values are inflation adjusted to June 2016.
Source: University of NSW City Futures Research Centre and Astrolabe Group analysis of Australian Bureau of Statistics (2019), Bureau of Meteorology (2019)
Data on regional and remote airfares need to be analysed with care because each route represents a market for private aviation operators. In other words, pricing will usually be determined on a case-by-case basis, subject to the commercial considerations of airlines. This means that data regarding pricing mechanisms and structures are commercially sensitive and difficult to access. Comparing average prices can also be problematic because of the variability in pricing over short periods of time and the fact that some regional air routes are regulated, which usually means their operator is granted a monopoly over a route and prices cannot exceed an agreed fare.

Despite the paucity of data, there are community perceptions that regional and remote airfares are too high. This is particularly the case for airfares on unregulated routes, where a government has left prices to be determined by operators. Airlines have acknowledged that flying to smaller population centres comes with high operating costs. A larger number of passengers offers potential economies of scale, e.g. improving aircraft utilisation and allowing for larger and more efficient aircraft with lower per-passenger operating costs. For unregulated routes, customers ultimately pay the higher costs of serving smaller communities.

Figure 26: Household expenditure on transport is higher in the outer suburbs of our major cities

![Figure 26: Household expenditure on transport is higher in the outer suburbs of our major cities](image)

Note: These averages are for New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, Western Australia and South Australia only. Inner-, middle- and outer-urban boundary definitions can be found in Outer Urban Public Transport.


69. Challenge

People on the outskirts of our cities and in regional and remote Australia pay proportionally more for transport. Unless addressed, our transport networks will continue to be inequitable, with people in the outer suburbs and regional and remote Australia paying proportionally more.

Transport services are critical for people with disabilities and older people

Many Australians find daily travel a challenging task. For older people and those with disability, using active transport, public transport, on-demand services or a motor vehicle can be difficult or painful, or take a lot of time.

Over four million Australians have a disability, meaning that they have a limitation, restriction or impairment which has lasted or is likely to last six months and restricts everyday activities. Unsurprisingly, disability rates vary with age, with about 12% of people between 35 and 44, and over 85% of people over 90, reporting a disability.
There are, of course, a broad range of disabilities. Close to 6% of Australians have a profound or severe disability, which means they sometimes or usually require assistance to undertake core tasks (mobility, self-care and communication). Transport is a key enabler for people. It allows them to access work, leisure, education and healthcare services. Older people and those with disability are particularly vulnerable, and are at greater risk of experiencing social isolation and loneliness. They are also more likely to require frequent access to healthcare services. Transport is therefore critical, because it helps some of our most vulnerable community members access the services they need to live healthy and fulfilling lives.

Public transport accessibility has improved, but will likely fall short of goals

In 2002, the Australian Government introduced Disability Standards for Accessible Public Transport (the Standards), requiring public transport to be fully accessible by 2022 and passenger trains and trams to be fully accessible by 2032. The Australian Government Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Cities and Regional Development reviews the Standards every five years. It is currently reviewing progress against the legislation’s 2017 checkpoint, which requires 80-90% of services to meet the Standards.

Although individual agencies and local governments report advances in accessibility annually, often against goals set out in an accessibility plan, this reporting is inconsistent, meaning that comparisons are not readily made across time periods or between the performance of different jurisdictions. In the absence of more frequent national reporting, it is difficult to consolidate and compare state and local governments’ progress. The potential for national oversight of accessibility in the five years between formal reviews is therefore challenging.

Despite inconsistent data, available information shows it is unlikely that services and infrastructure in most jurisdictions will be fully compliant with legislated requirements within the mandated timeframe. Table 3 shows key transport infrastructure for which there are data that are unlikely to meet targets. Progress against the Standards is possibly even worse than the data suggest. Information is not available for numerous types of infrastructure in different jurisdictions. For example, the accessibility of bus stops is not reported consistently in New South Wales.

### Table 3: Numerous jurisdictions are unlikely to meet legislated accessibility requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Percentage accessible</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>New South Wales</td>
<td>Railway stations</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria</td>
<td>Bus stops</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tram stops</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trams</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Australia</td>
<td>Railway stations</td>
<td>53%</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Australia</td>
<td>Buses</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Capital Territory</td>
<td>Bus stops</td>
<td>55%</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tasmania</td>
<td>Buses</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bus stops</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: This is not presented as a comprehensive view, as not all jurisdictions publicly publish their progress.


A lack of funding is perhaps the greatest challenge in meeting legislated standards. The latest review of the Standards identified that the infrastructure upgrades required between 2017 and 2022 are likely to cost the most, and achieve the lowest relative benefit to accessibility, making them unattractive investments to governments. The financial pressure has been highlighted by local governments, which are often responsible for bus stops. Local Government NSW notes that the introduction of the Standards was not accompanied by additional funding for implementation, making it difficult to meet requirements.
State government operators have also struggled financially. Metro Tasmania, the state’s largest government-owned transport operator, has advised it is unlikely to meet 2022 accessibility targets as significant financial investment is required and this has not been provided for in future budgets.267

There are also practical limitations in meeting targets. In some circumstances, networks would require significant overhauls or redesigns in order to be fully accessible. The City of Newcastle, for example, has advised that about 30% of all bus stops will never be compliant because many of them are on a slope, which means their access gradient exceeds requirements.268

Significant progress has been made in making public transport accessible since the Standards were introduced in 2002. However, there is still plenty of work to be done. It is unlikely that operators, and state and local governments will meet all requirements by the legislated deadline. There are numerous causes, including a lack of funding for upgrades and the practicalities of undertaking very large infrastructure programs and projects within the required timeframe.

**Point-to-point transport will have a bigger role to play**

While the focus of Disability Standards is on public transport, not everyone is physically able to use even compliant services. Of the 4 million-plus Australians living with disability, 250,000 can only use some form of public transport and 590,000 are unable to use any public transport at all.269

State governments historically have provided assistance by subsidising taxi fares for people who are unable to use scheduled public transport, and imposed obligations and offered registration incentives for taxis to be wheelchair-accessible.

Emerging transport operators, such as UberASSIST, are beginning to introduce fully wheelchair-accessible services. However, disability advocates have expressed concern that such operators are not consistently subject to the same subsidy schemes or regulatory obligations as taxis, meaning there are still very few accessible ridesharing options.270

Emerging transport operators are expected to play a bigger role in service provision in the next five years. The challenge for governments will be to ensure that benefits of new mobility business models extend to people with disability.

---

**70. Challenge**

*There is insufficient funding to make our public transport networks accessible to people with disability.* Unless funding shortfalls are addressed, legislated accessibility targets for public transport will not be reached and our networks will not be inclusive.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+  

Where this will impact: Australia, urban, social infrastructure, energy, telecommunications, water

---

**71. Challenge**

*Emerging point-to-point operators are not subject to the same subsidy schemes and accessibility legislation as taxis, meaning they are not accessible to many people with disability.* Without action, people with disability will not share in the benefits of emerging transport modes.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+  

Where this will impact: Australia, urban, social infrastructure, energy, telecommunications, water
Freight transport

5.9 Introduction

The state of the freight transport sector

Australia’s freight transport task is diverse and growing. Global demand for our exports, particularly from Asia, has resulted in unprecedented growth. This is coupled with increasing demand for imports and a growing expectation that consumer items are delivered to our homes or offices. Our geography and varied climate also mean that Australia continues to produce a broad range of agricultural products, each with a unique supply chain.

The performance of our freight networks varies across the country. Australia is home to some world-leading mineral supply chains, particularly in the Pilbara, Central Queensland and Hunter Valley. However, our urban and agricultural supply chains in particular are experiencing challenges.

Our cities are key centres of demand, supply and the processing of high-value and containerised freight. However, too often they act as bottlenecks on our national supply chains, limiting access to key markets for exporters and increasing costs for consumers. Congestion on key routes, and land-use planning that does not consider freight and regulatory constraints on our gateways, are common challenges.

Agricultural supply chains also suffer from constraints. Local infrastructure is often poorly maintained and lacks capacity. Infrastructure constraints are coupled with inefficient regulation in our regions, where freight operators often cross jurisdictional boundaries and have to deal with a myriad of access permits.

Australia is well positioned to take advantage of Asia’s economic development. But to do so, we need to ensure our freight and supply chains operate efficiently and minimise costs for business and consumers.
Australia’s freight task is diverse, and growing fast

Australia’s population is increasing rapidly, but the freight task is growing even faster. In the 10 years to 2016, the domestic freight task grew by 50% while our population grew by 18% over the same period. In 2015-16, Australia’s freight network moved about 726 billion tonne kilometres of freight. That is almost 30,000 tonne kilometres moved for every person in Australia in just one year.

Australia’s freight task is expected to continue growing at a faster rate than population growth, as our exports grow and consumers demand not only more goods, but increasingly expect goods to be delivered quickly and to their door. The freight task is forecast to grow by another 26% between 2016 and 2026.

The freight task in Australia is diverse and the needs of individual supply chains can vary substantially. Freight transport therefore requires nuanced policy, regulation and strategic infrastructure investment to ensure different supply chains can operate effectively. Figure 27 provides a snapshot of freight flows, which broadly encompasses:

- The movement of bulk commodities, largely for export, such as iron ore, coal and liquefied natural gas (LNG)
- The transport of agricultural produce including grains, cotton, rice, sugar and livestock
- The import and transportation of manufactured goods, machinery and motor vehicles
- The transport of largely imported consumer items to retail outlets and, increasingly, direct to people’s homes and offices
- Construction-related traffic
- Waste transport, disposal and recycling.
The performance of our freight networks is varied

This Audit assesses the performance of our freight networks through the lens of access, quality and cost. Australia is home to some world-leading supply chains. Our large iron ore and coal supply chains in the Pilbara (Western Australia), Central Queensland and the Hunter Valley (New South Wales) are some of the most efficient in the world. These supply chains allow for enormous quantities of minerals to be mined, transported and exported. Western Australia alone accounts for close to 40% of global iron ore production and 57% of seaborne exports, and the Port of Newcastle is the largest coal port in the world. However, our agricultural, non-bulk and urban supply chains face challenges. Access to supply chains and markets are hindered by inconsistent regulation between jurisdictions and levels of government. Due to the variable standards to which roads are constructed or maintained, road operators in particular face restrictions on the weight, height, width and axle configuration of vehicles they use on different roads. This means access to routes can be inconsistent, confusing and can increase their administrative burden.

The quality of our infrastructure can also impact on access for these supply chains. Grain railways and local roads generally have lower technical specifications than state-significant and interstate routes. This means, in bumper harvest years, they lack the capacity to carry goods to market. Our urban supply chains can also hinder access to markets when they become congested. In Sydney and Melbourne in particular, delays on access routes to key facilities such as ports, intermodal terminals and airports are common.

Costs are incurred at different points on the supply chain, as different businesses sell, process, store and transport a product before it is finally sold. Ultimately, freight costs account for a proportion of the final cost a consumer pays for a product. The costs of freight declined sharply in the second half of the 20th century due to increasingly efficient vehicles, containerisation and industry reform. Costs have remained largely stable since the 1990s, but could be lowered in the near future by technological developments such as automation and further mechanisation.
There has been progress since the 2015 Audit, but it is slow

Many of the challenges identified in Infrastructure Australia’s 2015 Audit remain today. Freight demand continues to grow quickly, congestion remains on key urban freight routes, inconsistent regulation hinders efficiency and key regional bottlenecks still constrain agricultural supply chains.

There has been some progress on key reforms, but they remain incomplete. In 2011, Australian governments agreed to establish a national system of freight regulation, with the establishment of national regulators and the transition from state laws occurring progressively. Since the 2015 Audit, the transition to national rail safety regulation has been completed. Progress has also been made with heavy vehicle regulation, with jurisdictions progressively transitioning to the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator (NHVR). However, progress has been slow, and heavy vehicle regulations remain inconsistent and difficult for industry to understand. The Western Australian Government has not agreed to participate in the NHVR, so operations in the state are covered by a separate system of rules and regulations.

Technology has progressed and begun to improve the efficiency of key freight facilities since 2015. For example, the introduction of automatic straddles at numerous ports means that the transfer of containers from ships to trucks and trains, which in 2015 was largely carried out by dock workers, is now automated. The impact of technology is likely to grow in the freight sector, with automation potentially reducing freight costs into the future.

Finally, safety has improved since the last Audit, as the number of fatal crashes and other causes of death involving heavy vehicles has declined. However, change remains slow and the road freight sector still has the highest fatality rate of any industry in Australia.

Our freight networks are crucial to capitalising on Asia’s growth

Asia’s growth is leading the world economy and driving demand for Australian commodities. The OECD estimates that 66% of the world’s middle class will be living in Asia by 2030, compared with 28% in 2009.281

Australia is well placed to take advantage of this development. The vast majority of our exports, close to 70%, are already delivered to East Asia.282 The majority of our imports also comes from Asia, as China in particular has become a global manufacturing hub.

However, our ability to capitalise on Asia’s growth relies on an efficient and effective freight network. The vast size of the Australian continent presents a challenge to the competitiveness of Australian producers, who not only must export to distant markets but also negotiate the distance from paddock, pit or plant to port. Improvements in the way goods are moved domestically will reduce the costs of exports as well as benefiting local consumers.
Freight is a key component in costs for Australian exporters and the price paid by consumers for imported items. The Australian economy can receive a significant boost from growing international trade, but ensuring our supply chains are efficient is critical.

**Our cities are bottlenecks for freight**

Our cities are central to the freight network and international trade. Many of our most important freight facilities are located in our four largest cities, Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Perth. About 96% of Australia’s air freight passes through our four largest airports, and these cities are also home to our largest container ports.283

The location of these facilities is no accident. About 60% of Australia’s population lives in our four largest cities. This means they are our major market for domestic and imported goods. For example, about 87% of containers imported into the Port of Melbourne have a final destination that is within metropolitan Melbourne.284 Our urban ports and airports are also critical to regional supply chains. About 90% of New South Wales container exports move through Port Botany in Sydney.285

However, our cities are too frequently bottlenecks in our supply chains. Freight often shares road and rail infrastructure with passengers, and congestion on key access routes are common. Land-use planning is also poorly coordinated with freight operations, leading to operating restrictions on key facilities. For example, Sydney Airport is our largest air freight handler but is subject to a curfew between 11pm and 6am. In addition, intermodal terminals and warehouses can be limited in their operating hours by local governments due to concerns about noise impacts on residential areas.

There is also a growing micro-freight challenge in our cities. As people increasingly shop online, they expect goods to be delivered to their home or office within a short timeframe. This can exacerbate congestion on our roads and in loading zones. In Sydney, light commercial vehicles, or delivery vans, make up about 15% of traffic, which is about 6% more than heavy freight vehicles.286

As our freight task grows and we become more urbanised, it is increasingly critical that we recognise and address the key challenges facing our urban freight transport networks.

**Agricultural supply chains face infrastructure and regulatory constraints**

The quality and efficiency of our regional supply chains vary enormously. Our large mining supply chains are world-leading, while our agricultural supply chains often struggle with bottlenecks, and low-quality or poorly maintained infrastructure.

The scale, diversity and seasonal nature of Australia’s agricultural activity make these supply chains complicated from a governance and infrastructure provision perspective. Infrastructure is expensive to build and maintain, and governments and infrastructure managers are incentivised to invest when infrastructure is consistently and heavily used.

However, the geographic spread and seasonal nature of a lot of agricultural activity means that expensive infrastructure can be underutilised for months and sometimes years before receiving significant traffic. This means local roads and branch railways in particular are of a lower structural standard than main freight routes which have more consistent traffic flows. The result is that bumper crop years can overwhelm local infrastructure, meaning farmers and business are unable to get their product to market within an optimal timeframe.
In this chapter

5.10 Freight gateways supporting international trade explores Australia’s ability to capitalise on world growth, especially Asia’s, through efficient domestic and international freight networks. Specifically, we look at the performance of and challenges faced by our main container ports and international airports.

5.11 The urban freight challenge analyses the problems that our freight networks face in our major cities. We look at poorly coordinated land use and transport planning, the impact of congestion and the unique challenges posed by the growth of micro-freight.

5.12 Ensuring the national freight network is effective and efficient investigates the impact of inefficient regulatory structures, the potential benefits of technology for the freight sector and the importance of safety for road freight.

5.13 Unlocking regional economic development through freight explores the diversity of regional supply chains and some of the challenges of providing sufficient infrastructure for seasonal agricultural flows. We also look at the potential for freight investments to act as catalysts for regional development.

5.14 Transporting, storing and making the most of our waste explores the challenges faced by Australia’s waste sector. Specifically, we look at the growing pressure on the sector due to population growth, export bans and heightened environmental awareness.
Performance of the sector

**Access**

- **Australian exporters**
  - spend five times more than Canadian exporters on border compliance costs.

**Quality**

- Delivery times could reduce by 40% with autonomous vehicles.
  - 100% of regional air freight is carried in the base of passenger planes.

**Cost**

- 47% cheaper
  - Autonomous vehicles could reduce trucking costs by 47%.
  - 37% of people rate postal services as costly.
  - 50% of people rate postal services as good.

**Access**

- 30,000 tonne kilometres moved for every person each year.

**Quality**

- 1 in 5 people do not have an opinion on the quality of their freight services.

**Cost**

- Freight is 5% of the retail cost of doing business.
Scale of the sector

Port Hedland, the world’s largest bulk export port, handled 519,000,000 tonnes in 2017–18.

Transport is the second highest emitter in Australia.

Every year, three truckloads of freight is moved per person.

From 2016 to 2026, freight will grow by 26%.

There are almost 2,000 operational locomotives in Australia.

On average, trucks wait 30 minutes to pick up cargo at major ports.

Each year, Australians spend about $1,000 each on online shopping.

About 1/3 freight tonne kilometres carried by trucks.

About 1/6 of freight tonne kilometres is carried via coastal shipping.

1/2 of freight tonne kilometres is carried on rail.
5.10 Freight gateways supporting international trade

At a glance
Efficient domestic and international freight networks are critical to helping us capitalise on world growth, especially in Asia. This section looks at the key freight infrastructure directly supporting these networks:

- Ports are our main international trade gateways, supporting our largest industries. But the shipping and logistics industries are changing fast, and our ports must adapt to keep up.
- Airports move a small but high value portion of freight, including sensitive or perishable goods. Freight will soon outstrip passenger growth, so the sector must balance that conflict of interest.

Our large cities contain some of our most important gateways to sea and air trade routes. These gateways are vulnerable to congestion and are reliant on direct investment in freight-specific assets.

Asia’s growth presents freight and trade opportunities for Australia
Australia is heavily reliant on trade. Our exports make up about 21% of GDP, and the vast majority of our commodities are exported, with 77% of agricultural produce, 75% of coal and 98% of iron ore going to international markets.

The rapid development of Asia’s middle class, and associated changes in consumption patterns, present both challenges and opportunities for Australia’s freight sector. In 2017, about 66% of Australia’s exports were for East Asia, with China’s share of those exports having doubled in the last 10 years to account for 30% of total exports.

Asia’s growth has resulted in increased steel production and energy demand. As a result, demand for Australian iron ore, coal (metallurgical and thermal) and more recently LNG has accounted for most of Australia’s export growth since 2006-07 (Figure 28).

Australia’s freight network is also critical for ensuring imports are delivered to Australian consumers at the lowest possible price and in a timely fashion. Australia is part of an increasingly globalised economy, meaning that many of our daily needs, including food, consumer goods and manufactured items, are imported. Some of Australia’s largest imports, by value, are motor vehicles, refined petroleum, computers and medication.

Australia’s network of freight infrastructure assets has handled rapid growth in domestic and international demand. There has been significant expansion of our freight networks in recent years, with the largest capital projects being the expansion of private rail and port infrastructure for the export of iron ore and coal. Stevedores, logistics companies and port operators have also continued to invest in new capacity in containerised transport to ensure consumer goods reach their markets efficiently.

Capital investment has been accompanied by reform. There has been a widespread push by state governments to privatise capital city ports, providing these assets with a stronger commercial focus and generating capital to fund new and improved infrastructure. Since the 2015 Australian Infrastructure Audit, the ports of Darwin and Melbourne have been transferred to the private sector under long-term leases.

However, despite the progress, there remain significant challenges for our freight sector. These range from regulatory competition and pricing concerns, to infrastructure capacity constraints, particularly in regional areas and around our ports. Collectively, these challenges reduce access to our networks and increase costs across our supply chains, ultimately reducing our competitiveness.

The key will be to ensure freight infrastructure markets are operating as efficiently as possible, and our infrastructure networks are fit for purpose, to ensure Australia can take advantage of Asia’s growth.
Figure 28: The value of iron ore, coal and natural gas exports has grown substantially in the last decade

![Graph showing the value of iron ore, coal, and natural gas exports growth]

Note: Values are inflation adjusted to September 2018.
Source: Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade (2018)

Australia’s costs for exporting and importing are high

The World Bank has found that Australia’s international trade costs are higher than for many other high-income OECD countries. The report measures the cost for documentary compliance (obtaining, preparing and submitting documents) and border compliance (including customs and inspections).

Australia performs worse than the OECD average against virtually every metric, with the cost for exporters particularly high. While the OECD average is dragged down by European Union countries, Australia still struggles to compete with countries outside Europe (Figure 29).

Figure 29: Costs for Australian exporters and importers are higher than in comparable countries

![Costs comparison graph between Australia and other countries]

Note: All values are for 2018. The World Bank’s methodology applies an extensive range of assumptions to allow for comparability across economies. Import and export costs assume different traded products. Import costs are based on a standardised shipment of 15 metric tonnes of containerised auto parts from each country’s largest provider of auto parts. Export costs are based on a shipment of each country’s product of its comparative advantage to the economy that is the largest purchaser of this product.

72. Opportunity

Growth in Asia and an increasingly globalised economy means the volume and value of Australia’s trade is increasing. Enhancing, adapting and realigning freight networks will allow Australian producers to capitalise on opportunities presented by growing global markets, and Australian consumers to access imported goods as cheaply as possible.

Our ports are becoming more efficient, but there is room for improvement

Ports are our principal gateways to international trade. Ports and related land-side supply chains are critical to the competitiveness of Australian businesses, which rely on these gateways to import raw materials and manufactured goods, and to take our mineral and agricultural products to the global market. They support some of our largest industries, such as mineral extraction, agriculture and manufacturing.

Australian port activity can be split into two primary functions:

- Specialised bulk export ports, with the largest focusing on iron ore and coal, and located largely at regional centres
- Mixed (import and export) ports, handling containerised, bulk and so-called roll-on/roll-off cargo, located in our capital cities and some regional centres.

Our specialised bulk ports are some of the largest in the world and their supporting supply chains are considered world leading. For example, Australia has the largest iron ore and coal export ports in the world in Port Hedland and Newcastle, respectively, with equivalently scaled rail infrastructure networks.313

The value of exports through Australia’s ports in 2015-16 was almost $220 billion while imports stood at $202 billion.34 Fluctuations in market conditions over the last decade, particularly in coal and iron ore prices, have meant that import and export volumes at bulk ports have varied. Nevertheless, Australia’s bulk export ports are broadly well positioned to accommodate future demand shifts, either at the wharf edge or in the supply chain. They are anticipated, therefore, to require little direct support from government.

Our mixed freight container ports, however, are faced with both challenges and opportunities due to rapidly evolving international shipping and logistics industries. These industries are in a state of transition, with changes impacting the operation and pricing practices of ports in Australia. These changes include:

- The shipping industry has undergone consolidation and larger shipping lines have been able to use their market strength and bargaining power to improve port rates, including docking and freight handling fees.315
- Three stevedores now operate at each of Australia’s east coast capital city ports. When combined with a general increase in costs (particularly property), this has driven growth in competition between these stevedores.
- There has been significant investment and expansion of our major container ports, helping to accommodate growth and increase port productivity.
- There is a trend towards larger ships. This is impacting on quayside infrastructure, requiring port managers to augment waterside facilities through projects such as deepening and widening channels, expanding turning areas and removing height restrictions.316
- The impact of technology on port and freight handling activities has increased and is being used to improve productivity and reliability, reduce costs and improve convenience for freight customers.

The result of these trends can be positive for consumers. Costs paid between different segments of the supply chain contribute to the final price paid by the customer. Prices paid by shipping lines to stevedores at Australia’s major capital city ports have declined over the past 20 years (Figure 30). Decreases in the last five years in particular can be attributed to growing competition between stevedores at our ports and the improved bargaining position of shipping lines as they have become larger.317
However, the decrease in costs paid by shipping lines has coincided with significant increases in charges paid by land transport operators (truck and train companies) for collecting or delivering laden containers to and from the port (Table 4). In other words, costs may have shifted from shipping lines to land transport operators, where they have more market power.

Table 4: Stevedores have increased charges per container for train and truck operators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane</td>
<td>$32.74</td>
<td>$38.75</td>
<td>$65.15</td>
<td>$32.55</td>
<td>$38.25</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$32.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+18.4%</td>
<td>+68.1%</td>
<td>+17.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fremantle</td>
<td>$8.22</td>
<td>$8.22</td>
<td>$8.22</td>
<td>$4.76</td>
<td>$7.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>+57.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>$32.50</td>
<td>$49.20</td>
<td>$85.30</td>
<td>$32.00</td>
<td>$47.50</td>
<td></td>
<td>+48.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+51.4%</td>
<td>+73.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>$21.16</td>
<td>$37.65</td>
<td>$63.80</td>
<td>$25.45</td>
<td>$41.10</td>
<td></td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+77.9%</td>
<td>+69.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+61.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table excludes the Victorian international container terminal, as charges remained constant between 2016-17 and 2017-18.

Source: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2018)

73. Challenge

Charges for truck and train operators accessing our major ports have increased and could be passed on to customers. It is challenging for governments to know if and when a regulatory response is required. Stevedores may have the ability to continue increasing charges, which may lead to growing costs for Australian exporters and consumers.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact: Australia

Source: Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (2018)
Our ports also face productivity challenges. Recent changes in shipping and technology, as well as investments in infrastructure at our ports, have likely contributed to gradual improvements in port productivity in recent years. However, our ports continue to lag behind other industrialised countries.321

Based on the most recent available and relevant inter-country comparison, Figure 31 shows three common port efficiency indicators – labour rate, ship rate and crane rate – at major Australian ports compared to ports in New Zealand. Australian ports remain behind those in New Zealand, for all indicators.

Figure 31: Australian ports are less efficient than New Zealand’s in most productivity metrics

Efficiency is significantly higher than benchmarks established in 1998-99 (although consistent time series data are not available) and remains close to record levels. However, progress in recent years has been more gradual, and in the case of crane productivity has declined slightly. The challenge for port operators, stevedores and governments will be to ensure that Australian ports continue to make efficiency improvements in the face of an evolving international industry and rapidly changing technology.

Note: Ship rate records the average number of containers transferred to and from ships by cranes and labour. Labour rate measures the number of containers handled for the period of time between labour first boarding a ship to leaving the ship. Crane rate reflects the number of containers handled per crane hour while cranes are in operation.

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2019)322
74. Challenge

Our major container ports are becoming more productive, but continue to lag behind our trading partners for key indicators. Our ports will need to continue to improve to ensure Australia is globally competitive. Without improvement, our ports will continue to be uncompetitive, potentially increasing the time taken to import and export goods and add to costs for Australian exporters and consumers.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:  

Airports are critical for the movement of high-value freight

Air freight represents a small proportion of Australia’s freight task by mass, a mere 1.5 million tonnes or 0.1% of freight moved in 2016-17. This, however, obscures the critical importance of air freight to Australia:

- It represents over 21% of trade by value.323
- 70% of air freight has an international origin or destination and therefore contributes significantly to Australia’s international trade and its trade relations.324
- Goods most suited to air freight are those that are time-sensitive, compact, perishable or high value.

Significant increases in freight trade are forecast for Australian airports over the next 20 years. Melbourne Airport forecasts its international air freight will grow by 57% between 2013 and 2033.325 and total freight at Sydney Airport is forecast to grow by 58% to one million tonnes between 2017 and 2039.326 Indeed, growth in Sydney’s air freight is predicted to outstrip passenger growth over the same period.

Despite the potential for growth, however, the air freight sector is faced with major challenges. The first of these relates to managing competing land uses. Two airports, Melbourne and Sydney, carry by far the greatest share of air freight (Table 5). Both airports have experienced ongoing development in surrounding areas.

In Sydney, the city most significantly affected in this way, non-aviation development around the Kingsford Smith Airport has been a challenging consequence of its position less than 8 km from the Sydney CBD. This location is well within the ring of inner suburbs which, as in all large Australian cities, has become a highly attractive location for governments and developers seeking to increase residential density.

While this location may deliver the airport significant benefits in terms of passenger access, it comes at the cost of increasing constraints on other airport users. Here, as in Melbourne, non-aviation-related development has resulted in increased road congestion at airport access points, impacting the efficiency of air freight distribution.327 As an illustration, 52% of the traffic movements during the morning and evening peaks on Airport Drive, the primary feeder road around Sydney Airport, is non-airport through-traffic.328
The development of the new Western Sydney Airport provides a unique opportunity for integrated and long-term land-use and freight infrastructure planning. Given Sydney is so critical to Australian air freight, improvements in that city could help improve the efficiency of the network across the country.

The second challenge relates to the fact that most air freight is carried in the hold of passenger flights (with only 17% of international and 44% of domestic cargo movements being made on dedicated air freighters).330 As a result, freight and passenger activities overlap. Rapid growth in passenger numbers in recent years at major airports has led to the expansion of passenger-oriented facilities and placed pressure on freight facilities that are located near runways and terminals, such as hangars, freight aprons and cargo bays.331 Moving freight facilities to less accessible parts of an airfield or off-airport can increase delays and handling costs. This is particularly an issue for the movement of air freight in Sydney, which has constraints on its land footprint, and is located in close proximity to Port Botany and has shared road networks. Businesses involved in air freight operations have noted they would like to see airports better balance the needs of freight services with passenger demands.332

The third issue relates to regulatory controls and operational limitations on flight arrivals and departures. Curfews are in place between 11pm and 6am at Adelaide, Sydney, Gold Coast and Essendon airports. These were introduced in 1995, primarily to limit noise impacts on surrounding residential areas. Additionally, Sydney Airport is subject to a cap on hourly movements during the hours when it is operating. Recognising that Sydney carries approximately half of Australia’s air freight, these restrictions significantly reduce the volume of landed air freight. Relaxation of operational restrictions could add significant capacity. The Sydney Business Chamber has pointed out, for instance, that relaxing the cap by five flights per hour would increase capacity by 16,425 flights per annum.333

Agricultural producers are among the exporters potentially benefitting from reduced restrictions on operating hours at our airports. Supplying the growing Asian middle class with high-standard Australian produce could be facilitated by opening up overnight air freight pathways for perishable goods to reach time-sensitive markets. The planned curfew-free operation of Western Sydney Airport will help New South Wales producers to access such opportunities.

### Table 5: Sydney and Melbourne account for the majority of Australia’s air freight

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airport</th>
<th>Exports (tonnes)</th>
<th>Imports (tonnes)</th>
<th>Total (tonnes)</th>
<th>Share</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sydney</td>
<td>255,173</td>
<td>205,065</td>
<td>460,238</td>
<td>47.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melbourne</td>
<td>166,233</td>
<td>114,346</td>
<td>280,579</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brisbane</td>
<td>67,740</td>
<td>40,818</td>
<td>108,558</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perth</td>
<td>54,302</td>
<td>30,317</td>
<td>84,619</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide</td>
<td>14,621</td>
<td>7,941</td>
<td>22,562</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairns</td>
<td>4,677</td>
<td>516</td>
<td>5,193</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darwin</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>897</td>
<td>1,797</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>4,578</td>
<td>5,363</td>
<td>9,941</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>568,225</strong></td>
<td><strong>405,265</strong></td>
<td><strong>973,490</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Values represent tonnes imported or exported in 2016.
Source: Inquiry into National Freight and Supply Chain Priorities (2018)334
Regulatory controls on cargo can also add significant costs and delays. Air freight is subject to a range of customs and security procedures for both international and domestic freight. From March 2019, requirements for air cargo security measures increased substantially. All Australian cargo travelling overseas now needs to be examined at piece level (box, carton or similar item) or to originate from a pre-approved list of exporters called the ‘known consignor’ list. The requirement was initially in place from July 2017 on all freight bound for the United States, but it is being expanded to cover all exports. The trend towards tighter security on air freight has the potential to negatively impact the productivity of our airports unless carefully managed.334

Western Sydney Airport – an opportunity to improve air freight efficiency and planning

The demand for flights in the Sydney region is forecast to double over the next 20 years and Sydney Airport cannot accommodate this demand alone. The Australian Government has committed up to $5.3 billion in equity over 10 years to develop Western Sydney Airport (WSA), to open by 2026. WSA will be a full-service airport capable of catering for domestic and international services, including freight, with 24/7 operations.

Land use and ground transport planning for the area surrounding the new airport has aimed to minimise conflicts, to optimise integration with compatible activities in the innovative technology and export-oriented ‘Aerotropolis’ precinct, and to deliver land-side connectivity. Protection of the land around the airport has ensured that the distance from the south-western end of the WSA runway to the closest suburban area will be over 10 km. This will allow WSA to operate without a curfew.

The Australian and New South Wales Governments are constructing new and upgraded roads around the future airport under the $3.6 billion Western Sydney Infrastructure Plan. The governments have also committed to a long-term rail network to support Western Sydney, including a North-South Rail Link from Schofields to Macarthur. To ensure compatible land uses continue to develop across the region, WSA planning is deliberately aligned with the New South Wales Government’s Western Sydney Employment Area, the Western Sydney Airport Growth Area (including the Aerotropolis) and the primarily residential South West Growth Area.

75. Challenge

The need to balance passenger and freight services, operating restrictions and constraints on airport land and surrounding roads reduces the efficiency of our airports. The efficiency of our airports could decline further as demand grows, potentially leading to delays and higher costs for high value, time sensitive air freight and passengers.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact: Australia Social infrastructure
5.11 The urban freight challenge

At a glance

As cities grow and demand for living space increases, governments must find ways to successfully integrate freight needs into their urban planning.

This section looks at how congestion, shared infrastructure and operating restrictions impact our urban freight networks. Cities typically prioritise passenger movement and local amenity over freight-related activities, but governments are increasingly looking for ways to balance these needs.

Micro-freight poses another challenge. This section explores how online shopping changes how our networks operate.

Land-use planning is critical for freight

Australia’s largest cities are growing rapidly, and demand for land in the inner suburbs in particular has increased substantially. Increasing developer demand and land values place pressure on governments to zone land according to its highest possible return, which is generally residential and retail. This often means there is a shortage of strategically located and suitable land for industrial, freight and logistics purposes in cities.

Conflicting demand for land in our cities is inevitable. Many of our most significant ports and freight facilities, such as Port Botany and the Port of Melbourne, are located near the historical centre of our cities, close to employment and retail nodes as well as residential areas. The challenge for governments is to get the balance right in planning for different land uses.

Land for consignment processing, for warehousing, for intermodal terminals and for container parks needs to be located near, or have high-quality transport links to, ports, airports and local manufacturers.

This is particularly important given the increasing role of e-commerce. Online shopping is changing the way purchasers and consumers interact with sellers. However, to ship goods efficiently and effectively means all parties need to be connected by clearly defined, protected and accessible road and rail networks.

Historically, integrated land-use and transport planning has been done poorly in Australian cities, and is likely the most significant factor in freight delays and congestion in our fast-growing cities. It can lead to:

- Unnecessary, long and expensive trips for trucks and light commercial vehicles, resulting in extra costs which are then passed on to consumers.
- Unnecessary handling of freight if key facilities are in separate locations.
- Inefficient use of infrastructure resulting from a lack of access to designated freight routes, leading to the use of ‘rat runs’ on roads that are not appropriate for freight traffic.
- Restrictions being imposed on operations to ensure surrounding residents are not disturbed, such as curfews and other time restrictions.
- Limited available space for industrial purposes, leading to inefficient container park and intermodal terminal layouts.

Despite the importance of more effective land-use planning for freight, governments have historically struggled to implement effective reforms to address these challenges. Lack of freight knowledge and conflict between proactive strategic planning and the regulatory role played by most planning agencies is likely to contribute to this. While freight planning issues are recognised in most strategic freight plans, actions to address them are often generic in nature, and do not sufficiently target specific and complex issues.

Infrastructure Australia’s 2017 paper Corridor protection: Planning and investing for the long term, advocated the early identification and acquisition of transport corridors and industrial land. Not only does corridor protection save government funds, it is also critical in ensuring the positioning of industrial land is well planned and balances different functions.

While action to protect areas of land for different uses, and connecting corridors, will help improve future outcomes, the efficiency of existing facilities can also be enhanced by freight-oriented planning. Urban encroachment on existing facilities has the potential to result in operating restrictions and can also mean operators spend time and resources challenging development applications.
Urban encroachment at the Port of Melbourne

The Port of Melbourne has been operating for more than 140 years and is a nationally significant facility. However, the port’s operators spend a great deal of time and resources challenging development applications for incompatible land uses on its borders. For example:

- Residential dwellings on the border of Webb Dock, with frontages to Todd Road and Williamstown Road (both are designated trucking routes), have been approved.
- A residential tower immediately west of Bolte Bridge has been proposed. The frontage of the building is on Lorimer Street, another designated trucking route. It is also near a port cement facility and existing reservation for the Webb Dock Rail Link.
- A café has been approved near the Coode Island petrochemical precinct. Initially a restaurant was approved for the site, but it was changed to a smaller café following a challenge from the Port of Melbourne to the Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal.

Conflicts over land uses are inevitable, especially in high-density areas like central Melbourne. In addition, there will always be a need for negotiation and engagement by the Port of Melbourne with the community about surrounding land uses.

However, freight operators also raise legitimate concerns about regulations and restrictions being imposed on their operations due to nearby and newly approved incompatible land uses. It is an area where government has a clear role to play in balancing the needs of different parties.

76. Challenge

Conflict between land uses, particularly in the inner areas of our fast-growing cities, decreases the efficiency of our urban supply chains, particularly warehousing. Conflicting demand for land is inevitable, and governments face a challenge in balancing the needs of different parties. Failure to address land use conflict will result in more operating restrictions on key facilities, inefficient layout of facilities, and additional freight trips on out transport networks.

The impact of congestion, shared infrastructure and curfews

Growing congestion on our roads and railways, particularly in our major cities, impacts the timeliness and costs of moving freight. This problem is only set to worsen with the forecast doubling of Australia’s freight task over the next 20 years. Most congestion of our urban transport networks occurs on infrastructure that is shared between passenger and freight transport, with passenger cars and trains taking up the vast majority of network capacity.

About 80%-90% of freight transported in our cities is carried by road. This means freight needs to share road space with cars and buses. The roads around container ports are increasingly congested. Many major cities have historically developed around their port, spreading along the coast or inland from that point of early European settlement. This means capital city ports are often based near parts of the city that have high employment and population densities and, therefore, busy roads.

Our two largest container ports, Sydney and Melbourne, are near areas with very large volumes of passenger traffic (Sydney Airport and Melbourne CBD, respectively). Over 80% of freight passing through both ports is transported to or from warehouses and terminals within their respective capital city, meaning urban congestion has a significant impact on the cost of moving freight. Figure 32 shows congestion in 2016 around Port Botany and the Port of Melbourne. The mapping shows very heavy congestion on key arterial access routes to the ports.
Road congestion also has an impact on the movement of freight to and from our airports. Air freight is usually high value and often time sensitive, and commonly includes fresh foods as well as consumer items ordered online. This freight is often flown between Australia and overseas markets because customers place a premium on reliable and timely delivery.

The problem is particularly pronounced at Sydney Airport. It is Australia’s largest air freight terminal, accounting for 24% of domestic and 47% of international air freight tonnes. Figure 32 shows the volume of vehicles on roads surrounding the airport. Southern Cross Drive and Airport Drive, in particular, are operating well in excess of design capacity.

Shared railway infrastructure can also be a challenge for the movement of freight as passenger services are generally given priority on metropolitan networks. This means freight trains can access few train paths on the network, especially during peak passenger periods. Most jurisdictions have policies to increase the amount of freight carried on rail in their cities, to reduce growth in the number of trucks on roads. However, rail mode share remains stubbornly low and in some cases has even worsened over the past 20 years, averaging about 10% of total twenty-foot equivalent units carried to and from our capital city ports (Figure 33).

Figure 32: There is heavy congestion on key access roads to the Port of Melbourne and Port Botany

![Figure 32: There is heavy congestion on key access roads to the Port of Melbourne and Port Botany](image)

Note: Volume / capacity ratios show the quantity of traffic relative to a road’s capacity. Any link operating at a VCR above 1.0 is coloured red, indicating that more vehicles are using the road than it was designed to accommodate under free flow conditions.

Source: Veitch Lister Consulting (2018)

Figure 33: Rail mode share at Australian ports has remained low

![Figure 33: Rail mode share at Australian ports has remained low](image)

Source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2019)
There are numerous reasons for this low mode share, with one major contributing factor being a lack of dedicated freight rail infrastructure. In Sydney, in particular, this means freight trains share tracks with passenger trains, with the latter being given priority, particularly in peak periods. Other reasons include rail pricing structures that incentivise long-distance over shorter-distance freight, and the inefficient layout or operation of rail yard infrastructure at ports and terminals.345

In addition, our urban freight networks often have curfews and operating restrictions imposed on them, limiting their capacity, flexibility and reliability. These time restrictions can be imposed for numerous reasons, including the impact of noise on surrounding suburbs and the decision to prioritise passengers during peak periods. While curfews impact the entire freight network, they are usually focused on specific modes or facilities, including:

- In Sydney, only 74 freight take-offs and landings are allowed each week during the curfew period, with only specific older aircraft allowed to operate despite the fact that larger and more modern aircraft emit less noise. In Adelaide, only aircraft generating noise at 95 decibels or less when landing are permitted.346

- While Sydney has a dedicated rail freight network, many freight trains also need to travel on shared passenger and freight tracks. Freight trains are not permitted to enter parts of the network during peak periods and are generally given lower priority than passenger trains.

The impact of congestion, shared infrastructure, curfews and operating restrictions has been a focus for governments. The New South Wales Government has signalled its interest in working with the Australian Government to develop an outcomes-based approach to managing noise emissions from freight aircraft operating during the Sydney Airport curfew period.348 There have also been significant infrastructure investments, such as the recent commencement of construction of Western Sydney Airport (which will operate 24 hours per day), as well as targeted investment on separate passenger and freight infrastructure.

Finally, governments have increasingly sought to couple infrastructure investment with regulations to force the separation of freight and passenger traffic. In Victoria, there are plans to ban trucks from suburban streets in Melbourne’s inner west, forcing them to use the West Gate Tunnel once it is constructed.349 Similarly, the New South Wales Government plans to force trucks to use the NorthConnex tunnel once this is complete.350

**77. Challenge**

Freight transport in our fast-growing cities is impacted by congestion leading to increased costs. If this is not addressed, delays in our urban supply chains will become more common and costs will increase as our cities grow.

When this will impact:  0-5   5-10   10-15   15+  

Where this will impact:

---

**Meeting the micro-freight challenge**

Growth in high-value freight and parcel delivery is being driven by online shopping and an increasingly competitive retail environment. In 2017, online retail sales were valued at $24.2 billion and were 10.1% higher than the year before.351 Online sales are projected to continue to grow rapidly, and could double in value every five years.352

Customers increasingly expect delivery to their front door or office within a short timeframe. These expectations, combined with growth in the range of courier and delivery businesses aiming to meet customer preferences, mean there has been significant growth in small freight vehicle movements in higher-density urban areas.

Growth in light commercial vehicles has contributed to increasing traffic congestion. As a proportion of total vehicle kilometres travelled, light commercial vehicle use has grown from about 17.4% (39.3 billion kilometres annually) in 2007-08 to 20.4% (54.0 billion kilometres annually) in 2017-18 (Figure 34).353

This growth not only leads to more traffic on our roads, but causes congestion of kerbside parking and loading zones, particularly in high-density areas like CBDs.
A key challenge for local and state governments is to balance the growth in micro-freight with other important policy initiatives. For example, local governments are rightly putting greater emphasis on improving the liveability and walkability of urban centres. This can impact the movement of freight, as improving liveability often means giving priority to pedestrian movements over vehicles.\textsuperscript{354}

There is also a challenge in ensuring statutory and strategic planning frameworks are aligned. Local planning guidelines and development assessment processes may not encourage strategic approaches that consider solutions across broader areas and/ or multiple land use functions. This means that opportunities are being missed to deliver improved spaces for freight operations, such as off-street loading zones. Planning reforms and initiatives to provide information and advice on freight to land-use planners can therefore have a big impact on long-term freight efficiency.\textsuperscript{355}

The rapid growth in micro-freight activity has also led to challenges for storing and warehousing. Logistics companies increasingly look for strategically placed land to ensure quick and effective delivery from warehouses to key centres of demand, but this land is often scarce.

In eastern Sydney, for example, the proximity of the airport and port to the CBD and inner city suburbs makes the area an ideal location for distribution centres and warehousing. However, only 3\% of industrial or urban services zoned land in the area is undeveloped, and vacancy rates are at record lows.\textsuperscript{356} The result is that logistics companies are forced to move further away from their key demand and supply centres, placing more pressure on the transport network.

Governments have recognised the growing challenge of catering for micro-freight. Some jurisdictions have recently investigated or trialled courier consolidation centres and the forced retiming of deliveries to support the more efficient servicing of local businesses, including in areas disrupted by the construction of major infrastructure projects.\textsuperscript{357}

In addition, the potential role of technology in addressing micro-freight issues is substantial. Drones are already being explored by freight operators, logistics firms, Australia Post and even fast food restaurant chains as a mode to deliver small consignments quickly. Regulatory issues remain a potential roadblock, but there is potential that this mode will become an important part of the freight mix, particularly in micro-freight, in the future.

**Figure 34:** Vehicle kilometres travelled by light commercial vehicles grew over the last decade

![Graph showing vehicle kilometres travelled by light commercial vehicles](source: Bureau of Infrastructure, Transport and Regional Economics (2018))\textsuperscript{358}

78. **Challenge**

An increase in deliveries by light commercial vehicles is contributing to road and kerbside congestion, particularly in inner urban areas. This is driven by growth in online shopping and changing consumer expectations about timely and door-to-door deliveries. Without action, light commercial vehicles will make a growing contribution to congestion in major employment centres.

When this will impact: \[0-5\] \[5-10\] \[10-15\] \[15+\] Where this will impact: \[\text{Australia}\] \[\text{Cities}\] \[\text{Suburbs}\] \[\text{Rural}\]
5.12 Ensuring the national freight network is effective and efficient

At a glance
This section covers:

- Stalled progress in the move towards further uptake of high productivity vehicles
- Fragmented network regulation and how it affects transport operators
- New technologies that the sector can take advantage of in coming years
- Truck safety issues and how governments can act to reduce road fatalities.

These issues are interconnected. While new tools such as in-vehicle telematics can greatly improve safety outcomes, regulation governs the uptake of new technology.

Freight network regulation and access conditions are fragmented
Regulations controlling access to Australia’s freight network are fragmented, inefficient and confusing for transport operators. Australia’s freight networks have historically been managed and regulated by different levels of government. State governments have traditionally played the greatest role by regulating access to road networks as well as urban and most regional railways. However, the role of the states intersects with Commonwealth regulation of the interstate rail network, airports and some functions at ports. Local governments also have an important role to play in managing heavy vehicle access to local roads, particularly in regional areas. The result is inconsistent access regimes, standards and safety regulations across jurisdictions and between different levels of government.

In 2011, the Australian Government and states and territories agreed to establish a national system of freight regulation encompassing the uniform regulation of rail (safety), maritime (domestic commercial vessel safety) and heavy vehicles (access and safety). National regulators commenced operation in 2012 and relevant regulatory services that were historically performed by the states have been progressively transferring to national bodies.

Despite the progress, accessing our freight networks and crossing jurisdictional boundaries continues to be a complicated and at times costly task for transport operators.

Heavy vehicle safety and access regulation is in a slow state of transition. The Heavy Vehicle National Law commenced in 2014, and in its current state is not so much a single national law as a merging of various highly prescriptive, jurisdictional laws with many variations in requirements. These law is as a consequence currently inconsistent in its approach and difficult to read and interpret for both industry and the regulator. These issues have been recognised by governments, and in May 2018 transport ministers agreed to a review of the Heavy Vehicle National Law, led by the National Transport Commission.

Inconsistency in regulations can have significant impacts on costs for road transport operators, which are ultimately passed on to consumers. It can also lead to a limited take-up of higher productivity vehicles, meaning road transport becomes less efficient than it could be.

While the rail industry, with its different track gauges, is traditionally used as an example of inconsistency between states, it is arguably more advanced than the road sector in regard to harmonisation. Australia now has a standard gauge national network and a single national rail safety regulator. Nevertheless, operational and regulatory inconsistencies remain.

The rail networks themselves are managed by various government and private sector organisations. In New South Wales, for example, rail operators transporting containerised freight from regional New South Wales to Port Botany typically travel over networks managed by three separate network managers.

Both standards and forms of technology vary across networks. This can result in costs and inefficiencies for train operators. Costs can be associated with duplicated effort in meeting various standards, additional training of staff for different geographical areas, and more time spent complying with the requirements of each network.

The task for governments is to ensure that the regulatory, access and operational environment across our land transport networks achieves an optimal level of harmonisation. This does not necessarily mean consistency across all contexts in all circumstances. In the case of roads, it is perfectly reasonable that some roads will not be able to handle the same weight and size vehicles as others. Similarly, for rail, the costs to operators of inconsistent regulation or standards may be outweighed by the costs of achieving full consistency across the network. The challenge for governments and regulators is to strike a balance between the costs and benefits of regulation to transport operators, taxpayers and the community.
Finally, the regulation of coastal shipping creates a range of administrative issues for logistics companies, including licence applications and restrictions on the number and type of journeys that can be undertaken by ships, and the working rights of international seafarers. Coastal shipping currently moves about 15% of Australia’s domestic freight task and, given Australia’s vast distances and extensive network of ports, has the potential to be more competitive with road and rail.

High productivity vehicles have limited access to our road network

Domestic supply chain productivity is vital for both Australian consumers and exporters. High productivity vehicles are truck and trailer combinations that carry more mass or volume than traditional smaller freight vehicles. When transporting more volume these vehicles can reduce total required vehicle movements (and, in turn, congestion growth), lower the costs of freight and enable faster delivery times, with wide overall productivity benefits. The need to maximise freight volume is a major driver for the use of high productivity vehicles on long-haul routes delivering consumer goods, while additional mass is a priority for the transport of liquids and other bulk goods. A major consideration for the regulators of these vehicles is their impact on the life of road assets, traded off against productivity benefits.

Regimes governing the use of high productivity vehicles also extend to the use of specialised equipment such as mining, farming or construction vehicles. While these may have fixed dimensions beyond the limits generally imposed on vehicles given unlimited access to the road network, their controlled access is essential for them to reach their place of use.

Compared to conventional trucks, high mass and volume vehicles have the potential to be safer, quieter and less emissions-intensive. Austroads found that high productivity vehicles had 76% less accidents compared to conventional trucks. High productivity vehicles generate cost savings to operators and customers. These benefits have been forecast to deliver flow-on economic benefits to the community of around $5.7 billion between 2014 and 2030. Benefits are particularly on offer to smaller cities and regional centres and between sites of primary production, regional manufacturing facilities and ports.

Despite their benefits, the use of high productivity vehicles on our roads has been limited. Their access to metropolitan roads is restricted. They face community concerns about the length of the vehicles, the need for infrastructure upgrades to facilitate their use, and regulation that safely and quickly permits their operation. Community concerns are often based on incomplete or incorrect information. The use of new safety technology, such as fatigue and blind spot monitoring, could further improve the performance and community acceptability of high productivity vehicles.

Beyond safety improvements, high productivity vehicles stand to also benefit from technological advancements in vehicle propulsion. New hydrogen-powered heavy duty trucks can operate at a ranges of up to 1,200 km, and are currently in development for markets in the United States and the United Kingdom. Currently electric vehicle technology is available for small trucks but not suited to high mass vehicles. Recent advancements have led to the limited roll-out of this technology for specialised uses, such as waste vehicles, and indicated the potential for its future application to higher mass vehicles.

There is demand from industry for governments to facilitate the more widespread use of high productivity vehicles. Heavy vehicles are regulated by national Performance-Based Standards, which set requirements for a vehicle’s on-road performance. To apply these standards, regulators are tasked with assessing each vehicle type for its impact on road assets, such as road pavement and intersection infrastructure, and its compliance with a common set of safety standards.
In 2014-15 applications for Performance-Based Standards enabling the use of high productivity vehicles rose up by 115% over 2013, while Performance-Based Standards applications for all heavy vehicles rose by 82.7%. A series of challenges need to be considered by operators requesting Performance-Based Standards vehicles. For example, if the road network is not designed for use by high productivity vehicles, available rest bays may be too small for them.

There are broader benefits and risks associated with high productivity vehicles. For instance, a larger prime mover may allow larger sleeping accommodation behind the driver’s seat. Making use of this can reduce driver fatigue and improve safety outcomes.

While progress has been made by the National Heavy Vehicle Regulator, there are concerns about the lack of coordinated policy initiatives to promote high productivity vehicles’ access to the road network. Time-consuming and costly case-by-case decision-making on access permits can discourage the uptake of high productivity vehicles as well as imposing costs on the operators of over-dimension specialised equipment needing regular and timely access to the road network.

High productivity vehicles face barriers to adoption

The Heavy Vehicle National Law defines how heavy vehicles can access road networks in all jurisdictions with the exception of Western Australia and the Northern Territory. Heavy vehicles can be broadly categorised as either a General Access Vehicle or a Restricted Access Vehicle.

General Access Vehicles are trucks which comply with dimensions set by the national law. Restricted Access Vehicles exceed national law dimensions. These vehicles include a wide variety of longer and/or heavier high productivity vehicles, including B-doubles and B-triples as well as non-standard vehicle types.

Many Restricted Access Vehicle operators are required to apply to road network managers for access on a case-by-case basis. The National Heavy Vehicle Regulator now manages this process in the eastern states and South Australia, coordinating with state and local government network managers. However, even under the national regulator, there are long-standing differences in state and territory rules about permissible weight limits.

Inconsistent regulations can limit the efficiency of operators, either by making them take circuitous routes, or by forcing them to use inefficient vehicle combinations. Indeed, heavy vehicle operators report having to choose between using vehicles which meet all standards along the different sections a route (thereby meeting the most restrictive of standards) or decoupling high productivity vehicles outside restricted areas and moving trailers separately.

The additional costs under either approach can be substantial. For example, cattle producers in Longreach, Queensland, when transporting their cattle to Brisbane need to break their vehicles into smaller combinations twice, once at Roma and again at Toowoomba. If they were able to use a B-double for the entire journey, transport costs could be reduced by about 37%.

80. Challenge

High productivity vehicle use is limited by community sentiment as well as physical and regulatory impediments to access to our road network. Restricted use of high productivity vehicles will lock in high freight costs for businesses and consumers, and limit benefits to road safety, air pollution and amenity.
Supporting freight innovation and new technology

Freight transport and logistics are particularly well positioned to take advantage of technological developments, because the sectors handle many repeated and predictable movements of cargo between established origins and destinations (such as ports and intermodal terminals). These sectors also undertake repetitive warehousing, storage and administrative tasks that can be digitised and automated.

Automation is already important to the industry and digitisation is playing a growing role in record-keeping and the streamlining of operations. In the United States, through improved use of data and analytics, some shippers have reduced warehousing costs by up to 30% and administrative costs by 80%.379

However, perhaps the most significant technological development for the freight transport sector is the roll-out of autonomous vehicles. In Australia, driverless trains started operations in 2018 in the Pilbara,380 and governments are undertaking trials of autonomous passenger road vehicles around the country.

Although the public’s focus is often on the impact of autonomous vehicles for passenger transport, it may be felt most profoundly in freight. In Europe, it is estimated driverless technologies and digitisation could reduce trucking costs by up to 47% and delivery lead times by 40% by 2030.381 Similarly, fully autonomous trucks in the United States could reduce operating costs by 45%.382 These decreases in operating costs could lead to significant reductions in the retail price of consumer items as well as improved profits for exporters.

Key existing and emerging technologies and their potential impact on the freight and supply chain sector are summarised in Figure 35.

It is uncertain which innovative transport technologies will be most successfully scaled up for freight use and how they will impact on supply chains. One of the few certainties is change itself. The key for governments in Australia will be to ensure that we remain internationally competitive by enabling and encouraging a greater use of technology, while deploying appropriate regulations to minimise the negative impacts of new technologies on safety, the environment and other transport activities.

Another important role for government will be to ensure that those currently working in the freight sector are not left behind by technological advances. Government has a key role to play in not only providing a safety net to protect existing workers who are experiencing the effects of transition, but also in ensuring our education system prepares future workers to take advantage of technological change. The challenge for governments will be in defining their role in relation to changing labour and production markets during this period of rapid and even exponential change.

81. Challenge

The pace and impact of technological change on our supply chains is uncertain. Governments face dual challenges of enabling private sector innovation while also regulating to ensure change does not harm the community. If governments do not intervene appropriately, innovation could be stifled or, alternatively, technological development could pose safety and environmental threats.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact: 🇦🇺
Figure 35: The potential impact of existing and emerging technologies on freight transport and logistics

**Autonomous trucks**
Autonomous trucks could reduce labour costs, enable automated delivery networks and improve safety and reliability.

**Drones**
Drones could help with delivery of parcels and warehouse operation.

**Robotics and automation**
Robotics and automation could improve efficiency and reduce costs at ports, intermodal terminals and warehouses and more easily allow for 24 hour operation.

**Electric vehicles**
Electric vehicles could reduce transport costs and emissions.

**Blockchain**
Blockchain could enable the real time exchange of supply chain transactions and documents digitally. This could reduce paperwork, fraud and transaction error.

**Artificial intelligence and machine learning**
Artificial intelligence and machine learning contributes to automation, autonomous vehicles and robotics. It can also help to predict consumer demand.

**Telematics**
Telematics and vehicle tracking can help with scheduling and improved data collection and planning.

**3D printing**
3D printing (additive manufacturing) could enable the manufacture of new objects closer to destinations and customers.

**Reduction in costs and improvements in reliability, efficiency and safety**

---

**Safe trucks can save lives and money**
Road freight has the highest fatality rate of any industry in Australia, and the highest rate of serious injury claims.384

The rate of fatal crashes involving heavy trucks decreased by an average of 4.1% per year over the three years to March 2019.385

The recent decline in the overall number of fatal crashes involving heavy vehicles is a positive development, but the absolute number of lives lost on our roads remains a major concern.386

During the 12 months to the end of March 2019, 163 people died from 147 fatal crashes involving heavy trucks.387

In the absence of other changes (such as safer vehicles, roads and drivers), growth of the freight task increases the general risk of crashes involving heavy vehicles. Safety risks associated with rigid trucks and light commercial vehicles will be a particular challenge given continued growth of the urban freight task, including micro-freight driven by e-commerce.
State and territory governments invest significantly in road safety initiatives including campaigns targeting trucks. There is also a high degree of coordination between jurisdictions on road safety. In September 2017, the Australian Government announced the commencement of an independent Inquiry into the effectiveness of the National Road Safety Strategy 2011–2020. The Inquiry panel provided its report and recommendations in September 2018. Key recommendations included:

- Establishing a national road safety entity to report to a Cabinet minister with specific multi-agency responsibility to address road trauma
- Committing to a minimum $3 billion a year road safety fund
- Accelerating the adoption of speed management initiatives that support harm elimination

Transport ministers have agreed to progress the report’s recommendations and all jurisdictions have agreed to work with the Australian Government to develop an implementation plan.

Many road freight operators are also independently active in improving road safety. Safety technology such as in-vehicle telematics is being used by large sections of the industry. Telematics is a method of monitoring vehicles that combines GPS with on-board diagnostics so that a vehicle’s speed and location, driver hours and other information can be remotely viewed. Numerous transport companies, such as Toll and Linfox, have either fitted telematics to their fleets or will ensure all new vehicles are fitted.

Although measures to improve safety may have a upfront cost, they can lead to substantial efficiencies in other areas. For example, the use of telematics allows companies to monitor and provide feedback to drivers about harsh braking, over-revving and speeding, as well as data on truck fuel consumption, route optimisation and improved fleet maintenance.

Despite the potential benefits of technology, the uptake of telematics and other safety features, such as autonomous early braking and lane departure warnings, remains low. The majority of Australia’s heavy vehicle operators are small businesses. About 70% of operators have only one truck in their fleet, and 24% have two to four trucks. The upfront costs of sophisticated safety technology, particularly for smaller operators with lower margins, is a significant disincentive.

The Transport Infrastructure Council, the key Ministerial forum for the sector under the Council of Australian Governments, is investigating a national approach to heavy vehicle accreditation schemes to improve the capacity and uptake of telematics for businesses. This provides an opportunity to consider outcomes-based regulation, which could improve safety and minimise red tape for industry. The challenge will be to encourage the adoption of technology for safety, while also recognising that different businesses have a varying capacity to meet upfront costs.

82. Opportunity

New technologies can help improve road safety and efficiency, but they have upfront costs that mean uptake rates remain low. Increased use of technology could improve road safety.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+

Where this will impact:
5.13 Unlocking regional economic development through freight

At a glance
Freight transport is critical for remote and regional communities. Poor infrastructure in some areas can constrain industry and limit economic development.

This section explores how targeted investment in these areas can strengthen industry and open up new markets. It also looks at the issues existing road and rail networks face.

Freight transport is critical for regional and remote communities
Remote and regional areas make a substantial contribution to the Australian economy. Between 1989 and 2018, regional New South Wales, Victoria, Queensland, South Australia and Western Australia, together with Tasmania and the Northern Territory, collectively contributed 32% of Australia’s GDP growth.395

The primary production (pastoral activity, horticulture and agriculture, carbon farming, fisheries and aquaculture) and mining sectors are critical to Australia’s economy, and especially to remote and regional communities. The mining sector alone accounts for about 8% of Australia’s gross value added (the contribution to our economy before accounting for taxes), having grown its share by a third in the last 10 years. While agriculture, forestry and fishing have not experienced the same growth, they remain a crucial part of the economy, accounting for about 3% of GDP.396

Despite this significant contribution, the relatively poor standard of transport infrastructure in some remote and regional areas can constrain mining and agricultural operations and their access to markets, and therefore is likely to limit long-term economic development in remote and regional areas,397 and the Australian economy as a whole.

Parts of northern Australia suffer from low-quality infrastructure
In its report to the Parliament of Australia in September 2014, the Joint Select Committee on Northern Australia identified that industries and communities in northern Australia are heavily reliant on the road network, with few alternative routes in the event of disruption to network links; for example:

- In northern Western Australia, the Great Northern Highway is the only sealed road linking the Northern Territory with other centres in Western Australia.
- The Northern Territory has only five major sealed roads outside Darwin.
- Queensland has a more extensive highway system but there is heavy reliance on access roads that are not highway grade or are frequently flooded.
- Railway networks and port connectivity in the north are considered by many key stakeholders operating in the region to be underdeveloped.
- The Kimberley region does not have railway lines – railways in the north-west region of Western Australia are not connected to the rest of Australia and there is no railway between the Northern Territory and Queensland. Limited rail options can put further pressure on road networks, depending on the size and nature of the freight task.

Similar challenges are faced in outback remote areas of South Australia. The South Australian Government manages approximately 10,000 km of roads in unincorporated areas of the state. The majority of these roads are unsealed and include key outback routes (the Birdsville, Strzelecki, and Oodnadatta tracks) linking key centres in remote and very remote South Australia and providing access for communities, tourism, mining and pastoral activities.

Source: Transport and Infrastructure Council (2015)398
The movement of mining products is a key aspect of regional freight. Australia hosts some of the world’s largest mining areas, including the Pilbara iron ore province (the Pilbara region is responsible for almost one-third of the world’s iron ore production), Bowen Basin coalfields, Argyle Diamond Mine, Mount Isa lead-zinc province and the world’s largest manganese mine at Groote Eylandt.

In the Pilbara region of Western Australia, the larger mining companies, including BHP Billiton, Rio Tinto, Fortescue Metals Group and Roy Hill Holdings, own and operate their own railways, which carry iron ore directly from their mines to port for export. In Queensland, the coal rail networks are managed by the privately-owned Aurizon Holdings. The only publicly-owned coal network is the Hunter Valley Coal Chain in New South Wales, government-owned and managed by the Australian Rail Track Corporation but coordinated with the support of strong industry investment.

These supply chains transport some of the largest mineral volumes in the world. For example, Port Hedland in the Pilbara is the world’s largest bulk export port. In addition, Newcastle is the world’s largest coal export port, and our railways carry some of the world’s heaviest and longest trains. These supply chains generally recover their costs and so operate without government subsidy. Governments’ role here is to focus on minimising regulatory red tape or other obstacles to the continued efficient functioning of operations, while also ensuring competition, safety and environmental standards are met.

The scale, diversity and geographic spread of Australian agricultural activity, and the large number of operators, means that agricultural supply chains are complex from both an infrastructure provision and a governance perspective. The agricultural supply chain carries large volumes of relatively low-value commodities, such as wheat and barley, as well as livestock, horticultural and dairy products where cool storage and timely transport can be important.

While the supply chains taking producers’ goods to market is rightly a focus here, equally important are the transport chains operating in the opposite direction. These supply chains keep our farms and mines working by delivering key inputs such as fuel, construction materials, machinery and spare parts, bulk chemicals, fertilisers and pesticides.

These inward flows of freight are critical to supplying our regional and remote communities with basic needs such as food, clothing and household items. Remote communities can be particularly vulnerable because there are often limited ways to access them. Natural disasters, which can close, and in some cases destroy, remote transport infrastructure can cut off communities from critical supply chains for extended periods.

The complexity and diversity of supply chains, combined with the vulnerability of remote communities, mean government has a role in subsidising supporting infrastructure. This role can be particularly problematic for remote roads and regional airports, where local governments are largely responsible for maintenance costs, but often lack the necessary funding. For example, over 60% of regional airports currently operate at a loss and about 40% expect to continue operating at a loss in the foreseeable future. Similarly for roads, regional and remote networks are extensive, and local governments have limited opportunities to raise enough revenue to fund and maintain them. In New South Wales alone, it is estimated there is a local road maintenance backlog of $2.2 billion, with regional councils’ accountabilities making up 75% of this.

The increased use of drones offers beneficial opportunities. Existing regulation limits drone use beyond visual line of sight from a remote operations centre. In the mining sector, drones can be used for tasks such as surveying, stocktaking, photogrammetry, LiDAR (Light Detection and Ranging) scans and road inspections. For remote towns and villages isolated by floods or other conditions, drones can fulfil the urgent delivery of essential freight such as medication.

83. Challenge

Remote and regional supply chains are critical for industry and to supply communities with basic needs. However, local governments often struggle to fund and maintain critical transport infrastructure. If this is not addressed, our agricultural supply chains and regional and remote communities will be vulnerable to delays, higher costs and extreme weather events.
Freight investment can be a catalyst for regional development

In Australia, supply chain costs represent around 10% of the final cost of a product, a cost ultimately borne by the consumer. Investment in the planning, delivery and management of infrastructure, including its governance, can help to reduce the costs of freight movements. Some of this can be dealt with by actions focused on urban issues but, given the significance of the regionally based mining and agricultural sectors, the importance of programs at the local and regional levels cannot be overstated.

A community’s economic prosperity is linked to its access to markets. This allows businesses to reach their customers, as well as attract appropriately skilled labour. Given the size of Australia and the distances between regional and remote producers and their markets, the transport network is central to communities’ economic wealth.

If infrastructure investments are appropriately targeted, planned and supported by a robust business case, they can reduce transport times, increase safety and improve reliability. This can reduce the costs of both moving mineral and agricultural produce to market and bringing supplies to farms, mines and regional towns.

Beef roads program – promoting regional development in northern Australia

The Australian Government announced projects to be funded under the Northern Australia Beef Roads Program in October 2016.

The $100 million program is making targeted upgrades to key roads necessary for transporting cattle, to improve the reliability, productivity and resilience of cattle supply chains in northern Australia, thereby reducing freight costs and strengthening links to markets.

The CSIRO analysed and modelled different scenarios put forward by state, territory and local governments using its Transport Network Strategic Investment Tool (TraNSIT) to determine the extent of benefits to the movement of cattle and assist in the prioritisation of projects. Through that process, a series of 18 road-sealing and lane-widening projects in northern Queensland, Western Australia and the Northern Territory have been initiated.
At the local level, infrastructure investments can have a major impact, stimulating the growth of existing and new industries and opening access to new markets for those industries.

Various state governments have introduced programs to support the delivery of new infrastructure, targeted at improving economic conditions for regional communities. Queensland has the Building Our Regions Program, providing $445 million for local government infrastructure projects, and much of Western Australia’s Royalties for the Regions Program is dedicated to localised infrastructure. New South Wales has created the Office of the Regional Infrastructure Coordinator for the same purpose.

However, there are also challenges to leveraging freight investments for regional development. The freight transport sector is complicated, and any infrastructure investment may require the involvement of several levels of government, infrastructure managers and private sector freight operators. As a result, it can be difficult to ensure different organisations and aspects of a project are sufficiently coordinated to maximise the benefits to its region.

For example, a federally funded upgrade to a highway may reduce transport times along a trunk freight corridor. However, it may not help local producers or industry if it is not coordinated with upgrades to local access roads, appropriate regulatory changes and local rezonings to ensure industry and producers can locate nearby.

Inland rail and Parkes, New South Wales – planning for regional development

The town of Parkes is located in the Central West region of New South Wales. The town is in a strategic position because it is at the confluence of the north-south Newell Highway and the east-west interstate rail line from Sydney to Perth, with links to Adelaide and Darwin. It can handle B-double access on all routes, and road trains or B-triples and double-stacked trains in a westerly direction. It will be the location for a terminal on the Inland Rail line, with the first trains set to be operating in 2024-25.

The Inland Rail Project potentially offers a range of benefits for the Parkes region, including:

- Attracting nearby agricultural products into local storage and supply chains
- Building on the network of existing interstate intermodal freight terminals, establishing the area as an efficient, national distribution hub for specific high-value, low-speed and high-mass goods.

However, the Inland Rail Project alone will not deliver these benefits, and the New South Wales Government is therefore facilitating the development of a Special Activation Precinct, a new industrial area which will concentrate freight and logistics activities, including an inland port west of the town. The Precinct’s design – structure plan layout, infrastructure, incentive structure and governance arrangements – is intended to drive economic development by creating new, high-productivity activities in freight logistics and agriculture.

84. Challenge

The complexity of the freight sector means leveraging infrastructure investments to maximise regional development can be challenging. Without improved coordination between jurisdictions, infrastructure managers and freight operators, regional development opportunities will be missed.
Bottlenecks exist in our agricultural supply chains

Capacity bottlenecks in our agricultural supply chains are common, particularly in bumper crop years, where the volume of commodities to be transported can be well above average.

Our regional rail networks in particular face substantial challenges and capacity constraints. Australia’s grain rail lines offer variable infrastructure quality across networks, which can result in slower speeds, choke points and the need to switch from mainline to branch line locomotives.

The poor quality of grain railways, particularly branch lines, means they are not resilient, and are especially vulnerable in bumper crop years, when they can fail to offer sufficient capacity and become unreliable. This can substantially increase costs for producers and result in lost revenue.

Freight rail networks are expensive to build and maintain, and serve highly variable and seasonal traffic. The location of the older grain silos and sub-terminals on a freight rail network make it hard for the network to meet contemporary demands for the provision of just-in-time grain volumes to ports for export. Overall the private sector may find it difficult to financially justify construction and maintenance costs.

As a consequence, most regional grain lines require government subsidy to remain open. In some states, regional branch lines have had to be consolidated and some lower-capacity rail lines have been closed and replaced by high-capacity trucks, which are considered to be more cost-effective.

Roads are more flexible than rail, and are better able to respond to seasonal variability. They are also usually more cost-effective in servicing freight activities that operate over dispersed geographies and carry lower volumes.

However, the switch to road can be problematic. Trucks also face capacity constraints through regulatory limitations on road access. Rail-based silos and sub-terminals may be relatively inaccessible to larger vehicles. In addition, truck movements pose greater safety risks than rail and produce higher emissions.

While consolidating regional railways may be a reasonable economic decision because of the lower cost of roads, it is often an unpopular choice with local communities.

Closing rail lines also shifts the costs of infrastructure maintenance to the local road manager. In regional areas, this is often local governments, who can struggle to meet the cost of maintaining their networks.

Governments therefore face challenging decisions when it comes to investing in regional freight infrastructure. Financial performance, infrastructure capacity, community expectations, safety and environmental performance all need to be balanced.

The cost of unreliable rail infrastructure

The 2016 to 2017 grain harvest in Victoria was particularly strong. However, most of the state’s grain was transported by road instead of rail that year, reversing a recent trend towards rail carrying about 60% of the state’s grain. Hot weather and lower-capacity lines meant restrictions were placed on some of Victoria’s grain lines.

The restrictions had significant commercial impacts. Emerald Grain advised that because of ‘take-or-pay’ contracts, commonly used in the rail industry, they were forced to pay for rail transport that they could not use, as well as paying for additional road transport.
Lower tonnage grain railways in Western Australia have been closed

Up to half of Australia’s grain exports come from Western Australia, and about 60% of grain in that state is carried to port by rail.

Arc Infrastructure manages the Western Australian grain network as an open access, multi-user asset. The organisation manages track access negotiations with end-users and train operators and is responsible for track infrastructure and train control services. Arc Infrastructure holds a lease over the railways from the Western Australian Government until 2049.

Between 2013 and 2014, Arc Infrastructure (then called Brookfield Rail) made the decision to close about 500 km of ‘tier 3’ rail lines. The closed rail lines were mainly lower tonnage railways that carried trains to main lines and subsequently to ports.

The reason for closing the lines was that they were found to be uneconomic and it was considered cheaper to instead direct funding to roads for grain transport. Arc Infrastructure notes the lines could have remained operational had an above-rail customer been willing to cover the required maintenance costs.411

There was significant community opposition to the closure of the rail lines, with community groups claiming roads had not been sufficiently upgraded and maintained. Some farming groups as well as the Co-operative Bulk Handling Group have argued that line closures have increased their costs and reduced access to the grain supply chain.412

85. Challenge

Highly variable and seasonal traffic can make investment and maintenance of regional grain railways difficult to justify. This results in bottlenecks, speed restrictions, lower capacities and sometimes line closures. If this is not addressed, producers and transport operators will continue to incur higher costs and delays, particularly in high harvest years.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+  

Where this will impact:
5.14 Transporting, storing and making the most of our waste

At a glance

Australia is one of the world’s largest waste producers per capita, but our waste management is often poorly planned.

This section examines the increased pressure on the sector as demand grows and infrastructure shrinks. Key challenges are:

- Inconsistent regulation that has created distinct waste markets in each state and territory
- The need for local governments, investors and researchers to work more closely on innovative infrastructure solutions
- The inconsistent delivery of waste services outside our cities, leading to inefficiencies and higher costs.

The section considers technological change, and how alternative fleets can reduce consumer costs and noise.

Australia is one of the world’s largest waste generators per capita

Waste management is an essential public service, like energy and water. However, the waste infrastructure required is often pushed to the periphery or not well considered in land use planning, zoning and design. Integrated, secure and cost-effective waste infrastructure is required to meet the long-term needs of Australians, who are among the largest generators of waste per capita in the world.

In 2016–17, Australia generated an estimated 54 megatonnes of waste, equivalent to 2.2 tonnes per capita. While on par with other developed countries in total terms, household waste generation per capita is 9% above the average for a selection of 11 European and south-east Asian countries. With a projected population of 37 million people in 2050, our annual waste could rise to 81 megatonnes per annum.

Waste volumes broadly mirror the population in each state and territory (Figure 36), with some variations based on income, economic mix, community attitudes and the availability and cost of waste infrastructure, as well as policy and regulation.

Figure 36: Australians are generating large amounts of waste
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Waste volumes have historically been approximately evenly divided between the three core waste streams of municipal solid waste, commercial and industrial waste, and construction and demolition waste. However, unprecedented levels of investment in housing and civil infrastructure have generated record volumes of construction and demolition waste in recent years. Municipal solid waste, and commercial and industrial waste, have grown more slowly.

At the household level Australians are relatively enthusiastic recyclers and recovered 62% of waste materials through recycling and energy recovery in 2016-17, a modest increase from 55% in 2006-07. However, the strong culture of recycling and reuse seen in some European countries has not developed. For instance, countries such as Denmark (94%) and the United Kingdom (75%) have a significant focus on waste reduction and of reprocessing waste that is created including through energy recovery from waste.

Australia has relies on conventional recycling and exports of recyclables to Asia. As the waste Australia generates increases, our traditional methods of disposing, transporting and exporting waste are being forced to change by market conditions and community expectations.

Waste management is an essential service under growing pressure

Australia’s $15.5 billion waste industry grew from the need to safeguard public health. Today it also responds to the environmental aspirations of Australians and is a key actor in the transition to a circular economy that reuses materials where possible, and recovers value from other discarded materials.

Each form of waste is associated with varied supply chains, processing facilities, transport methods and regulatory frameworks. Waste is generated in every home, building, business, institution, construction project and public place. Volume and ubiquity make waste management one of the largest freight tasks in any city, with Transport for NSW estimating that waste accounts for more than 10% of Sydney’s freight task.

It makes the waste industry, in part, a logistics business that aims to provide efficient collection and transport services for end-of-life materials. Transport infrastructure is a critical factor in the cost and efficiency of waste service delivery, impacted by congestion, fuel and road toll costs and the growing distances over which waste has to be transported from its point of generation. Away from our cities, the cost of transporting recoverable materials to market can be a significant constraint on diverting waste from landfill.

Closely linked with transport is the network of waste management infrastructure in each city, town or region. Transfer stations aggregate waste into larger trucks to improve transport efficiency. Recycling facilities sort dry, co-mingled materials into separate streams for reprocessing into new feedstocks, with dirtier grades potentially contributing to energy recovery. Organics recovery facilities compost or digest household garden and food waste with commercial organic waste to create soil enhancers or energy-rich biogas.

Landfills backstop the system by accepting materials that cannot be economically or technically recovered. The level of technology and effort that can be invested in diversion from landfill is heavily influenced by the cost of landfill as well as the availability of end markets for recovered materials. The revenue from these offtake streams are a key component of any business case.

This interlaced network of waste transport, facilities and markets is under pressure on multiple fronts. Australia’s over-reliance over the last 20 years on international markets to accept our recyclable commodities has left domestic reuse markets under-developed. That vulnerability was exposed in 2018 when China and neighbouring countries including Malaysia imposed import restrictions on lower-quality recyclable materials including mixed plastic, paper and metals. As a result, local governments in several states had recycling contracts cancelled or renegotiated. Queensland councils are expecting losses of revenue of up to $7 million in 2018-19. The cost impacts are likely to be worse for regional areas. In response, state and territory governments have provided short-term funding to ease pressures on local councils.

86. Challenge

Australia has increasing waste generation, a lack of a mature market for private investment and a reliance on waste export. Without action, our disposal, recycling and transportation of waste will become more costly and environmentally damaging.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+ Where this will impact:
Waste companies have sought new overseas destinations and prioritised higher-quality materials for export, but have also stockpiled recyclables or sent these to landfill where no markets could be found. This is due to global recyclable commodity prices falling and disposal costs increasing.

Landfills are themselves under long-term pressure. The exact number of existing landfill sites is unknown. There are estimated to be 600 registered sites and potentially as many as 2,000 unregulated facilities (Figure 37). Many landfills have high environmental protection standards, incorporating features such as composite or geomembrane containment liners, landfill gas capture and combustion, and planning for long-term land rehabilitation. However, many smaller regional landfills often do not meet these standards.

As waste generation continues to increase, few new landfills have been approved and residential development is encroaching on existing sites, threatening their ongoing operation. In Sydney, only one landfill has been approved in the last 20 years, despite the closure of several large landfills in that time. Major cities are becoming increasingly reliant on a shrinking number of landfill sites, with limited forward planning by governments to identify future disposal capacity. This presents a strategic risk given development approval for a new landfill can take up to 10 years. As accessible infrastructure reaches its end of life, costs are likely to rise and the risks of illegal dumping and stockpiling are likely to grow.

Waste has rarely registered as a major issue for consumers and governments and will be unlikely to do so, as long as kerbside bins have been picked up and affordably removed. For most businesses, waste is a minor cost compared with energy and labour. However, waste has gained prominence in the public conversation since China’s recycling restrictions and through television programs such as the ABC’s War on Waste.

New solutions are needed, yet the market settings required to achieve the best outcomes have been slow to crystallise and more will need to be done to ensure the right mix of waste management and infrastructure assets is deployed.

Figure 37: There are a large number of landfill sites in Australia, but they are under long-term pressure

Source: Geoscience Australia (2019)
**87. Challenge**

A limited number of new waste facilities and landfill sites have been approved and residential development is encroaching on existing sites. Without action, waste freight will have to transport their loads further from the waste generation point.

**A patchwork of government waste regulations exists**

Responsibility for waste management is divided between all three tiers of government. This patchwork of policies and regulations has created distinct waste markets in each state and territory and a raft of unintended consequences, including motivation for companies to transport waste to cheaper outlets thousands of kilometres away.

**Figure 38: Solid waste landfill levies vary between states and territories, causing waste to flow to the cheapest disposal site**

In 2016–17, for example, an estimated 690,000 tonnes of waste were transported to Queensland from New South Wales metropolitan areas to avoid the latter state’s higher landfill levy (Figure 38). Significant quantities of hazardous waste are also moved around the country. In some cases this is to receive specialised treatment, but often it is to avoid state levies and restrictive disposal and treatment regulations.

Source: Department of the Environment and Energy (2018)\textsuperscript{427}
The attempted imposition of a proximity principle in New South Wales and hazardous waste regulations in Victoria, forcing waste to be dealt with as close as feasible to where it is produced, failed legally on constitutional grounds. This was because such interventions were considered to be a restraint on trade between the states. The Australian Government has a limited role in waste policy, which has hampered efforts for the national harmonisation of waste regulation. At a state and territory level, change has been slow. Waste regulations are deeply embedded in the history and practice of each jurisdiction, and an integrated approach has not emerged.

At the local level, the task of managing domestic waste in towns and cities is undertaken by Australia’s 537 local councils.429 These councils implement state policies, approve design and operating conditions for waste collection, and contract municipal solid waste collection. In regional, remote and rural areas, they also operate key waste assets.

Councils stipulate collection times for all waste operators and typically restrict collection to daytime hours due to noise constraints, even though this means collection often coinciding with the commuter congestion peak. Councils also set the design requirements for new buildings, including the size of waste storage and access for collection. This can be a challenge as urban density grows, because the developers of multi-storey residential and commercial buildings are reluctant to lose floor space in order to provide truck access to underground storage, so bins clutter roadides on collection day and pose amenity and safety hazards.

**The growing need for new infrastructure and innovative solutions**

Recognition of the growing pressures on waste infrastructure has prompted action. State and territory governments have commissioned waste infrastructure audits and, in some cases, developed high-level strategies.

Regional councils are exploring and implementing options such as co-collection of food organics and garden organics in a weekly service to produce high value compost. Waste companies are pursuing new commercial opportunities, including the development of processing facilities to create refuse-derived fuel from mixed dry waste. Yarra Valley Water’s anaerobic digestion facility is planned to recover energy from 33,000 tonnes of commercial food waste each year.430 In inner Melbourne, a local government initiative has coordinated, consolidated and reduced the impacts of waste disposal and collection.

Investors have also targeted the waste sector for opportunities in the large-scale processing of mixed waste. The first significant waste-to-energy facility to secure full financing was the 400,000 tonnes per annum Phoenix Energy facility in Perth, which in October 2018 announced it had locked in required agreements and $668 million in capital funding.431 The Clean Energy Finance Corporation has estimated that waste-to-energy could provide 800 megawatts of reliable, baseload, low-carbon generation capacity by 2020 and reduce carbon emissions by more than nine million tonnes of CO₂ equivalent per annum.432

At the other end of the scale, the University of New South Wales in 2018 launched the world's first micro-factory to transform the components from electronic waste (e-waste) items into useful materials including metal alloys and graded ceramics and plastic filaments for 3D printing.433

The primary technologies for processing mixed waste are outlined in Table 6. These are mature technologies that can be deployed at scale. The table does not include emerging technologies or those focused on niche waste streams, or reprocessing facilities that convert recovered material into useable feedstocks.

### 88. Challenge

Waste is often transported large distances from where it is generated due to a patchwork of government regulation. Without action, waste will continue to be transported further from the waste generation point adding to congestion and road degradation.

**When this will impact:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Where this will impact:**

- Australia
- ...
### Table 6: Established waste processing technologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clean materials recovery facility</td>
<td>Facilities designed to separate mixed packaging collected from co-mingled municipal and commercial sources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirty materials recovery facility</td>
<td>Facilities that mechanically process mixed waste from various sources to recover recyclables and potentially manufacture refuse-derived fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mechanical-biological treatment</td>
<td>Facilities that mechanically separate mixed putrescible waste, then compost the organic fraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thermal treatment and energy recovery facility</td>
<td>Facilities that either combust mixed waste directly or first convert it to syngas (an intermediate product in the creation of synthetic natural gas or methanol) through gasification and recover the energy in various forms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composting</td>
<td>Facilities that compost garden and food organics, clean wood waste, stabilised biosolids and highly putrescible industrial organics via appropriate options of open windrows, covered and aerated piles or enclosed vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic digestion</td>
<td>Facilities that digest food organics, food processing waste and industrial and liquid organics in enclosed vessels to generated energy via biogas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Export constraints have also sparked renewed interest in the circular economy, where materials, products and recovery processes are co-designed to cycle materials back into productive use at as a local a level as is feasible. High-level circular economy strategies have been developed at national and state scales, while governments and brand owners have jointly established the National Packaging Targets, which include commitments to recycle 70% of Australia’s plastic packaging by 2025 (up from 12% currently) and to ensure packaging contains 30% recycled content (on average). These strategies and targets are voluntary, but they may be effective as waste companies look for new outlets for recycled material. Whether driven by strategy or the market, significant investment is likely to be required in new waste recovery and reprocessing infrastructure to meet the long-term needs of Australians. Such investment could also stimulate local economic activity through the creation of jobs, new products and tax revenue, while retaining valuable resources within the local economy and reducing reliance on virgin materials. Greater commercial focus on the development of waste markets could encourage greater innovation in the sector, complementing existing priorities of pollution control.

### Reducing the impact of waste collection in the dense inner city

In 2013-14 Melbourne City Council commenced the trial operation of garbage compactors and recycling hub units for the collective use of businesses at two central city laneway locations. The chosen locations had been problem sites for the council due to local amenity impacts from existing bins crowding footpaths or overflowing with waste, leading to garbage being dumped informally. This was at odds with the aspiration to promote Melbourne’s laneways as desirable urban precincts.

As at 2018, Melbourne CBD’s centralised garbage compactors and recycling hubs have benefited local communities. Five laneway locations now offer these facilities. For commercial users who would otherwise have to contract their own waste removal, the annual cost of using the hub ranges from $920 to $7,380 depending on volume.

In addition to local amenity benefits, the centralisation of waste processing has been recognised as reducing pressure on the local road network in central Melbourne. In 2016, 36 different contractors were registered with council to operate in the CBD, meaning that servicing a single centralised compactor six times a week (at an annual cost of approximately $150,000) could remove the need for up to 100 weekly vehicle movements.
89. Opportunity

There is a lack of a mature market for private investment in recycling and waste disposal. There is a chance to capitalise on increased demand for recycled products and larger economies of scale as waste generation increases. Developing a domestic market could improve recycling rates and the sustainability of Australia’s waste disposal.

When this will impact: 0-5, 5-10, 10-15, 15+

Many regional markets for recycled materials do not offer sufficient scale for infrastructure investment. However, coordinating waste collection and transport from several local councils could build enough volume to create the market conditions for recycling investment.

Transporting Sydney waste for alternative treatment

In 2018 Veolia commissioned the first alternative waste treatment facility for Sydney waste located in a regional area. The mechanical biological treatment plant at its Woodlawn waste precinct near Goulburn, New South Wales has a processing capacity of 144,000 tonnes per annum. Veolia runs two trains daily which carry 1,200 tonnes of putrescible household and commercial waste, destined either for the landfill or for the mechanical biological treatment plant. When the waste arrives, recyclables are mechanically separated and the remaining organic fraction is composted.

Another project in advanced planning is the delivery of waste-derived fuel from Sydney to the Mount Piper Power Station outside Lithgow, in the Blue Mountains. The waste-derived fuel, created from up to 200,000 tonnes per annum of waste, would be trucked to the power station, where it would power a specifically-designed boiler to boost the output of the existing coal-fired power station.
# 90. Challenge

Waste is often transported large distances from where it is generated due to a patchwork of government regulation. Without action, waste will continue to be transported further from the waste generation point adding to congestion and road degradation.

**When this will impact:** 0-5 | 5-10 | 10-15 | 15+

**Where this will impact:**

---

**Alternative fleets to reduce consumer costs and reduce noise**

The repetitive stop-start of rubbish collection activities means that rubbish trucks are less fuel-efficient, more costly to run and more emissions and pollution-intensive than other heavy vehicles. There is significant interest in alternative fuel vehicles within the sector, including electric and compressed natural gas (CNG) options. Both are quieter than diesel versions; a key issue for residential areas when collection starts early in the morning.

CNG-heavy vehicles have been on the market for a decade and are becoming more widely available, including from mainstream truck brands. One of the specific synergies available from the use of such vehicles is the possibility of producing CNG from the methane that is generated when rubbish buried in landfill breaks down. Having ready access to this methane supply can offset the cost of cleaning and compressing it into useable CNG, with trucks simply refuelling after tipping a load at the landfill.

In the last few years, competing electric heavy vehicles have also emerged, ranging from small 3.5-tonne models through to a 15-tonne payload. The vehicles are well suited to stop-start collection, with instant torque and regenerative braking that improve energy efficiency and promise a range of up to 200 km. However, the extra weight of batteries needs to be traded off against the potential payload.

Heavy electric vehicles face other barriers to adoption. Problematically, Australian charging infrastructure is inappropriate for heavy vehicles that cannot charge in residential and service station settings. There are also issues with heavy electric vehicles’ operation in flatter, less fuel-intensive geography. Melbourne’s Moreland Council is taking a different route, converting its waste collection fleet to run on hydrogen.

Looking beyond fuel, waste collection may be well suited to autonomous vehicles, which can drive themselves from one wheelie-bin to the next along a pre-programmed route. In 2017, Volvo unveiled a demonstration model fitted with a sensor system designed to identify, navigate and monitor the vehicle’s operating environment.

---

# 91. Opportunity

**Transporting waste can have high impacts on urban amenity.** Using new technology could make waste transport more efficient and environmentally-friendly.

**When this will impact:** 0-5 | 5-10 | 10-15 | 15+

**Where this will impact:**
## 5.15 Challenges and opportunities

### Changing urban travel patterns

#### 38. Challenge

Urban travel patterns are becoming increasingly complex, driven by economic, social, demographic and technological changes. There is a risk of growing divergence between the way our networks are planned and designed, and the needs of customers. Failure to cater for changing patterns of travel could contribute to growing congestion in our fast-growing cities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 39. Challenge

Rapidly changing land use and development can place pressure on urban transport networks. Densification in our largest cities places pressure on legacy networks, while greenfield development requires new infrastructure and services. Failure to coordinate land use and transport planning can contribute to congestion and crowding in some areas, or a lack of adequate services in others.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 40. Challenge

Our radial public transport networks are inflexible and have varied levels of service and relatively low mode shares. Unless our public transport networks are designed to cater for a broader range of trips, they will not meet the changing needs of a growing number of customers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 41. Opportunity

New technology and data sets are increasingly available in the transport sector, that can be used for planning and service delivery. Better information allows governments and operators to better understand and cater for customers’ transport needs and expectations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 42. Challenge

Australia has relatively low rates of active transport, driven by a range of issues including low densities and long distances, insufficient infrastructure and safety concerns. Without action, our transport networks and travel patterns will remain poorly integrated and sustainability improvements will be limited.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
43. Challenge
The accessibility and affordability of ride and carsharing could decrease demand for public transport. In these circumstances, demand shifts from space efficient public transport back to cars, potentially increasing congestion.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]

44. Opportunity
Connected vehicles can reduce accidents, improve traffic flow and reduce costs for drivers. Leveraging this new technology could improve access, quality and cost outcomes for users.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]

45. Challenge
Many regional, remote and rural communities do not have the economies of scale to justify private investment in charging infrastructure. Without charging infrastructure, users in these areas will have fewer opportunities for electric vehicle uptake.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]

46. Challenge
There is a lack of appropriate regulation, trials and physical infrastructure to enable the use of many cooperative and autonomous vehicle features. Without action, the benefits offered by cooperative and autonomous vehicles will be missed.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]

International, inter-state and inter-regional connectivity

47. Challenge
There is congestion on roads around our major airports, particularly in Sydney and Melbourne. Unless addressed, travelling to airports will become increasingly unreliable, leading to longer travel times.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]

48. Challenge
Some of our major airports are subject to operational restrictions reducing airport efficiency however adding to local amenity. Without regular reviews to ensure regulation is fit for purpose, the efficiency of our airports could be unnecessarily compromised.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Where this will impact: [Images]
### 49. Challenge

Governance and funding of our regional road networks is inconsistent and lack transparency. This means funding and maintenance is subject to budget volatility of different levels of government. Without change to road network governance, our regional roads will continue to be poorly funded, maintained and safety may decline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 50. Challenge

Regional aviation often struggles to be financially viable and customers view it as costly. Without action, regional and remote communities will lack access to air services and affordable airfares.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 51. Challenge

Our regional railways generally have uncompetitive travel times with cars and planes. This means they carry a relatively small share of passengers. Unless travel times are improved, regional rail will continue to play a small role, meaning regional customers have less choice when they choose to travel.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 52. Challenge

The popularity of cruise ships in Australia is growing, producing important tourism opportunities for fast-growing cities and regional centres. However, there are a lack of berths for international cruise ships, particularly in Sydney. Without additional berthing capacity, Australia will lose cruise ships and tourist visitation will decline.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Funding and maintaining our transport assets

### 53. Challenge

Asset maintenance lacks transparency, consistency and accountability. This is particularly the case for sectors that rely on government funding rather than user charges, such as roads and public transport. Unless addressed, maintenance of our transport networks will become increasingly unsustainable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 54. Challenge

There is no clear link between expenditure on roads and usage, which means road expenditure is inequitable, inefficient, unsustainable and lacks transparency. Without reform, revenue from fuel excise will decline, drivers will not be charged fairly and people will be incentivised to drive, contributing to congestion.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🇦🇺</td>
<td>🏛️</td>
<td>🏠</td>
<td>🚗</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
55. Challenge
Public transport investments and operating subsidies are substantial, but decisions lack transparency. Unless addressed, public transport will continue to be subject to political cycles and budget conditions.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅

56. Challenge
Regional and remote local governments struggle to fund and maintain roads and airports. Local governments often have relatively small revenue bases but are responsible for the maintenance of expensive transport networks. Without addressing funding shortfalls and maintenances practices, regional and remote infrastructure will become increasingly unsustainable.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅

57. Opportunity
There are numerous emerging revenue sources for the transport sector, with many related to technological development and changing patterns of demand for transport. There is an opportunity for emerging revenue streams to improve the financial sustainability of our transport networks.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅

58. Challenge
Transport sector emissions are increasing. Passenger cars account for the vast majority of emissions, but heavy vehicles and aviation are projected to drive growth in emissions in the next 10 years. Without action, the emissions intensity of passenger transport may cause negative environmental impacts and Australia will fail to meet its emissions reduction targets.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅

59. Challenge
Australian governments often do not incorporate sustainability or resilience into their final infrastructure projects. Without regular action, active and public transport modes will be underutilised and our infrastructure will be less resilient and sustainable.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅

60. Opportunity
If partnered with low carbon intensity fuels hybrid electric, plug-in electric, hydrogen fuel cell and automated vehicles are less emissions intensive than internal combustion engine vehicles. These technologies can be leveraged to transition to a low-carbon transport sector. Reducing transport sector emissions would help Australia meet its international obligations while also improving local air quality.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: ✅
61. Challenge
Climate change is likely to cause increasingly frequent and severe weather events that damage transport assets. Without resilient infrastructure, network functionality could be limited and the costs of upgrades could be more substantial.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺

Safety in the transport sector

62. Challenge
Road safety performance is not on track to meet the objectives of the National Road Safety Strategy. Without action road users will continue to be vulnerable and at risk of serious injury or fatality.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺

63. Challenge
Project selection and funding is based on incomplete safety data. Without action, this will inhibit effective cost allocation and understanding of trade-offs with other transport outcomes, such as productivity.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺

64. Opportunity
Regional, rural and remote road networks are less safe. There is an opportunity to focus investments and policies on these areas. Identifying, assessing and prioritising sites for upgrades and road treatments on high risk corridors could optimise investment and reduce fatalities.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺

65. Challenge
Australians are holding on to their vehicles for longer. Older vehicles often do not meet modern safety standards and are more likely to injure or kill if involved in a crash.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺

66. Challenge
Pedestrian and cyclist fatalities are over represented in fatalities and injuries. Without action, active transport users will continue to be injured and killed, and the attractiveness of active transport will remain low.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 🇦🇺
67. Challenge
Technological change is driving the collection of valuable data by transport operators and network owners. This information is valuable and can be vulnerable to cyberattacks.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

68. Challenge
Public transport service levels and access is lower in the outer suburbs and regional centres. This results in lower public transport mode share, and a reliance on cars in these areas. Without action, people who live in these areas will continue to be reliant on their cars.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

69. Challenge
People on the outskirts of our cities and in regional and remote Australia pay proportionally more for transport. Unless addressed, our transport networks will continue to be inequitable, with people in the outer suburbs and regional and remote Australia paying proportionally more.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

70. Challenge
There is insufficient funding to make our public transport networks accessible to people with disability. Unless funding shortfalls are addressed, legislated accessibility targets for public transport will not be reached and our networks will not be inclusive.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

71. Challenge
Emerging point-to-point operators are not subject to the same subsidy schemes and accessibility legislation as taxis, meaning they are not accessible to many people with disability. Without action, people with disability will not share in the benefits of emerging transport modes.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

72. Opportunity
Growth in Asia and an increasingly globalised economy means the volume and value of Australia’s trade is increasing. Enhancing, adapting and realigning freight networks will allow Australian producers to capitalise on opportunities presented by growing global markets, and Australian consumers to access imported goods as cheaply as possible.

When this will impact: 0-5 5-10 10-15 15+
Where this will impact: 

Freight gateways supporting international trade
### 73. Challenge

Charges for truck and train operators accessing our major ports have increased and could be passed on to customers. It is challenging for governments to know if and when a regulatory response is required. Stevedores may have the ability to continue increasing charges, which may lead to growing costs for Australian exporters and consumers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>📢</td>
<td>🏰</td>
<td>🚗</td>
<td>🛰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 74. Challenge

Our major container ports are becoming more productive, but continue to lag behind our trading partners for key indicators. Our ports will need to continue to improve to ensure Australia is globally competitive. Without improvement, our ports will continue to be uncompetitive, potentially increasing the time taken to import and export goods and add to costs for Australian exporters and consumers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>📢</td>
<td>🏰</td>
<td>🚗</td>
<td>🛰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 75. Challenge

The need to balance passenger and freight services, operating restrictions and constraints on airport land and surrounding roads reduces the efficiency of our airports. The efficiency of our airports could decline further as demand grows, potentially leading to delays and higher costs for high value, time sensitive air freight and passengers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>📢</td>
<td>🏰</td>
<td>🚗</td>
<td>🛰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### The urban freight challenge

### 76. Challenge

Conflict between land uses, particularly in the inner areas of our fast-growing cities, decreases the efficiency of our urban supply chains, particularly warehousing. Conflicting demand for land is inevitable, and governments face a challenge in balancing the needs of different parties. Failure to address land use conflict will result in more operating restrictions on key facilities, inefficient layout of facilities, and additional freight trips on out transport networks.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>📢</td>
<td>🏰</td>
<td>🚗</td>
<td>🛰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 77. Challenge

Freight transport in our fast-growing cities is impacted by congestion leading to increased costs. If this is not addressed, delays in our urban supply chains will become more common and costs will increase as our cities grow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>📢</td>
<td>🏰</td>
<td>🚗</td>
<td>🛰</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
78. Challenge
An increase in deliveries by light commercial vehicles is contributing to road and kerbside congestion, particularly in inner urban areas. This is driven by growth in online shopping and changing consumer expectations about timely and door-to-door deliveries. Without action, light commercial vehicles will make a growing contribution to congestion in major employment centres.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

Ensuring the national freight network is effective and efficient

79. Challenge
Inconsistent regulations, standards and technologies across our road and rail networks increase costs for transport operators and agricultural producers, which are ultimately passed on to customers. Without action, costs and time spent complying with regulation will remain unnecessarily high, reducing the productivity of our supply chains.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

80. Challenge
High productivity vehicle use is limited by community sentiment as well as physical and regulatory impediments to access to our road network. Restricted use of high productivity vehicles will lock in high freight costs for businesses and consumers, and limit benefits to road safety, air pollution and amenity.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

81. Challenge
The pace and impact of technological change on our supply chains is uncertain. Governments face dual challenges of enabling private sector innovation while also regulating to ensure change does not harm the community. If governments do not intervene appropriately, innovation could be stifled or, alternatively, technological development could pose safety and environmental threats.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+

82. Opportunity
New technologies can help improve road safety and efficiency, but they have upfront costs that mean uptake rates remain low. Increased use of technology could improve road safety.

When this will impact: 0-5  5-10  10-15  15+
Unlocking regional economic development through freight

### 83. Challenge
Remote and regional supply chains are critical for industry and to supply communities with basic needs. However, local governments often struggle to fund and maintain critical transport infrastructure. If this is not addressed, our agricultural supply chains and regional and remote communities will be vulnerable to delays, higher costs and extreme weather events.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Australia" />, <img src="image2" alt="City" />, <img src="image3" alt="Road" />, <img src="image4" alt="Farmland" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 84. Challenge
The complexity of the freight sector means leveraging infrastructure investments to maximise regional development can be challenging. Without improved coordination between jurisdictions, infrastructure managers and freight operators, regional development opportunities will be missed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Australia" />, <img src="image2" alt="City" />, <img src="image3" alt="Road" />, <img src="image4" alt="Farmland" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 85. Challenge
Highly variable and seasonal traffic can make investment and maintenance of regional grain railways difficult to justify. This results in bottlenecks, speed restrictions, lower capacities and sometimes line closures. If this is not addressed, producers and transport operators will continue to incur higher costs and delays, particularly in high harvest years.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Australia" />, <img src="image2" alt="City" />, <img src="image3" alt="Road" />, <img src="image4" alt="Farmland" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Transporting, storing and making the most of our waste

### 86. Challenge
Australia has increasing waste generation, a lack of a mature market for private investment and a reliance on waste export. Without action, our disposal, recycling and transportation of waste will become more costly and environmentally damaging.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Australia" />, <img src="image2" alt="City" />, <img src="image3" alt="Road" />, <img src="image4" alt="Farmland" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 87. Challenge
A limited number of new waste facilities and landfill sites have been approved and residential development is encroaching on existing sites. Without action, waste freight will have to transport their loads further from the waste generation point.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Australia" />, <img src="image2" alt="City" />, <img src="image3" alt="Road" />, <img src="image4" alt="Farmland" /></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 88. Challenge

Waste is often transported large distances from where it is generated due to a patchwork of government regulation. Without action, waste will continue to be transported further from the waste generation point adding to congestion and road degradation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 89. Opportunity

There is a lack of a mature market for private investment in recycling and waste disposal. There is a chance to capitalise on increased demand for recycled products and larger economies of scale as waste generation increases. Developing a domestic market could improve recycling rates and the sustainability of Australia’s waste disposal.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 90. Challenge

A lack of scale and access in remote communities means waste freight is inconsistent and not cost effective for consumers or taxpayers. As our waste generation increases waste services in these areas could become more expensive.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 91. Opportunity

Transporting waste can have high impacts on urban amenity. Using new technology could make waste transport more efficient and environmentally-friendly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>When this will impact:</th>
<th>0-5</th>
<th>5-10</th>
<th>10-15</th>
<th>15+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Where this will impact:</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
<td>🗼</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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